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FOREWORD 

When you look at a model airplane, resting on the 
ground, it looks so simple; just a wing, tail, fuselage and 
a prop. Yet, this collection of odds and ends can bring 
joy or sadness to our hearts by the way it takes to the air. 

When you look at a model and note its simplicity, and 
then look at the seemingly complex literature in this book 
you have a real cause to question: It is really so? 

When you look at a bird as it flies through the air with 
a natural ease, it looks so easy to do. Yet, when we think 
of it, who else besides God can make a bird? 

When you look at a model, resting on the ground, 
a lways remember that it is a different object in the a ir. On 
the 'ground, it just rests. But in the air, it has to possess 
uncanny ability to counteract all the forces that have held 
men earthbound since time began . Would you say that 
it is a simple thing to do? 

When you look through this book, keep the above 
ideas in mind, and you will find that the complex will 
become gradually less complex, and your heart will be 
more often joyful than sad when you f1y your pride and 
joy. 

To help you find that which you are seeking, is the 
purpose of this book . 

March, 1952 
Ithaca, N. Y. 

FRANK ZAIC. 



1951-1952 YEARBOOK 

It is over 12 years since we wrote the 1938 Edition of the 
Year Book. We wonder how many of our original readers will 
read this edition. Well, be as it may, let us see what happened in 
the field of Model Aerodynamics since then. 

To us, writing the Year Books has a_lways been a period in 
which we try to find answers to our own questions. So that, in a 
sense, we do this work to satisfy our own curiosity. If you find 
statements with which you do not agree, we will be very glad to 
hear your views. 

TOO MANY PAGES 
When we began this book we had no idea just how much space 

we would need for the technical text. J\s we began to clear up 
one question after another, new problems came up which required 
more space. To save time, we had the material set-up in type. As 
we approached the end of the text, we found ourselves with more 
material than could be squeezed into this book, and we still had 
to consider plans and outside contributions. 

Since we tried to find reasons for the behavior of the very 
basic forces, we covered the subject in great detail. It would, 
therefore, be wasteful to discard the work done, and just give 
you the summary of what we did. Under such circumstances, the 
logical solution is to print the highlights in this book, and then 
publish the complete text in another book. Thus, if you find that 
some of the actions do not seem clear in this book, you will find 
their complete background in the other book. 

OUR FIRST PROBLEM 
Our basic problem is to determine the exact position of the 

model while it is flying. We know that it is out there somewhere, 
and we can see it. But we want to know just what is it's position 
in relation to the airflow. If we knew that, we could find out why 
it behaves as it does at times. 

Our first lead was the fact, that, when we adjust models to 
glide as slow as possible, we automatically bring the wing close 
to it~ stalling angle. From tests and lojical thinking, we found 
that the stalling angle occurs around 6 angle of attack. 
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THE CLASSICAL EXPERIMENT 

Working under the impression that the 6° angle of attack 
exists under all flight conditions, we made a test model as shown. 
Our idea was to have the wing held to 6° under all flight condi
tions. To make sure that the drag would have no moment arm 
about the thrust line, or that the thrust line would have no loop
ing force about the C.G., we placed the motor high so that its 
thrust was an inch above C.G. And also through the wing's center 
of lift and drag. 

All this led us to believe that we would have a fast and a 45° 
climb. And we were even worrying about having it dive. Comes 
the revelation. 

LOW 
SPEED 

25%Streamlined 

oo \ 

Lift 

HI-SPEED 

THE REVELATION 
Our first glide test was perfect. Our first power test was a per

fect loop. If we had not stepped out of the way fast enough, you 
would be reading wild stuff now. We spent ten days trying to 
stop it from looping. (Complete details in the other book.) Let's 
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arouse your curiosity by saying that, at one time, we had the C.G. 
1h inch in front of the leading edge while the model was climb
ing at 45°. Glide? Vertical. We eventually brought looping under 
control by using 20° downthrust in relation to the wing. 

As you will read on, you will know why we picked Model 
Aerodynamics apart as we have in this book. After the humilia
tion we had to crawl through, it was do or retire. Well , be as it 
may, we found the following facts from the test. 

Towards the end of th e test , we began to realize that under 
high power, the model develops more lift than under glide. If 
this is the case , what happens to the forces generated? In a level 
flight, the condition would be as shown: Thrust just strong 
enough to overcome drag at the speed at which the wing gen
erated enough lift to take care of the weight. But the power we 
use now is almost equal to the weight of the model. If model 
weighs 8 ozs. it usually is powered with an .09. An .09 could have 
8 ozs. thrust. This power will increase speed. Say it was enough 
to double the lift. Now, see what happens to our force. After re
solving, we have a resul tant which is angled 45° with nothing 
holding it back from going in the direction of 45°. To us this 
means that the model wants to move in this direction. If the 
model was in a horizontal position, the movement towards 45° 
would mean a reduction in the "over all" angle of attack. Later 
on you will see that if you reduce the over all angle of attack on 
a model, that is trimmed for 6°, the wing will have greater power 
about the C.G. This will tend to loop the model. 

The above is just our explanation. It is quite possible that 
there is another one. All we know is that when power is applied, 
a model, that was balanced for a glide, will have a looping or 
zooming tendencies. The degree of looping or zooming will de
pend on the design. 

Also, this zooming action of the model, under high power, auto
matically adjusts the model to the new conditions. You will find 
out how. 

PITCHING MOMENT CHARTS AND GRAPHS 
Starting with this 6° angle, we knew that the model had to 

be balanced somehow, so that it retained these adjustments dur
ing the glide. Our problem was to find out which factors play a 
part in this particular balance. Then, a letter from Hewitt Phil
lips, in response to our call for help, got us started on PITCH
ING MOMENTS. 

After we began to explore this phase of designing, we found 
that we could explain many actions which automatically happen 
on models; actions that have been going on for years but without 
anyone in the model field knowing about them. 
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The Pitching Moment Chart is nothing else but a listing of 
forces as they happen to be in a particular angle of attack. By 
knowing the value of these forces in a particular angle of attack, 
a designer can tell what must be done to correct trouble, or bring 
about new conditions. The method for finding the value of the 
forces is simple, providing you have the required information 
on hand. Our job was a bit harder, as we had to make up rules 
as we went along. Also, we had to assume many things which 
may not actually be so. However, the fact remains that we now 
have a method, good or bad, by which we can make some predic
tion of model's flying possibilities, before the model is made . 

. Our basic assumption was that the model should be balanced 
while the wing had 6° angle of attack. All other factors had to 
be made to fit the situation by a series of trial and errors. Our 
major problem was the Downwash Angle. We have no definite 
values for models. So, we juggled full size formulas, and found 
one that helped us produce the desired balance. This formula may 
not be exactly what is needed, but it did give us results which 
seem to fit our flying experience. By using this Downwash For
mula, we were able to use stabilizer areas now in practice, 
and also have the stabilizer in similar angular relationship as we 
have on the actual flying models. So you can see the fun we had; 
trying to fit full scale data to model work, and make modifications 
as we went along, to make it agree with actual model practice. 

MAKING PITCHING MOMENT CHARTS 

The charts we made are shown. Note the items used. Since 
our job was t'o find the balance when the wing was at 6°, we had 
to make the stabilizer to fit the situation. At first we had trouble 
finding a stabilizer that would fit the situation, and still be some
thing we would recognize in actual practice. The key to the an
swer was the Downwash Formula. We reduced a text book formu
la to this : Wing CL x 5 = Downwash Angle. This is in round 
numbers, and it is good when stabilizer is between two and four 
chords from the wing, and not higher, nor lower, than half Chord. 
Knowing the physical setting of the stabilizer in relation to the 
wing, we ju~t subtract the downwash angles from such setting, 
to find the true angle of attack for the stabilizer. For example: 
On the 70% C.G. model, when the wing's angle of attack is 3°, 
the downwash is also 3°. The incidence of the stabilizer at this 
point is 0°. Subtract 3° downwash from zero and we have -3°. 
When the wing is at 0°, the down wash is 2°. The stabilizer inci
dence is -3°. Downwash means that the true angle of attack on 
the stabilizer will be less than the incidence setting. So, 2° less 
than -3° is -5°. Play around for a while and you will get the idea. 
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Stab Force= 182 x35x CL 

Clark Y - 35%CG. 
0°« 50x70%= 

35 
GLIDE BALANCE 

/0 .47 -10 
20 .54 0 
30 .62 /0 

i: .7 20 
.76 30 

60 .82 40 
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9• .95 60 

4° to Base Streamline 

W.A.= Wing 
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S.A :=Stab 
Incidence 

W.M.= Wing Area x Moment Arm W.F.= Wing Force S.F.= Stab Force 
A.S.A.= Actual Stab angle of Att. S.C:C Stab Coef. S.M. = St.AreaxM.A. 

Wing Force= 
I. 75x200 x CL 

Clark Y 6° 

GLIDE BALANCE 

so 

1.75 Stab Force= 17x 50x CL 
....... ----17 ClarkY 

-1oo( 66x75% 
=50 

ANALYZING THE CHARTS 
It is surprising how much you can learn by looking at these 

charts. Take the 35% C.G. for an example. Note that a force of 
51 units is needed to counteract the stabilizer action if we wish 
to bring. the wing to 5°. And if you want to bring the wing to 0°, 
you will need 250 units. In some of our calculations, shown in 
the other book, we found that to bring this model down to 0° 
angle of attack, an 8 oz. thrust engine would have to be mounted 
4 inches above the C.G. to obtain the needed "downthrust," and 
to off set the forces of the stabilizer. 

On the 70% C.G. model, downthrust force of 45 units is need
ed to bring the wing to 5 °. And to bring it to 0°, the down thrust 
needs 100 uni ts. 
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Wing Force-= .3.25 

In 
Glide 

1--=--+'-~~~;;.=::~~~+-'~--t-:-----t~~----r~-:-:;--_.-----;-~~---;~i="I Wing x 5 Lift 
10 
20 
30 
40 

3.8° 5° 
4.1° 6° 
4.4° 7° 
4.8° 8° 

. 295x 1000-:: 295 up 
.34 x 1000= 340 to 
. 393 x 1000 = 393 high 
. 45 x 1000 = 450 Angle 

The 100% C.G. design should be of special interest to most of 
us who fly gas models. I t is a set-up used by almost all. To bring 
the wing to 5°, only 4 units of downthrust are needed. And to 
bring it to 0°, 15 units will do it. Quite a contrast to the other 
two. (8 oz. thrust, ~ inch above C.G. would produce the above 
15 units .) 

The chart shows why 0-0 setting and 100% C.G. is so touchy. 
Just an 1/ 64 adjustment on the stabilizer will produce a change. 
Even shifting C.G. should be done gradually. You can see why 
on such models the wing and stabilizer should be well fastened 
down to prevent shifting, and so upset the balance. 

HIGH POWER AND HIGH LIFT 
When we use as much power as we do now, we naturally find 

that we have fast models. And when a model moves fast, it dev
elops more lift than is needed. For example: A 200 sq. in. Clark 
Y wing, set at 6° angle of attack, will lift 8 ozs. when flying at 
12.5 m.p.h. If the speed is increased to 20 m.p.h. the lift will be 
20 ozs. However, the model needs only 8 ozs. of lift from the 
wing to stay in the air. Since the model is trimmed to glide at 
6°, we must do something to reduce high lift during power flight. 

To clarify the situation, let us diagram the problem. We will 
assume that the thrust is 8 ozs. and that the model flying in a 45 ° 
climb. Placing our forces as shown, we obtain a resultant of 21 
ozs. with which to counteract the 8 ozs. weight of the model. It 
should be obvious that something will happen. And that some
thing does happen in form of looping. 

If we could somehow reduce lift to 6 ozs., while the model is 
flying at 20 m.p.h., we would obtain a balanced condition. See 
diagram. Note how we now have only 10 ozs. of upward force, 
and that the thrust contributes a great portion of this force. 
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The next question is: How to make the wing produce only 
6 ozs of lift while flying at 20 m.p.h.? The obvious answer is to 
reduce its angle of attack during the power portion of the flight. 
If we use a thin airfoil, like Rhode St. Gense 28, we would find 
that it would lift about 6 ozs. at O" while moving at 20 m.p.h. How 
to bring about this change from 6" to o", is the problem. We could 
use gadgets and stuff. Qr we could use down thrust. 

200 sq.in. Wing 

T 20m.p.h. L 

oo 
35% c.G 

_L + 
210 25cf Bozs. 

oo 140 42 Wt. 

98""'< 
t • 

75%C.G j 

Bozs oo 260 245 

Wt. < t • 
100%C.G. t 

I~ 

DOWNTHRUST 
We have shown how it is possible to bring the wing to lower 

angles of attack by helping the stabilizer have greater force about 
the C.G. The only trouble is that models having C.G. at 35% and 
70% require more downthrust than we can apply within reason. 
But the 100% C.G. model can .1.Je very easily influenced. To bring 
it to 0° angle of attack, we need thrust force of 15 units accord
ing to the chart. In actual practice, it may be more or less. 

Once the wing is operating at 0°, we've actually achieved a 
balanced condition, and the power flight is smooth and fast. After 
all, by bringing the wing to 0° to obtain 6 ozs. of lift, we also de
creased its drag over 100% and moved the wing into its highest 
L/Dcondition. 

There is more to this 0'
0 angle of attack business than you 

think. Your models actually try to move automatically into 0° 
position through a process ort which we stumbled and call CIR
CULAR AIRFLOW. (Complete history of its discovery will be 
found in the other book.) 
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CIRCULAR AIRFLOW 

The thrust adjustments, to bring the wing into lower angles 
of attack, can be easily made on rubber powered models which 
have the C.G. close to the thrust line. But on standard pylon mod
els, the C.G. is always above the normal thrust line, and too close 
to the engine to have its thrustline pass over the C.G. without ex
cessive downthrust. Besides, we know that most pylon models fly 
in almost complete disregard for this "thrustline above the C.G." 
requirements. Something else must be bringing the wing into 
lower angles of attack. Something does just that. And that "some
thing" is the CIRCULAR AIRFLOW. 

Before we talk about the Circular Airflow, we would like to 
show that it is possible to bring the wing into 0° angle of attack 
by, somehow, increasing stabilizer's angle of attack during the 
power flight. This, of course, must be done without changing the 
wing's setting. The exact change required can be found by check
ing the Pitching Moment chart. 

CONDITION 35% C.G.: If we were to place the wing at 0° 
angle we find that the stabilizer would be - 2° to the base line. 
Normally, and according to the chart, this would mean that the 
stabilizer would ·have a download which would tend to increase 
the wing's angle of attack. The exact angle of attack would be 
-4 °. We have -2° from the setting below the baseline, and we ob
tain another -2° from the downwash. To cancel out the stabilizer's 
force, we mu.st introduce 4 ° of positive airflow. We made few dia
grams, showing the airflow, which shows how this 4° positive air
flow makes the stabilizer have 0° angle of attack. With the stabi
lizer at 0°, the wing is in balanced condition because the pivot 
point is on Center of Wing's Lift. 

CONDITION 70% C.G. It is a bit easier, figuring the change 
required for the 70% ~ The wing has a force of 140 units when it 
is flying at 0°. We look at the chart and see if we have a 140 unit 
force value on the stabilizer side. There is nothing in the exact 
number, but if you k;ow how to interpolate, you will find it be
tween 127 and 161 units. We did some calculating, and found that, 
if the angle of attack on the stabilizer was -3.5°, it would generate 
140 units; enough to balance the wing with wing at 0°. The chart 
shows that when Wing is at 0° the stabilizer is at -5°, and that it 
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has a torce of 42 units. If we were to "increase" this angle of at
tack by 1.5° so that the stabilizer would be at -3.5°, we would bal
·ance the wing with the new stabilizer force of 140 Units. So, by 
increasing the stabilizer's angle of attack by 1.5°, we bring about 
a balance, with wing at 0° and stabilizer at -3.5°. 

BRINGING WING FROM 6° TO 0° 
Say that the wing is at 6°, and the model is in a glide balance, 

what happens when we introduce the above 1.5° of increase to the 
stabilizer's angle of attack? This is like saying that now the wing 
is at 6° and the stabilizer at .4° (-1.1° setting plus 1.5° = .4°). The 
nearest reading we ·have to .4 ° is on the 8° line. On this line the 

2 j ~-!,:D.W. 280 
600( ..... ~1.1·~ j 

'C::: 30 
Without 1.5° increas. 

287 

*3iii=D.W. .4•~317 
3 With + l.S 0 Increase 

stabilizer has .2° angle of attack and a value of 357 units:· The 
"unbalance" would be 287 units for t4e wing and 357 units for 
stabilizer. It is obvious that the stabilizer will swing the wing 
into lower angles. 

Let us stop the movement at 4°. The stabilizer, which would 
normally have -2.5° angle of attack, now has -1.0°. And it devel
ops 280 units, still too much for the 4° wing's 245 units. The stabi-

187 -2 700, w. 202 
~ ... t 
{. ~,. ~c:.2.2•«, 

ex ncrtJOs• 
lizer keeps on forcing the wing into lower angles. Stopping at 2°, 
the normal -3.7° for stabilizer should be changed to -2.2°. The 
stabilizer, at this angle, still gives more force than at -2.5°, for 
which we have force value of 187 Units. Therefore, the stabilizer 
keeps on forcing the wing into lower angles. And at 0°, the bal
ance, which we have determined at the beginning, occurs. 

140 200 w. '140 140 -2•0 w 40 4 - - . . t + - .w. 
......... - :;=:: JE:_ - ~ ---5 00( --::..~~ 
o•°' ~+i.5• L_3.s•o< o•o<: . ~3. 

With l.S 0 increase Without l.S 0 increase 

You can now see that a positive change of 1.5° on the stabiliz
er, brought the model from a 6° position to 0°. On the 35% C.G. 
position, 4 ° of angular change was required for the same job. · 
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CONDITION 

c ange o +. on 
JO .47 X 650: 3/0 
2° . 54 x 650= 350 
3° .62 x 650: 403 
4° . 7 x 650 = 455 
5° .76 x 650 = 494 
6° .82 x 650 = 533 

-/.80o( 260 

______ J t 

We could show how it is possible to start with the wing at 6°, 
and bring it down to 0°, by increasing the stabilizer angle by only 
.2 °. However, the mathematical balance is very touchy. And we 
would be playing with very fine points of favoring bits of lift for 
one side or the other during the demonstration. Take our word 
for it, the wing will drop down to Ou if the stabilizer is given .2 ° 
when the wing is at 6°. 

TOUCHY SETTING FOR 100% C.G. 
Anyone trying to adjust models, having C.G. at 100°/o and 0-0 

setting, will know that such models are very touchy. Now you 
know why; .2 u change means less than a l / 64th in a 5" chord. So, 
be sure to carry thin paper strips for incidence adjustments. And 
also realize how important it is to fix wing and stab solid to pre
vent shifting, and so changing the balance. 

SLIPSTREAM BLAST ON ANGLED STABILIZER 
The next question is: How to increase the stabilizer's angle 

of attack during the power flight without using thrustline? 
For gas models, we worked up one possible solution. The idea 

was to have the prop slipstream blast on the stabilizer, which is 
set at as high angle as possible to the slipstream. The basic lay-
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out is shown. Note that the prop should be below the wing. This 
is easily done with pylon design. If slipstream passes over the 
wing, higher downwash angles will result ; something that would 
cancel out all that we are trying to do. 

Balance in 
~Glide 

EXPLAINING LOOPING UNDER HIGH POWER 
At t he beginning of the book, we mentioned how a decrease 

in the " overall" angle of attack produces looping effect. This can 
be seen by looking at the Pitching Moment Charts. Say that the 
" overall" angle ot attack was reduced from 6° to 4 °. Looking at 
the 4v line on the 35% C.G. Chart, we find that the stabilizer has 
a download of 96 units. This " download" will try to make the 
model point upward, or towards the looping possibilities. 

L~0 D.W. oo c"-. 

s;Oi ~ ~4-~0(.~~:::l::::~~-1.~ 
WGiiCJ8BOiOnce 35% O~erall 2° Reduction 96 

W.A. W.CL D.W. S.A. A.S.A. S.CL x S.M. = S.F. 
30 .62 3.1• /0 -2.1° -.21 x 638 = -135 
tf O .7 3.S- 20 -/.50 - .15 " 638 = -96 
50 .76 3.a• 3• -.8• -.08 x 638 = -SI 
60 .82 4.1• 40 0 0 " &38 ~ 0 

274 3.5° D. W. 187 450 
-2.50~ 

~ 

The same thing happens to 70% C.G. and 100% C.G. models. 
Except that at lower an gles than 6°, the wing has greater force. 
Since it is in front of the C.G., the wing will " nose" model up
ward into looping possibilities. The idea could be carried on in 
more detail. However, the main fact to remember is that high 
speed produces high lif t if angle of attack is held to 6°. If lift is 
high, the "over all" angle of a t tack will be decreased. This will 
bring about looping or zooming conditions in which the Circular 
Airflow will operate. 
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EXPLAINING CIRCULAR AIRFLOW 

The automatic action which increases the angle of attack on 
the stabilizer without doing the same thing on the wing, can be 
best understood if we were to assume that our model is flying in 
a vertical bank. As the model flies around in a circle, along the 
diameter shown, a stationary air molecule would first hit the wing 
on the upper surface, and as the stabilizer came along, it would 
hit the stabilizer on its lower surface. To us, this has same mean
ing if we were to say that the wing received a negative angle of 
attack and the stabilizer a positive angle of attack. This means 
that the lift is decreased on the wing and increased on the stabi
lizer. 

20Ff. Dia. 
to 

Relative / 
Airflow 

To clarify the situation, let us assume that the circle is 20 ft. 
in diameter, or 60 ft. in circumference. This means that every 
foot arc would be subtended 6°. If we were to draw tangents at 
the tips of such arcs, we would find an angular difference of 6° 
between the arc tips. Supposing we were to place a rr · del, having 
1 ft. moment arm, in the arc position and see what the tangents 
will do. See diagram. Note that the wing now has a 3° negative 
angle of attack and the stabilizer 3° positive. 
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Next supposition: A model , which glided well in a straight 
flight when both surfaces were at 0° to the airflow, can be made 
to have similar characteristics in the Circular Airflow. This is 
done by setting the incidence angles so that the wing has 3° posi
tive and the stabilizer 3 ° negative. If we try to fly this arrange
ment in a straight path, it would stall like nobody's business. But 
place it in the above 20 ft. diameter circle, and it will behave 
normally. See diagrams. Can you begin to see the possibilities of 
Circular A irflow? 

oo ~ 
20ft. Dia. 

) ~ ! ()" ~ 
3° Pos. :::;:::::::c 3°Neg. ..._____ ~ 

PRACTICAL EXAMPLE: We have the 70°/o C.G. model, on 
which we must increase the stabilizer angle of attack by 1.5°, to 
make it bring the wing to 0°. How to do this? No bother at all; 
just fly the model in a circle .in which the required Circular Air-
flow Angle will be produced. To find the size of the circle, we 

developed the following formula: 

ANGULAR CHANGE= 3600 x ~.A. J(. Ban~ Anale 
3.14 x Dia.of Ctrcle m Feet X 90° 

C- M.A.inFt.~ 

The Angular Change is the difference between the tangents at 
the ends of the arc as shown. Note which factors govern the An
gular Change. By increasir g Moment Arm or Bank, the change 
will be greater. While making the circle larger will decrease the 
angie. 

EXAMPLE: Find diameter of circle required to obtain 1.5° 
Angular Change for the 70% C.G. model while it is in a vertical 
bank. The M.A. is 19" or 1.5 ft. Therefore: 

150: 360° x /.5 x 90• 
. 3.14 ><Dia. X 90° 

. 360° )( /.5 )( 90° 
Dia.= 3.14 x 900 x 1.50 = 120 Ft, 

So, if we make our model to fly in a 120 ft. circle with the wing 
in a vertical bank, the stabilizer will automatically receive 1.5° 
increase in its angle of attack, and bring the wing from 6° to 0°. 

The above formula can, of course, be reduced to a smaller 
group. We just wanted to show what factors we used in case we 
did something wrong. The condensed version can be written as: 

ANGULAR CHANGE = I. 33 x M.A. x Bani< 
Dia. of Circle 
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To br ing about 4 ° change for the 35% C.G. model, a 45 ·ft. 
circle would do. While a .2 ° change on the 100% C.G. model 
would require 900 ft. (As we said before, .2 ° is cutting it rather 
close. In practice, this would mean an impossible design. Maybe 
you had one, and you know what we mean.) 

. /. 33 x /.5 x 90°_ 
45

, . . .: /.33 X 1.5 X 90°=goo' 
Dia . = 4 0 D1 a. . 2 o 

CIRCULAR AIRFLOW IN MODERATE BANK TURN 
It should be evideht t hat when a model is in a vertical bank it 

is not going to stay up long. We must bring it to a more horizon
tal level. Suppose we see what happens if we place the 70% C.G. 
model in a 30° bank, a good compromise. (A 10 ozs. of lift is con
verted into 8.6 ozs. of vertical lift and 5 ozs. of side force.) The 
required change is 1.5°. Find diameter of circle: 

I. 33 x 1.5 x 30° 
150- -
· - Dia. - D. = 1.33 x 1.5 x 30°=40' 

ID. 1.5• 

Notice how the diameter of the circle dropped down to 40 
feet when the wing is banked 30°. This is natural. As the wing 
moves from vertical to horizontal, it automatically decreases the 
value of the Circular Airflow Angles. When the wing is horizon
tal, no Circular Airflow is possible. So, as the bank is decreased 
from the vertical, we must keep the value of the Circular Airflow 
by decreasing the size of the circle. 

Our 35% C.G. model needs a 13.3 foot circle if we had it fly
ing at 30° bank. While the 100% C.G. model will require about 
300 feet circle for its .2° change. 

D
. - /.33 x /.5 x 30~ 13' 
10.- 40 D. = /.33 x 1.5 x 30°= 300' 

IQ. • 20 

CONCLUSIONS 
What do you think of the idea? Can you check any of your 

flying experiences with this theoretical work? Perhaps, if we 
were to try flying a high powered 35% C.G. model, you would get 
a better idea how this Circular Airflow behaves. 

When we think of it, the models have actually been using the 
above Circular Airflow Action ever since the beginning. You can 
judge from experience, if your models had C.G. closer to 35% 
than 100°/o, the models had a tendency to develop tight power 
turns or circles. What actually happened, is that the models had 
to find a balanced position, in which the lift production is equal 
to that the models needed. Sometimes we wonder at the gradual 
development of designs which automatically take care of so many 
things, without us knowing anything about them. 
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CIRCULAR AIRFLOW AND SPIRAL DiVES 
To explain how CIRCULAR AIRFLOW can produce spiral 

dives, we have to m,ake the following assumption: Our 100% 
C.G. model is flying in a 300 ft. circle, with the wing banked 30v. 
According to our assumption, the wing is now flying at Ov angle 
of attack, as we gave the 'stabilizer the required .2° increase. Let 
us assume that the airfoil we are using on it is lifting 10 ozs., 
which, when angled, give us 8 oz. of vertical lift and 5 oz. side 
lift. Now, 8 ozs. is just enough to keep the model in a level flight. 
Any reduction in the lift would make the model come down. 

For some reason, we want to make the model have a tighter 
turn, about 200 ft. in dia. To obtain this circle, we set the rudder 
so that the wing banks 35°. What will be the Angular Change? 

ANGULAR CHANGE:!:: 1· 33 x 1· 5 x 350 35 
200Ff'. - . 

0 

300ff. 
Wing 

Wing 0° 

When the stabilizer has an increase of .35° on this 100% C.G. 
model, we should expect drastic results. Note how only .2° was 
required to bring the wing from 6° to 0° where it developed 8 ozs. 
of vertical lift. The extra .15 v might bring it to -4.5 °. And how 
much lift do you think it can develop at this angle? Practically 
none. Now, imagine a model in a bank; then suddenly remove the 
lift from the wing, but leave it on the stabilizer. What do you 
expect will happen? You are right, the nose will drop down, and 
the action will be similar to spiral dive which we usually attrib
ute to Spiral Instability. 

EVERY MODEL HAS A DEFINITE MINIMUM CIRCLE 
We could go on, and write another book, just on this Circular 

Airflow subject. But we hope you have the idea. If you try to 
tighten up a model beyond its safe minimum circle, the Circular 
Airflow will backfire and give you spiral dives. Whenever your 
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model tends to spiral dive, open up the circle, if at all possible. 
If it then has a tendency to loop, use downthrust. Usually, the 
models that will have looping tendencies will be in the forward 
C.G. class, and they will be able to take tighter turns than the 
100°/o C.G. just covered. Just realize that every model has a mini
mum size circle. Once you find it, do not try to make it smaller. 
The only way you can make it smaller is by actually using UP
THRUST. This will counteract the higher force of the stabilizer. 
It seems funny, using upthrust, but according to the theory, such 
is the case. We never tried it. We just made it up as we realized 
what goes on. Hence, on the 100°/o C.G. models, it may be a good 
thing to have thrustline below C.G. 

FACTORS WHICH DETERMINE SIZE OF CIRCLE 
Size of the circle is determined by the requirements of the 

Angular Change, which is developed by the size of the circle and 
the bank of the wing, and the Centrifugal Force. This force is 
determined by the following formula: 

Bozs. Model 
20M.P.H. 

80 Ft. R. 

CEN. ORCE=~~~~~----~----~--
(ln Lbs.) 

The t rick here is to make sure that whatever circle you may 
be using, the side lif t of the w ing should equal the Centrifugal 
Force; and that this particular circle must also develop the re
quired Angular Change. We have two variables which must be 
satisfied. The only way t o do this is to make up a table, and then 
pick out the nearest combination. We made such a table, and it 
is in the other book. Out of possible 100 combinations, a model 
may be able to use only one. For example: 8 oz. model, banking 
at 30° and flying in an 80 ft. circle, at 20 m.p.h., has to develop 
8 ozs. of vertical lift to balance weight of model, and 5 ozs. of 
side force to balance the C.F. The trick is to have the Angular 
Change be such, that the wing will lift 10 oz. which can be re
solved into 8 oz. lih and 5 oz. side force. So, you can see that it 
could become complicated. 
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SPIRAL STABILITY 

A model is in a constant state of "shimmy" to adjust itself to 
ever-changing conditions. Unless the various part of the model 
are in a harmonious combination, we may expect expensive 
trouble. And here is where Spiral Stability comes in. 

TORQUE, SIDESLIP AND DIHEDRAL 
Perhaps, the best way of introducing you to Spiral Stability 

is to show how the dihedral controls the torque. Working with 
known forces gets you out of that hazy and nebulous '.'technical 
talk" feeling that you believe should be taken to heart by the 
other fellow. 

Torque problems are still with us, although they may not be 
so evident as they used t o be in 1935. At that time, many models 
had very little dihedral and you could see torque take over and 
swing the ships into lef t spiral dives. As you will see, torque is 
the "force" which sets in motion the flight pattern your particu
lar model will make once it is released. It does not determine this 
pattern, mind you; it is the force that carries through to a con
clusion whatever the aerodynamical design dictates. Do not blame 
the torque for your troubles. You know it is there and you are 
supposed to know how to make it help you. It can be done, if you 
know how. 

Looking from the rear of a model, we find that the torque force 
will try t o swing the model into direction shown. As the model 
swings into this direction, the lift force also swings with the 
model. Once the basic lift force swings beyond the vertical posi
tion, it tends to pull the model to one side. So, here we have a 
condition in which the propeller is pulling the model forward 
and the wing, besides holding it up, also wants to pull it to one 
side. Breaking up this basic lift force, which is now angled, into 
its lifting and side pull ing components, we have the force dia
gram shown. 
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HOW SIDE SLIP FORCE IS DEVELOPED 

The perspective of the forces involved is shown. Note that 
lift and weight balance each other, but that there is no balance 
for the side pulling portion of the lift force. Since the thrust or 
forward moving force is so much greater, we should not expect 
a side force to perform some sor t of a side step which we could 
see. Its actual effect on the model can be determined by making 
a force diagram of the thrust line and the side force. The result
ant is the direct ion into which t he model will try to move. You 
can see that it is a compromise between thrust and side force. 
The main t h ing to remember, though, is that the fuselage will re
main on the thrust line axis and that it will not move " head on" 
into the new direction , but will move in a "skidding" fashion. 
This is the most important phase of our work. Once you can see 
that it is possible for the model to move in a "skidding" fashion, 
the rest is easy. 

Resultant 
Pulls model 

Wei91'>t 

Air Molecule View 
along flight path 

Just how does this new motion look to the air molecules? 
For this view, we should look at the model from the front along 
the resultant line. The view is shown. It is a compressed side 
view. - It is from this v iew that we can predict exactly what the 
model will do as far as sp iral stability is concerned. But you will 
have to know what to look for. To help you in this, we have 
worked up a visual demonstration with gliders. 
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SPIRAL ST ABILITY DEMONSTRATION 

We are happy in developing the following demonstration 
showing reaction to torque of different side area distributions 
and dihedrals. It saves us so much trouble in trying to put arm 
motion into words and sketches. Besides, you can always check 
up on us by making the models shown and going through the 
test yourself. We are su re that, after you see them behave as they 
do, you will want to k n ow why they seem to be so contrary to 
normal expectations. 

TEST GLIDERS 
Test gliders are very easy to make. We made two, one with 

the wing on the fuselage, and the other on 2 x 2 pylon. We 
changed the dihedral angle by creasing the balsa and using cello
phane tape to keep the desired angle. If you like, you can make 
a model for every dihedral angle you wish to investigate. This is 
a good idea if you would like to have a demonstration before a 
club group. Rudders can be cemented and taken off easily enough, 
especially, if you use "Testor A" cement. Be sure to use only flat 
"C" grain 1/ 32 balsa sheets, so that you will not have warps to 
counteract what you are trying to do. 

While we were developing this particular demonstration dur
ing 1938, we wondered how we could simulate torque wit~out 
using motor and prop. Then came the idea of using weights on 
tips. Weight on tip sh ifts C.G. position from center line out
wards, requiring more lift on that side to preserve a level atti
tude. Torque may not shift C.G., but it does tend to force one 
wing down. To make this wing come up, it must have greater 
force than the other. As far as the wing is concerned, t he actions 
of tip weight and torque are similar. The result of torque and/ or 
tip weigh t is to introdu ce side skid conditions. 

Altogether, we made about 50 individual tests. Most of them 
are individually described and analyzed in the other book. How
ever, you should have no trouble in making the tests yourself. 
Start wi t h wing level, and use no rudder. Add clay to left wing 
tip and see how torque reacts on different arrangements. Then 
add rudder. Start with a large size, and then trim to nothing, to 
see the effect of different rudder . areas. 

To check on the effect of side area, above or below the C.G., 
just cement large fins, about C.G., and watch what happens. Be 
sure to add clay to left wing tip to obtain torque reaction. You 
will be surprised at the result. 

After you are through with level wing tests, start with 10° di
hedral and gradually work up to 45 °. Be sure to add and remove 
rudders as you go along. Also increase and decrease clay weight. 
The ent ire test took us about 12 hours. Next day we felt as 
if we had climbed a mountain. Although, the highest bit of climb
ing we did do, was to the top of the radio cabinet. 
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We made one test which we would like to describe in full. It 
happened with a 45 ° dihedral test. We had enough weight on its 
left tip t o br ing the C.G. 2'' unto the left wing. No rudder was 
used. 

EXPLAINING TEST # 11 
In Test :¢t 11, we have 45 ° dihedral with C.G. 2" from center 

line. The action of the 45 · dihedral, in counteracting this C.G. 
position. is very posi ti ve and definite in swinging the model into 
right turn and final spi r al dive. It is so typical of present day 
models that it calls for greater details, especially, if compared 
with Test # 1 when only I 11" C.G. sh ift forced the model into a 
left skidding turn in contrast to the above ri g ht spiral dive . 

Left 

skid 

Test• I I 

/ 

Test ~I Nod~~ 
or rudder- C.G._l'' from Center 

4 

) 

(. Lift 

r- t v· C.G. rron 1ew 

Analyzing the above s ituation, we find that with C.G. at 2" 
point, the left wing will have to develop almost enough lift to 
carry the entire model. T hi s call s for an exceptionally large skid 
angle. A typical g lide path of this model was for the model to 
drop fas t with left wing low. As it picked up speed, the left wing 
obtained the required si de-drift airflow and lifted itself above 
the horizon and into a bank. We did not have enough altitude to 
observe more than half a circle, but we know wha.t happens un
der power, once the spiral dive shows its sign. That the wing 
must have had a large side airflow angle is shown by Test #13 
where a 2 x % rudder was required for straight flight with skid
ding atti t ude. 
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The peculiar part of this test is, that without tip weight, the 
model had a straight glide without rudder. Of course, any attempt 
to make it turn would result in a spiral turn. When you are 
duplicating this test, note the action of the left wing. You will 
see it actually lifting all that clay, and eventually develop into 
a right spiral dive. If you ever had doubts about the torque, and 
how it develops side skid, this should be convincing performance. 
-Also, as shown by Test # 13, a rudder, large enough, will cor
rect this right spiral dive by making the wing maintain a definite 
skid angle, although the model may be flying straight ahead.
It will be worth your while to try this experiment. 

SPIRAL DIVES WITH HIGH POWER AND LARGE 
DIHEDRAL 

We have been trying to find the cause of right spiral dives for 
a long time. We found one possibility in the Circular Airflow. 
While working on Spiral Stabil ity, we uncovered another possi
bility. -After you have seen what happened in Test #11, it may 
be easier to understand. 

To present the situation in true light, we must assume certain 
mathematical factors. Let us suppose that the model weighs 4 
Units, and the tip torque-clay weighs 1 Unit. This gives us a total 
of 5 Units. If we place this weight on center of the model over 
the C.G., the wing loading, on a 45 ° tip dihedral wing, will be as 
shown. The center panels carry 1.5 Units each, while the tips, due 
to their angulation, carry 1 Unit each. Note that basic lift for 
the tip is 1.5 Units, and that side forces equal vertical forces of 
1 Unit. Keep your eyes on these side forces. They hold the key 
to our spin possibility. 

Straight 

Flight 

6° Skid 

/.5 /.5 

Model 4 Units+ I Clay 

' 2.2 
1.5 1.5 

I 
/.5 

4 Units 

/.5 

I Unit 

The next step is to shift our 1 Unit of clay weight under the 
left wing as shown. This means that, if we want to maintain a 
level flight , the left wing will have to lift 1 Unit more than the 
other. This is done by making the model skid. 
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When the model skids, the angle of attack will change for the 
two tip~, but not for the center sections. The right will have a 
decrease, and left an increase. The balance of forces will now be 
as shown. The total vert ical lift is still the required 5 Units, and 
we seem to have accounted for all of our requirements. But have 
a look at the side forces. 

The right wing generates only .5 Unit of side force, while the 
left produces 1.5 Units. What effect do these different values 
have on the model? This can be best seen by consulting the plan 
view of t he model. 

--------
Note the forces. All vertical ones are shown as dots. But side 

forces are in their true light. We labeled them "X" and "Y". 
Also note the position· of the C.G. It seems to follow practice by 
having it near the trailing edge. 

It should be evident that "X" force and "Y" forces are not 
equal. "X" forces is greater by 1 Unit. Now, this Unit, working 
on the moment arm "Z", will try to turn the model into a right 
turn direction. Note that this force is developed by the dihedral 
action in a side skid. It is not present when there is no side skid. 

If there is nothing to stop the "X" force, it will tend to swing 
the model into higher side skid angles. As it does so, the lift of 
the left tip will be increased, and of the right, decreased. It could 
be that the left will acquire a total lift of 2 Units, while right is 
reduced to zero. Test # 11 showed what happened: Left wing 
developed enough lift to bring the heavy clay up, and over, into 
a right spiral turn. 
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In the above case, we did not present the picture in complete 
light. As the model moves in a skid, the view of forces is as 
shown. Note that "X" force has a greater moment arm, and "Y" 
has shorter. ~verything seems to be trying to bring about the 
right spiral dive. 

Action in 6° Left Side Skid 
If rudder is too small, Left · wing will 
swing model info right spiral dive. 

SPIRAL DIVE AND CIRCULAR AIRFLOW 
Remember what we said about tightening a circle below its 

minimum? Well, could it be, that the high dihedral, when not 
checked by adequate rudder area, tends to develop tighter turn. 
When the circle becomes smaller, the Circular Airflow comes in. 
If the model is of 0-0 variety, only a slight change is needed to 
bring about a complete loss of lift. Think about the combination 
of these two spiral dive possibilities. We think that they explain 
the action of the spiral diving models while under power. 

LARGE DIHEDRAL AND SMALL RUDDER 
Models having large dihedrals, mounted on high pylons, and 

also having small rudders, are idea subjects for the above spiral 
dive possibilities. Such a model may be perfectly fine in a glide, 
or under low power. The side areas may actually be in balance; 
after all, the dihedral effect is not felt in a glide. But what is 
good in a glide, or under low power, may not be so good under 
high power. As soon as the model skids to obtain high torque 
control, the dihedral forces may easily overcome the small rudder. 
The result is the usual "end of a perfect day." 

All this means that we must design the rudder large enough 
so that it will keep the wing under control at all times; and not 
use larger dihedral angle than needed. 
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TORQUE CONTROLS DIHEDRAL ANGLE 
The only logical torque control is the use of dihedral in a side 

slip. Tabs, and the like keep their setting during the entire flight, 
and they may spoil the glide setting. But dihedral is an auto
matic control. It only works when needed, and then only as much 
as required. So, to find how much diheqral a model needs, we must 
know the torque value of the power used. 

Ac'cording to the reports in the "Model Aircraft," the British 
magazine, an Atwood Glo-Devil 60 has 90 in. ozs. torque. McCoy 
19 has 23 in. ozs. While an .09 engine develops 10 in. ozs. 

Rubber power has a story of its own. We all know how the 
power or torque curve of a rubber motor looks. Well, a fully 
wound, 16 strands of 1h Dunlop Black rubber has as much as 80 
in. ozs. t orque at its peak. Perhaps even more if you have the 
necessary strength for the last gasp. So, if you are exclusively 
gas model flyer, feel sorry for us rubber model builders. The boys 
using Atwood Glo-Devi l engine,. have it on models of 800 sq. in. 
or so. While we, with almost identical torque to handle, have 
only 200 sq. in. -

EFFECTIVENESS OF THE DIHEDRAL 
The effectiveness of the dihedral as a torque control, depends 

on the speed of the model. It should be evident, that if torque is 
same, the speed will determine the amount of lift developed by 
the wing. - At 12.5 m .p.h. a 200 sq. in. may lift 8 ozs., but at 
20 m.p.h., it may lift 20 ozs. This means that the dihedral has to 
be almost twice as large on the model moving at 12.5 m.p.h. than 
for the faster one. We brought out this fact to show that our 
examples should not be taken for granted as being exact_ly what 
is needed. We just want to show you how you can determine the. 
dihedral for yourself, if you know the torque value, lift of the 
wing and the speed of the model. 

CALCULATION OF "V" DIHEDRAL ANGLE 
For our first example we will use 10 in. oz. torque value on a 

200 sq. in. wing. Speed: 20 m.p.h (8,000 r.p.m. x 75% of 3" P. 
prop. as a rough check.) Maximum allowable side skid 6° 

Having 10 in. ozs. torque on a 40" wing, means that the left 
wing will have to carry 1 oz. more than the right. See diagrams, 
showing normal or no torque load, and with 1 oz. load on left. 

To take care of this difference, the wing will have to move 
into a side skid or drift angle, to enable the dihedral to function. 
To find this drift angle, we must know how much the angle of 
attack had to be increased for the left wing, and decreased for the 
right. This is done as follows: 
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The lift of our wing at 6° is 20 ozs., and zero lift or.curs at 
-6°. Therefore, we have 12° in which a total of 20 ozs. is devel
oped. Dividing 20 ozs. by 12°, we have lift generation of 1.7 ozs. 
per degree of angle of attack. This is for the total wing. For each 
wing half, the lift is .85 ozs. per degree. Study this carefully, as 
it is the base for our calculations. 

To find out, how much greater must be the angle of attack on 
the left wing, than on the right, to produce the required 1 oz. 
difference of lift, we divide 1 oz. by .85 oz. The result is 1.1 °. 
This means that left wing must have 1.1 ° greater angle of attack, 
than the right, to develop this needed extra lift. 

No Torque 
B oz. Total 

I oz. Torque 
9 oz. Total 

4ozs. 4ozs. 

DIHEDRAL IN SIDE SLIP 
As we know, when the dihedral wing skids to the left, the left 

side will have an increase of angle of attack, and the right side 
a decrease. The increase and decrease in the angle of attack de
pends on the skidding angle, and the dihedral angle. We worked 
up the following formula which will give us all the answers we 
need, if we have the necessary data: 

ANGLE of ATTACK = Drift Ang1e9~ 0Dihedral A_ngle 

In bringing the dihedral into a side drift, we can see that the 
change of angle of attack of 1 ° for the left, will mean a change 
of -1 ° for the right. The total difference between the two halves 
would now be 2°. This is a very fine point, and you should try to 
understand it. 

In our case, we have a difference of 1.1 °. This means that an 
overall change of angle of attack should be .55°. Assuming 6° 
side drift , we have enough known factors to solve the formula: 

55 0 
_ 6° x Dihedral 

. .. 90° 

.55° x 90° = 6° x Dihedral 

~ 550:, 90~ Dihedral 49.5': so 
60 -

And so, the .09 engine, which develops 10 in. ozs. of torque, 
needs 8° "V" dihedral in a 6° side drift.(8° equals lo/g" Dihedral 
per foot of span under each tip.) 
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D'IHEDRAL FOR 60 ENGINES 

To g ive you an idea how much dihedral the super-powered 
models need, we will assume that the wing span is 80" and weight 
60 oz. and that speed is high enough to give us a lift of 12 oz. per 
degree fo,r the wing, or 6 ozs. per half. 90 in. ozs. ·'torque on 20" 
moment arm means 4.5 oz. more lift required from the left wing. 
Angular d ifference required is 4.5 ozs. divided by 6 ozs., or .75° 
Over all angle of attack is .35°. Using the formula : 

90° x .35° = 6° x Dihedral 31.5° / 6° = 5° Dihedral 

About 1" under tip for every foot of span will give 5°. So that 
there does not seem to be need of dihedrals some may be using. 
If you want control at lower drift angles, say 3°, the dihedral 
need,ed will be 10°. Or about 2" per foot of span under each tip. 

BO" Span 

40"5pan 

10 in . ez. Torque 

TIP DIHEDRAL 
Calculations for finding the tip dihedral are similar to those 

used for the "V". The only difference is that we only have the 
tips whi ch we can use for torque co•ntrol. In the "V" dihedral 
wing, each half carried a load of .85 oz. per degree. So now, the 
tips will carry .42 oz. each. The force diagrams will be as shown. 
Note the 15" moment arm. This means that left wing needs only 
.7 ozs. extra lift for 10 in. ozs. torque. Dividing .7 oz. by .42 ozs. 
we have 1.6° angular difference requirement, or .8° over all angle 
of attack. Assuming 6° drift, we have: 

90° x .8° = 6° x Dihedral 72° / 6° = 12° Tip Dihedral 

In a 3° Drift 72 °/3° = 24° Tip Dihedral 

On the 40 in. ozs. torque, the tip dihedral needed is 44 °. 

POL YDIHEDRAL 
~ffe·c t ~f polydihedral is similar to Tip Dihedral. The center 

portion will have very small torque coritrol. Its moment arm is 
too smal.1 to. have mu.ch effect. Calculate for tip dihedral; then 
reduce tip .dih~dral slightly, and give center dihedral half of the 
resultant tip dihedral. 
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DIHEDRAL ANGLE AND WARPS 

Dihedral is a wonderful thing. It covers so many mistakes 
with a generous coat of plus-and-minus. Take warping, for an ex
ample. Say that the right wing has a warp equal 1° of plus inci
denc~. If the wing was flat, the only solution would be to remove 
the warp. But if you have a 30° dihedral, just a bit of side drift 
is needed to cancel out our poor work. 1° difference means .5° in 
over all angle of attack in our calculations. So, how much drift 
will be needed to correct 1 ° of warp? By formula: 

90° x .5° = Drift x 30° Dihedral 45 ° / 30° = 1.5° Drift. 

To correct the above warp on the right wing, we need 1.5° 
Drift to the left, to make both wings have similar angle of attack 
or lift. To provide this 1.5° drift, we set the rudder slightly for 
the right turn. And so, just by a slight twist of rudder a warped 
wing is made usable through the courtesy of dihedral action. 

30° 

/
0 Warp 

I. 5° Drift 
Balances Lift 

RUDDER AREA 
We have shown how important it is to have the rudder area 

large enough, so that it will not allow the wing to bring the 
model into drift angles higher than 6°. The reason we use 6°, is 
that rudder might stall at higher angles. Flat plates and stream
lined sections have a tendency to stall at this angle. Perhaps the 
stall may not be sharp, but the effectiveness of the rudder is 
diminished. 

We have detailed the many factors that determine the rudder 
area, and you will find over 2500 words on the subject in the other 
book. - When all was said and done, we found that it is perfectly 
safe to use the side view pattern for determining the rudder area 
of standard models. That is, if we use it correctly. 

SIDE VIEW PATTERN 
Contrary to what you may think, we cannot take a side view 

of a model, and pivot it a bit behind the C.G., to find the rudder 
area, without making certain changes. Perhaps the following 
illustration will help : 
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A pylon's center of lift in a 6° drift is around 30°/o of its 
Chord. To duplicate this aerodynamical force with side area, we 
must move the pylon forward, so that the center of the pylon's 
side area lies in the 30°/o aero<lynamical point. See diagram. Now, 
we are duplicating, with side area, the aerodynamical force in 
true value. If we did not do this, the pylon's effect on the rudder 
area would be too low, resulting in an undersized rudder. 

The same reason could be applied to any portion of the model. 
The fuselage, although it may have its center of force at 30°/o, 
can usually be used as it is because the C.G. of the model tends to 
be around this 30°/o point. But pontoons and any long object, 
should be checked for center of "lift". 

The propeller has an effect. It can be simulated by using Yt 
of its frontal area as a side area in the pattern. 

Dihedral presents an interesting problem. Since the wing also 
produces its "side" force at about 30°/o, we should move the wing 
area forward so that it will be equally divided about this 30°/o 
point as we did for the pylon. As a matter of fact, both items can 
be moved forward together. But what will determine the side 
view of the wing? We found that a side view of the left wing's 
dihedral will do the trick. 

DIHEDRAL EFFECT IN SIDE SKID 
We have shown that the dihedral produces side forces, which 

tend to swing the model into higher drifts, unless checked by the 
rudder. - And so, the force value which is developed by the left 
wing, will be determined by the dihedral used on a given span. 
Therefore, a side view of the left dihedral will automatically de
termine the amount of rudder needed to balance it. 

EFFECT OF THE C.G. 
We have also shown that the effect of the dihedral will depend 

on the position of the C.G. If C.G. is at 30°/o, the side forces of 
the dihedral will have very little effect. This set-up in a side 
view pattern, would have the dihedral of the wing balanced about 
the C.G. so that no rudder area will be required, no matter how 
much dihedral you may have. Note how it all works out. But as 
soon as C.G. is moved back, the dihed'ral gets a moment arm. 
Duplicating this in side pattern, we see that a certain amount of 
rudder area will be required. Therefore, we can say that the loca
tion of the model's C.G. on the pattern should be carefully placed. 

SIDE AREA BALANCED ABOUT C.G. 
If we · were to place the pivot point of the pattern on the 

model's C.G., we would obtain a balanced side area situation. This 
means that a slightest whimd would swing the model into or out 
of a side gust. To obtain necessary Direction Stability, the center 
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of side area must be behind the C.G. Therefore, the pivot point 
of the pattern should be behind the C.G. But where to place this 
pivot, is now being asked. 

Aerodynamic 
Centets 

Move Pylon 

a Wing "' 
Forward 

I 
2 Front 
of prop 

FINAL DESIGN 

CG. Balance 

Trim until 
Balanced 

~- -

Pivot Point 

PIVOT POINT ON PATIERN 
Somehow we have a feeling that the span of the model shoul d 

determ ine this spot . This will automatically, after a fashion , take 
into account the overall size of the model. After all, you cannot 
say 1" behind the C.G. and expect it to hold for models from 100 
sq. in. up to 1000 :::;q. in. But a percentage of the span would do 
the trick as to the size of the model. So, let us say that the pivot 
point should be 4% to 50 0 of the span behind the C.G. Use lower 
value for large models. and higher value for smaller. Meanin g 
that if span is 80", the pivot point should be 3.2". behind the C.G. 
For a 40'' spa n. th e pivot may be 2". This should take care of all 
sorts of things. But be re a dy to change rudder area if test Rights 
indicate the step. Our present aim is to give you appropriate 
p roportions. 

PAPER PATTERN 
D rav.,r the above corrected pattern on an even texture paper. 

Leave rudder larger than expected, so that you can trim it to size. 
The pattern may be full s ize, but you will find that half scale 
may work bette r. If paper tends to curl. crease it as shown for 
rigidity. - It W ;J S a -pleasure to make the side pattern method for 
fin ding rudder a~- ea into a science. 
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"V" STABILIZERS 

Calculating the " V" stabilizer can be quite tricky. After a few 
tries, we worked up a fairly simple system. It is based on the 
stabilizer area and C.G. position. Stabilizer area, as you know, is 
based on the position of the C.G. in relation to the position of the 
wing. And we have shown, that the rudder area is influenced by 
the position of the wing in relation to the C.G. It all ties up 
nicely, providing you have the correct stabilizer area for a par
ticular design. 

In all cases, the "look-down" span of the usual stabilizer will 
be preserved, regardless of the dihedral angle. Dihedral formula 
is as follows: 

Stab Dihedral = 45 ° x C.G. location in % of Chord. 

For example: If C.G. location is at 100 /L the dihedral 
will be 45°. We checked this value and it works. In fact, you will 
find the procedure in the "other book." If the C.G. is at 35 % spot, 
the dihedral will be 45 ° x 35(/< or 16°. 

It seems to make sense. As the C.G. moves forward, there is 
less need for rudder are.a. It may not be the final answer, but it 
will help you decide on something for want ef a better way. 
Before we forget , this formula should only be used when the 
moment arm is about 3 Chords long. - Increase dihedral by 1.5 
for 2 chords, and by .75 for 4 chord moment arms. 

----- 22"-----·-I 

Another method, which seems to check with our theoretical 
work, is first, to find the rudder area by the side pattern. Then 
taken th is side view of the rudder, and use it as a side view of the 
dihedralled stabilizer. You have the "span" of the stabilizer fixed 
by the design. And the dihedral tip dimension will be determined 
by the rudder. For example; If span of stabilizer is 22" and has 
a chord of 4", a 35 sq. in. rudder would require about 9" under 
the stabilizer tip to produce the side area equal to rudder. See 
diagram. -

At least, you cannot say that we did not try. 
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AIRFOIL FORMULAS 
The Lift and Drag formulas to be used with the airfoil charts shown are 

as follows: 
Lift (In lbs.)-CL x P / 2 x S x V2 

Drag (In lbs.)-CD x P / 2 x S x y 2 
CL -Lift Coefficient C0 -Drag Coefficient 
P -Density of Air ( .00238 st 15° C. & 760 m.m.) 
S -Area of Surface in Square Feet 
V -Air Speed in Feet per Second 
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AIRFOILS 

All along the way we mentioned how the majority of the 
models stall at around 6°, some sooner, some later. Also, that un
der high power normally used on models, the model and its air
foil is automatically moved into lower angles of attack, so that it 
never get s close to a stall while under power. It is only when we 
try to obtain the maximum possible duration, through the slowest 
glide setting, that we come close to the stall of 6° or so. 

Some of us may have been under the impression that the stall 
happens like that! (Snap fingers.) Actually, the process of stall
ing at low speed is slower. We could go into aerodynamical de
tails and explain how the stall develops, but for our purpose we 
can obtain the necessary information from the NACA 4409 char
acteristics chart. 

It just happens that our 200 sq. in. wing, having 5" chord and 
moving at 12.5 m.p.h ., has a Reynolds Number of 41,700, and is 
graphed on the NACA 4409 chart, fitting our situation perfectly . 
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Note that up to 6°, the Lift Curve has a fairly stet:p slo~c, and 
that CL at 6° is .9. - The Lift Curve from now on begins to move 
to horizontal position: And at 10°, i t has reached its peak of lift. 
At 10° the CL is 1.05. The Lift Curve from now on begins to slope 
down gradually. It does not drop down over the cliff. Just look
ing at t h e curve, one cannot see where t he stall actually occurs. 
On the 3,060,000 Reynol ds Number curve, we can definitely see a 
sharp· peak, and say, "That is it!" 
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Now that you have had a good look at the Lift Curve, you 

might wonder why we kept on hammering at 6° stall. - Well, 
part of the explanation lies in the slope of the Lift Curve. Note 
that from 2° to 6° the CL increased by.3. But from 6° to 10°, 
it increased only by .105. Meaning that for similar 4 ° increase of 
angle of attack, the gain in lift was only 1/ 3 as much. Tqis means 
that from 6° t'o 10°, the efficiency of the airfoil drops down, but 
plenty. It should be .obvious, that somewhere along the line, the 
lift producing qualities of the airfoil do not function so well. 
We might say, that the a irfoil is in a stalling con di ti on when lift 
gain per degree is low. And so, at 12.5 m.p.h. gliding speed, the 
NACA 4409 will begin to stall after it reaches 6° angleof attack. 
Note, we said, "It will begin 1 to stall." Meaning that its lift will 
not drop sudden-like. 

The second part of the story lies in the drag produced at 6° 
and at 10°. The Drag Coefficient at 6° is found over the .9 CL •. 
This is .25. However, this is only the Profile Drag portion. We 
must include the Induced Drag Coefficient. We found it to be 
.03. Therefore, the total CD is .055 for 6°. 

For 10° the Drag Coefficient, we must look for it over the 1.05 
CI. . Note that the drag curve moves off the chart. So, you can 
pick any value you like. We stopped at .10, to which we added 
.05 Induce Drag, for a Co total of .15. 

As you can see, it is the drag value that shoots up "like that!" 
when the airfoil moves from 6° to 10°. So, it is quite possible, that, 
as we try to obtain angles higher than 6°, the drag of the wing 
gradually begins to increase to a point where it slows up the 
model below 12.5 m.p.h. As the speed drops, the stalling angle 
may actually begin at 4 ° or 5°. To show the difference between 
the efficiency of the airfoil at 6° and 10°, the following character
istics are shown: 

At 6° Li f t = 7. 5 0 ZS. Drag = .5 oz. L/D = 17 

At 10° Lift= B.Oozs. Drag = /.25oz. L/D = 6.4 

Nate: The above discussion was based on the angle of attack 
given on the chart. In actual use, because of the "bump" under 
the 0 reference line, the NACA 4409 will be placed about 1%

0 

higher than shown on chart. Meaning that what we considered as 
0° setting, or incidence, will be 1~2 ° on the chart. Therefore, for 
our personal reading, we should consider 0° and 6° on the lines 
shown. This moves our 6° stalling point closer to the chart and 

~tall indication. 
After we make the necessary correction for the 0° reference 

lines, NACA 6412 and 4412 also show signs of moving into stall
ing conditions after reaching 6°. The streamlined section, NACA 
0009 also shows similar 6° characteristics. It, therefore, seems 
safe to assume, that at Reynolds Number of 42,000, practically all 
airfoils will tend to approach stalling conditions after reaching 
6° angle of attack. 
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LOW SPEED AIRFOILS 

The characteristic g raphs shown for other airfoils are for 
higher R eynolds Number than we use. How to correct them for 
model work? We do not know how we can do it with a formula. 
But it may be possible to make approximate adjustments. Note 
that on the NACA char ts, t he l ift values for all Reynolds Num
bers seems to be on the same line. (The model' s R.N. 42,.000 is 
a bit off, but close enough). They remain together until they 
reach 6°. Now, the Reynolds Number begins to assign different 
directions. Our 42,000 R.N. line seems to break away at about 
6°, and begin to curve, as shown, so that its peak is over 10°. We 
followed t his assumption, and corrected Clark Y chart for model 
use as shown. Same procedure can be used for other airfoils. 

We also wanted to find out the Drag Graph characteristics for 
low Reynolds Numbers so that we could change the regular 
charts. The graphs or curves are shown. We combined Profile 
and Induced Drag values to obtain the graphs shown. Here again 
the basic Drag curves are similar. Changes, however, occur near 
0° and at 10°,. as shown on Clark Y. 

From what we have seen, it would seem that the average air
foil will act as usual up to 6°, and then change as per modifica
tion shown. It is safe to compare one airfoil against another in 
dedding which one to use, without worrying, "how it will behave 
at low speed." 

-· ~--+~-+--l - ::: =~:::~~ft : ~:r: ! . 
.... ~--+-+--+---1- .l •tat .. 100}.\J: ~ - " t\../Mt: . 
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For duration models, the airfoil that will give most lift at 6° 
is the one you want. As you have seen it does not matter if the 
airfoil is undercambered or not, it will begin to approach stall 
and high drag after 6°. For gliders, the under cambered type 
seems natural. However, it will be up to your building skill. If 
in doubt about your ability to obtain true airfoil with your work
manship, use Clark Y type. 

When we come to powered models, whose aim is also dura
tion, we come to a peculiar situation. For glide we want a lot of 
lift. But under power, we want as little bit of lift as possible to 
obtain maximum climb. We know that the usual, and "automatic," 
procedure of the model to obtain low lift under power, is to swing 
into Circular Airflow angles. Here is where fun begins: 

THIN AIRFOILS 
Lately, the thin airfoils are being used to achieve smooth and 

fast climb. The light wing loading off sets whatever disadvantage 
the thin airfoil may have in glide. The usual answer to the ques
tion "WHY", is that the thin airfoil has less drag. It may be so, 
but, as usual, we have other ideas. 

THIN AIRFOIL VS THICK AIRFOIL 
There is nothing wrong in using thin airfoils when high lift 

is not needed. As a matter of fact, we always want the model to 
have a steady speed so that it will not be upset by slightest 
breeze. However, thin airfoils present structural troubles. If we 
can achieve same results, high and smooth climb, with a bit 
thicker section, it is a situation worth looking into. To clarify 
this point, we must make a comparison study between thin, or 
low lift airfoil, and thicker, or high lift type. 

We looked a long time, but finally found two airfoils which 
represent fairly the two sides: Rhode St. Genese 28 and Got
tingen 500. The character istics are listed below. We are assuming 
20 m.p.h. power speed. 200 s q..in. wi~ 

so oo 
R.5.G. 28 Liff= 16 ozs. Drag= .9 oz. Liff= 60LS Drag =.27ozs. 

Goff. 500 Liff =21 ozs. Drag=l.56ozs.. Uft =ll.5ozs. Drag =.67ozs. 

We should discount the 6° position under power, as we know that 
it does not exist right after we released the model. Our interest 
should be in the 0°. 

The difference in drag between the two airfoils is .4 oz. -
Now, honestly, would you say that this accounts for the high 
and smooth power climb of the thin airfoil? Think, the motor has 
enough power to lift 8 oz. almost straight up. Would 5% of 8 oz. 
cause the big difference? The answer is not the difference in drag. 
It lies in the Lift produced by the two airfoils at 0°. 
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At 0°, the RSG 28 develops 6 oz. This is 2 oz. less than the 
weight of the model. We can see that this means no looping ten
dencies, and that the prop now also has a load. The Gottingen, 
500, on the other hand, generates 11.5 ozs. of lift, much more than 
needed. You can expect that the model will still want to loop, 
or make tighter turns, to bring about the required Circular Air
flow angles, so that its lift will be reduced to, say, 6 oz. - Check
ing the chart, the 500 will have to move to -3.5 ° before its lift 
will reduce to 6 oz. No way to do it but tighter turn or helix. 
Note that at -3.5 °, the drag value is similar to RSG 28. Here 
again we see, that when we compared airfoils, lift for lift, the 
drag values will be similar. Result. /5 ozs. 

Result. 9ozs. 

Thrust Thrust Lift. 
8 oz s. Lift 8 ozs. 11.5 oz s . 

6ozs. 

R.S.G. 28 GIJtt. 500 
at oo at 0° 

Wt. 8 ozs. Wt. 8 ozs. 

Just to make things interest ing, take a look at Gottingen 559. 
Compar e its characteri stics with RSG 28. Practically an overlap. 
But note the difference in thickneS's. On a 5" chord, RSG 28 
would be Ys " thick, while Got t . 559 would be 9/ 16". You have 
3/ 16" more spar room. -
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Going back to the original comparison, we can see that if the 
model is adjusted for the usual 6° glide trim, the Gottingen 500 
airfoil would have to shift from 6° to -3.5 ° or a total of 9.5 °, 
before it will produce the required 6 oz. While RSG 28 will only 
shift 6°. This means that the model uc;;~ng RSG 28 or any other 
airfoil having similar low lift characte,.istics at 0°, will be much 
easier to fly. It will safely climb in much larger helix. Larger 
circle or helix means avoidance of : piral stability troubles. So, 
for dependable and easier flying, it .. s advisable to use airfoils 
that have characteristics which we normally attribute to thin 
sections. Vis: low lift at 0°. 

AIRFOILS FOR HIGH POWER, LOW WEIGHT MODE.LS 
When wing loading is light, the airfoil may have low lift at 

6°, and still compare in duration with heavier models using higher 
lift airfoils. The reason for using lower lift airfoil, as mentioned 
above, is to provide smoother and safer power flying. This means 
low lift at 0°. 

The amount of lift that an airfoil will develop depends on 
shape of the median line. For example: On a streamlined section, 
this line is straight along the base line as shown. No lift at 0°. 
By cambering this line, we can obtain lift at 0°. The amount of 
lift will depend on the camber. RSG 28 and Gottingen 559 median 
lines have camber of about 3o/o of Chord; the Gottingen 500, on 
other hand, has almost 6o/o. 

Once you have the median line, you can clothe it in almost 
any shape you like, as long as it is divided equally on top and 
bottom. You can take, within reason, thick or thin streamline 
shape and divide it around the line. Note the peculiar shape of 
Gott. 559, and its sharp contrast to RSG 28, yet the results are 
same as long as the median line is similar. The drag, may increase 
slightly as the thickness of the airfoil is increased, but the dif
ference will not be as much as you may think. 

It can, therefore, be said, that for high powered and light 
models, airfoils with low lift characteristics at 0° can be used for 
easier and smoother flying. 
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HIGH POWER AND HEAVY MODELS 

Here, we do not have m uch choice but use airfoils w ith higher 
cambered median lines. The problem is to bring about low lift 
under power without fo r cing the model into tight turning, or 
unstable 100% C.G. and 0-0 settings. The answer seems to be in 
using the slipstream blast on angled stabilizer, or downthrust, 
in combination with the usual C ircular Airflow. Also longer 
moment arms will help. See design chapter. The actual choice 
of the ai r foil will depend on your building ability. The deeply 
undercambered airfoils present construction problems. It might 
be well to use the top of such airfoils, but have flat bottom. Aero
dynamically, such a change may mean less lift at 6° than indicated 
on the chart. 

THRUST LINE 
In our discussion of the Circular Airflow, we assumed that the 

Thrust Line was through the C.G., and always on the flight path; 
so that it had no influence on the outcome. - We showed how 
the wing' s angle of attack was reduced by having the model fly 
in a circle or helical climb. Now, it is possible to bring the wing's 
angle of attack to lower angles by use of thrust line about the C.G. 

DOWNTHRUST OR THRUST LINE OVER THE C.G. 
The basic purpose of Down thr ust, in any form or shape, is to 

bring the wing down to lower angles of attack during power por
tion of the flight . By br ing ing the wing into lower angles of 
attack, the lift will be decreased to a usable value. By checking 
the Pitching Moment Charts, it is possible to obtain an idea how 
much Down Thrust Force is needed. If Thrust force is known 
we can actually calculate the need. 

80.n. 

t 
To produce 32 in. oz. 
Thrust must pass 

£ 11~A• througn ~ 

Tobring35% Wingfo0° 

.32 in. oz. Force reqcJired to balance ~32 In.oz. 

Although 35% C.G. m odels are just not being used, we can 
check it for Downthrust n eeds. Now, this is one design which we 
would not like to balance with Downthrust. We tried it, and 
ended up with 20° downthrust, while the engine was mounted 1" 
above the C.G. All this on a 160 sq. in. model. The only way that 
this type of design can be balanced for high power, is t o be pre
pared to give it 20° or more of downthrust. 
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A 70% C.G. model takes it more kindly. As a matter ot tact, 

an 8 oz. thrust force, passing 1.2" above the C.G. would bring the 
wing to 0° without aid of Circular Airflow. - This would mean 
6° downthrust on a rubber model on which prop is about 12" from 
C.G. So that 3°, normally used, may be all that is needed. Espe
cially when we realize that rubber motor may have more thrust 
than 8 ozs. 

9. 6 in.oz. 

oo 

To produce 9.6in. ozs. 
Thrust must pass 
fhrou g h "X" 

9.6in.ozs. Force required to balance Wing's 9.6in.oz. 
in front of C. G. to bring Wing to 0° 

The 100% C.G. does not need any help from the downthrust. 
The balance between wing and stabilizer is much too close at all 
angles. You can see this on the Pitching Moment Charts. As a 
matter of fact, we have shown that, if you have spiral dive 
troubles, and C_G. is close to 100%, you may try UPTHRUST; 
to help the whig control the stabilizer. 

THRUST LINE AND FLIGHT PATH 
The Thrust Line should also be considered in its relationship 

with the flight path. It is just a matter of triangulation of the 
thrust force. It can be seet that if the thrust line is angled above 
the flight path, a portion of this force will be used to nose the 
model upward. If it is angled downward, it will tend to nose the 
model down. However, this triangulation of forces has a rather 
mild reaction when compared with passing of the Thrust Line 
ahov'e ©ir h-elow the C.G. 

Res,utta";/) 
Tbrust 

Wt. Wt. 

An 8 ozs. thrust, set 20° down, will not have much effect on a 
20 ozs.. lift as shown. - But if this 20° line should pass 4" above 
the C.G., it will bring the lift of the wing down to 10 ozs. Now, 
as shown, the conditions are in a better balance. 
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STABILIZER AREA 

The stabilizer area is basically determined by the glide trim 
or balance. In such a glide balance, the wing is usually at 6° angle 
of attack. The area of the stabilizer, in such a trim attitude, will 
depend on the C.G. position, and the stabilizer's incidence angle. 

As we wondered how we could devise an approximate formula 
to cover average needs, it came to us that if we could use C.G. 
position as a factor, a reasonable formula could be developed. 
If you recall, in the Pitching Moment chapter, we pointed out 
how the area had to be increased as the C.G. moved back. And so, 
the following: 

STABILIZER AREA = Wing Area x .5 x C.G. Position in 

% of Chord. 

As you can see, it assumes that at 100% C.G. spot, the stabil
izer should be 50% of the wing. This is checked in practice, and 
it makes sense. 

EXAMPLES: 
200 sq. in. x .5 x 50% C.G. = 50 sq. in. 
200 sq. in. x .5 x 70% C.G. = 75 sq. in. 
400 sq. in. x .5 x 80% C.G. = 160 sq. in. 

The above formula is foF moment arms of 3 chords. Multiply 
results by 1.5 for 2 Chords, and by .75 for 4 Chords moment arms. 

INCIDENCE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN WING 
AND STABILIZER 

We also showed, in the Pi.tching Moment Chapter, that the 
angular difference, between wing and stabilizer, determines the 
longitudinal stability of the model: Greater angular difference 
means greater longitudinal stability. However, greater stability 
gives us looping trouble under high power. 

The above formula w ill aui>matically give areas to fit the con
ditions required for model flying. And such conditions are deter
mined by the position of the C.G. As C.G. moves backward, the 
stabilizer must have larger area. But, at the same time, it should 
develop lift, not only through the increase in area, but also by 
increasing its angle of at tack. The formula seems to provide for 
all these things. 

After the model is made, and C.G. is at the spot used in de
signing, the angular difference can be found by glide tests. Our 
examples should give you an approximate idea of the incidence 
:iiff erence. 

Incidentally, if you have the wing and the stabilizer made, 
the size of the stabilizer will decide the C.G. position. Just make 
the C.G. position the unknown factor: _ Stab Area 

CG. -.5x WingArea 
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We found the most lucid and basic explanation of the Gyro
scope, and its effect, in an article by Don Foote in April, 1950, 
issue ·of the Model Airplane News. A portion of this article, 
which deals with the basic facts, is reproduced herewith: 

FIGURE IA 

al . 
MODEL TU~NS 

LEFT 

FIGURE 18 

Fig. lA shows a gyroscope turning in 
the direction indicated. When a force is 
applied at "a," causing rotation in that 
direction, then another force, 90° distan1 
from that force in the direction of rota
tion of the gyroscope (at point "b") is set 
up which causes rotation in the direction 
indiGated. This force is called "preces.
sion." Applying this to model aircraft, 
Fig. lB shows a prop turning in the same 
direction as the gyroscope above. As it 
is turning fast and has considerable 
weight, it acts as a gyroscope. Now, It a 
force is applied at "a" (the airplane goes 
into a left turn), then a procession force 
appears at "b" which c_aus~ the rotation 

FIGURE 2A 

a 

FIGURE 2 8 

PRECESSION FORCE 
MAKES SHIP NOSE DOWN 
CAUSING SPIRAL DIVE 

WENNERsm<>M 

indicated. In other words, if the model 
goes into a left turn in the climb; a · pre
cession force will be set up that will tend 
to make the model nose upward. Hence, 
there·· will be a force acting to prevent 
spiral dives or "spining in" when the 
model is made to tuni to the left in the 
climb. 

Fig. 2A shows the precession force
when the applied force is on the right 
side. Thus, when a model is made to 
turn to the right, a precession force is 
set up which tends to force the nose of the 
model downward and the airplane will 
spiral dive or "spin in ." 
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The next step is to find out the exact value of this Gyroscopic 

Effect on a particular model, and see what · effect it has on the 
model. Remember, we already have several possibilities· which 
may cause spiral dives,. 

Our friend, D. J. Cameron, supplied us with a formula in the 
1938 Year Book. And it is as follows: 

GYRO EFFECT= .00043 x W x N x V x r2 
( in Lbs.) X X R 

W = Weight of p.rop (lbs.) 
N = R.P .. M. of prop 
V =Speed e£ flight (M.P.H.) 

r = Radius of prop (ft.) 
X = Distance of prop C.G. 

to C.G. of model 
R = Radius of model's turn 

For our example, we will assume 20 M.P.H., 8" dia. prop which 
weighs .3 OIZ. R.P.M. 8,000. Distance from prop's C.G. to model's 
C.G.'s ~'. AAt.d circle <ibiameter WO feet . After making the neces
sary conversions, the J:llroMem i.s as shown in the formula (form): 

GY. EFF. = . 00043 K .0·2 x 81000 x 2 O x. I=. 0055 lbs. fOBB oz.) 
. . .5 JC 50 

According to this formula, and the assumptions we made, the 
Gyro Effect is .088 oz. (If the circle had been 50 ft. in diameter, 
the value would have been .16 oz.} What effect will this force 
have on th•e flight? 

According to the action of the Gyro, the above forces will tend 
to pull the front of the model down by the value shown if the 
model's circling to the right. Here is where our Pitchiing Mo
ments come again in to the picture. - .088 oz. forc·e on a 611 mo
me.nt arm would be .528 in. ozs. To counter this on its 15.5 mo
ment arm, the stabilizer would require .033 oz. of lift. 

s.s•o< 
G.Eff .. 088 <!JZ. 

• 5 28 i11.ozs. 35% C.G. 

-2oo( 

.033oz 

• 5 28 in.ors . 

The question now is: What effect will this .033 oz.s. load on 
the stabilizer have on the flight? On the 35% C.G. model, it will 
make prat;tically none. It would bring the stabilizer from its 
«normaf"' 6° to -1/5°. - On the 70% C.G. model, the res.ult would 
be the same, a decrease of 1/5°. (Meaning that stabilizer may lift 
less fo£ balance). 
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The 100% C.G. is the closest to being in trouble. We found 
that to bring the wing to 0° angle, the stabilizer needs no more 
than .2° increase. In shape of actual force, it is .1 oz. Now, force 
of the Gyro Effect is.5 28 in. ozs. To find out how much it will 
effect the stabilizer, we divide this value,. 5 28, by stabilizer's 
moment arm of 15.5". The answer will be .033 oz. It is possible 
that this .088 Gyro Force will bring the angle of attack from 6° 
to 4°. - Here is the possibility of that spiral dive. 

/.55in.oz . brings t g;/5.5 i /.55 in.oz. 
' ~ -/.8 09(. Wing to 0 ° -r-----J!'.i..__..:.:=._ 

2° D. W. LO .2° Cir Air flow 
An increase of. 2° on Stab produces .I oz. of Litt 

Gyro 
.088oz 

40 
4°to Base 3.5° D. W . 

. 528 in.oz. .088oz. ~n 6" M.A. brings Wing 4° 

If the 100% model already had that .2° stabilizer increase, due 
to the Circular Airflow, t h e wing would be at 0°. Now, adding to 
this, we have Gyro Force of .088 ozs. which tends to decrease the 
wing's angle of attack by another 2°. This means that the wing 
is now flying at -2°. -

In conclusion, we can say that the Gyro Effect might tip the 
scale on a delicately balan ced model. By itself, it does not seem 
to have enough power. For example, if the model was flying ·in a 
circle with the wing level , it would have no angular reduction due 
to Circular Airflow. And the Gyro Force alone would not be 
strong enough to upset it. In fact , it might supply just the right 
amount of angle of attack reduction. As a matter of fact, the 
lOO <Jc model should not fly in circles small enough in which Gyro 
Effect is produced . 

. 088oz . 6 l.55in.oz. 

-zo 
. 528 in,. oz. 

/.3°0.W. -2°to8ase 
Combination of .2° on Stab 8 .088 oz . 
Gvro brings Wing from 6 ° to -2° 

He,re again we see how a model, having 0-0 setting and C.G. 
at 100% can be made spirally unstable by a ~ry minute force. -
But on models that have C.G. closer to the 50o/o, the Gyro Effect 
can be forgotten. That is, until someone gives us factors that will 
make the present formula incorrect. - Until then, consider this 
as an academic study. Or how we would do it, if we had the 
correct data. 
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DESIGNING GLIDERS 

It is relatively easy to make a glider. If you are satisfied with 
large roaming circles, most any kind of layout would do. You 
can use small or large stabilizer. A bit of tip dihedral and small 
rudder. Or plenty of rudder and dihedral. As !orig as you have no 
particular wish to make tight circles, you can make anything you 
like. But comes a bit of wind, you better put your "anything" 
away. As soon as the air becomes disturbed, you need a design 
that seems to have a life of its own. 

DESIGNING TIGHT CIRCLING GLIDER 
Safe tight circles are especially important in windy or gusty 

weather. The behavior. of a well designed, tight circling glider 
is a wonderful sight to behold in high and gusty wind. Somehow, 
the glider always manages to swing into the wind, and use its 
downwind inertia to gain few feet. It does not tarry long, fighting 
the headwind, but quickly raises its outside wing and sweeps 
downwind, only to repeat the cycle by swinging into the wind. 
At no time does it rest. Always bouncing around. Sometimes we 
wonder how it manages to accumulate as much time as it does. 
- It should be evident that such a glider must be exceptionally 
stable, and have very powerful turn adjustments. 

For thermal flying, we also need a tight circle, otherwise many 
small thermals will be passed through. And when the glider does 
hit a "lulu", it must be able to withstand an increase of speed. 
Check the thermal rise, and forward speed of the glider. You will 
note the resulting airflow tends to make the glider speed-up. And 
an increase in speed means tighter circles. Therefore, the model 
must have plus and minus leeway, so that the Circular Airflow 
angles, produced in tighter circles, will not make the wing lose 
lift too fast. Just make a couple of Circular Airflow cci.kulations 
and you will see what we mean. 

ADJUSTING FOR TIGHT TURNS 
When we began to specialize in gliders, our basic turn adjust

ment was to remove weight from the nose, as we tightened the 
circle wtth the rudder. If we used rudder alone, the glider would 
tend to spiral dive. At that time, we had no special reason for 
using this particular system; just found it by process of elimina
tion. We had an idea t hat the wing, when banked, lost some of 
its lift due to triangulation of its main lift force, and that by 
taking weight out, we would balance this loss. We never stopped 
to think, that a removal of only 1/ 10 oz., on an 8 oz. model, would 
bring it from a spiral dive, into a floating glide; or that the 
banked position was the same for the wing and the stabilizer, so 
that their loqgitudinal balance should hav~ been preserved. 
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After finding the Circular Airflow theory, the above procedure 
made sense. See the following Pitching Moment Charts. 

The requirements for tight circle, point at 35% C.G. de·signs. 
From experience, we fou n d that 50% C.G. position is a good com
promise. The Chart shown, uses our usual 200 sq. in. wing. Al
though we used 50 sq. in. stabilizer, according to the formula, 
we assumed it to be 70% efficient; due to loss of area where it 
rests on the fuselage, and other interference. Also, we used 
Rhodes St. Genese 30 to follow the practice of using thinner 
stabilizer. The calculations are straight forward . The balance 
point occurs, as usual , a t 6°. 

GL /DE BALANCE .3° to Base 

W.A. W.Ct.x W.M. = W. F. D.W. 5.A. A.5.A. S.GLJC S.M. = 5.F. 
20 .54 x 150 = 82 2.7° -/0 -3.7° .025 x 560= 14 
30 .62 )( 150 = 93 3.10 0 -3./ 0 .075 x 560 = 44 °' c:: 
40 . 7 J( 150 = 105 3.5° /0 -2 .5° .12 x 560 = 67 i 50 .76 J( 150 = 115 3.8° 20 -/.80 ,/6 x 560 = 90 
60 .1 ~.82X 150 = /::>.~ 4./0 30 -/ 10 .::>::> x 560 = 123 Bal. 
70 .88 x 150 = /32 4.4° 40 -= 4° .27 x 560= 150 .Q 

a ao ,95 J( /50 = 140 4.SC 50 -.2°'a' .3/ x 560 = 175 Ui 
The above conditions will exist when the glider is flying 

straight ahead, or in large circles with out having the wing banl-<ed. 
Then we decide t o make it turn t ighter, say, 35 ft . As we go about 
in obtaining thi s circle, by removing weight and setting rudder , 
we find that the C.G. g radually moves back. By the time we 
obtai.n the 35 ft. circle, we find that it is at 60%, also, that the 
bank of the glider is now 40 °. Just why did we have to remove 
weight? 

Checking the Circular Airflow for the change that took place, 
when we adjust for 35 ft. circle and 40° bank, we find that the 
angle of attack on the stabilizer has been increased by 2°. If we 
had not removed weight , the increase of 2° on stabilizer would be 
like saying that the wing would be flying on line "A", and the 
stabilizer on line beyon d "B" . Note the Unit values, and how 
much more power the stabilizer has under such condition. As a 
matter of fact , if we had not removed weight, the wing would be 
forced to 2° before it would balance the stabilizer at its -1.8° 
angle of attack. 

By removing weight, we gave the wing an additional moment 
arm of Yz'' . The wing can now balance the extra force of the 
stabilizer, due to its increase of 2° angle of attack. We made a 
Pitching Moment chart of the new s:tuation. 
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It should be evident, that if you try to fly this new 60° C.G. 
Circling arrangement in a straight line, stalling will result. The 
stablizer will not get the required 2° increase in a straight flight. 

~ 60 
1.25 15.5 SM 

4° Down Wash · · = 

W.M. = l.25x 200 60%C.G. 5.A.5° 
GLIDE BALANCE in 2° Cir. Airflow 

W.A. w.cLx W.M. = W.F. D.W. S.A. A.S.A . 
4° .. 7 x 250 = 175 3.5° -3° -.5° 
5° .76 x 250= 190 3.8° 4° .2° 
6° . 82 X 250= 205 4JO 5o 

0 .88 x 250= 220 4.4° 6° 

JO"' 15.5 X 35 

3° to Bose 

S.Ct.x S.M. = S.F. ! 
. 21 x 543= 140 
.3/ x 543= 170 
. 7 x Bal . 
. 42 x 543=225 

NEW ADJUSTING METHOD FOR TIGHT TURNS 
Since we now know what is happening, we developed a new 

method for adjusting ·gliders: Take any glider you may have, set 
wing and stabilizer so t hat the model will glide well straight 
ahead wi th C.G. at 50o/o. Add or remove weight to find this posi
tion. - From now on you leave weight alone. You will balance 
rudder setting with the stabilizer. To adjust for turning, gradu
ally apply rudder. Glider will naturally steepen the glide. Correct 
this by setting stabilizer enough negative to obtain a smooth float
ing circle. Tighten up with rudder again. And correct for smooth 
flight with the stabilizer. -

If you had followed the above procedure on our 50o/o C.G. 
model, you will find that by the time you got to 35 ft. and 40 °, the 
decrease on the stabilizer would be 2°. Meaning, that you may 
have started with the wing at 6° and the stabilizer at 3°, but you 
ended up with wing at 6° and the stabilizer at 1°. -All we did 
was to anticipate the Circular Airflow, and moved the stabilizer 
so that it always presented the original face to the airflow. 

6~ t 37.. ~ 6° l, 3G.'/z" i 
J - i:;.)..o/ ~~ 

50% . . ~-2° 
Cir. A1r. 

Straight Glide Adjusted for 30ft.40° Cir. 
Some of you may have noticed that our personal designs have 

at least 6° difference between the wing and the stabilizer. Orig
inally, we did this to keep fuselage in flight path, but now we see 
that it also helped in developing tight turns. - Such designs, 6° 
wing and 0° stabilizer, are not designed for straight flight, but for 
tight circling. Anyone who has seen a "Floater" or "Thermic 72" 
operate, will know what we mean. Also, on such models the orig
inal adjusting procedure should be used, removing weight as turn 
is tightened with the rudder. Because, on a straight flight you 
had to add weight to bring C.G. ahead of 50o/o. Whatever you do, 
end up with 50% C.G. position while model is giving you the 
circles you want. 
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WHY 50% C.G. POSITION DN GUDE 

The reason we want to keep C.G. at 50% during circling, is to 
keep the original relationship between the wing and the stabilizer. 
If you will check the 50% C.G. Pitching Moment chart, you will 
notice that the force values change fast to plus or minus around 
the 6° balance. This means that any gusts or changes will be 
quickly adjusted. But if you move C.G. backward, as you do when 
you adjust by removing weight, the force values become smaller. 
Note the difference ·in values between the 50% and 60%. - If you 
should use a larger stabilizer, and adjust so that the C.G. is at 
SC>% in a circle, the model will n© longer posses that bouncing 
characteristic so desired in tlnermal hunting gliders. 

TOWING 
Towing a glider, that has a large turn set, is no problem. You 

can get them up overhead without fuss. But it is a different story 
with the tight circle thermal hunter. -

TROUBLE WITH ZOOM.ING 
As we have shown, when we adjust for tight turn, we give the 

stabilizer negative as we tighten the circle. If we were to try for a 
straight flii-gJ;it with this stabilizer setting, we would have stalling 
results. Now, in a tow, we have a straight flight forced upon it. 
So, it is only naturally for the glider to attempt looping. Some
how, we must correct this. Since it was caused by negative stabil
izer, we would have a smooth straight tow, if we could remove 
this negative incidence during the tow. It may be possible to do 
this with an adjustable elevator by using a wedge, which comes 
off with the tow line. - Or we may us:e a sliding weight. T'h~s 
weight would be back for normal 5~/0 C.G. turn, and forward 
during tow. It could be on a dropable stick. Or we would · carry 
an auxiliary stabilizer in combination with rudder "golf stick." 

Auxilary 
Rudder 6 Stab 
for smoottt tow 

Setting stab fiQ bri.n9 
wing to fow · 

Kite tall 
give.s towing 
stebillty 

lift 
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TROUBLE WITH SPIRALS 

A rudder set for tight turn will also give trouble during tow. 
It should be neutralized. Either with an auxiliary rudder, or 
wedged tab which is freed by tow line when it is released. How 
does rudder give trouble? - It is the rudder setting, in combina
tion with the dihedral, that does the dirty work. 

Assuming that the rudder is set for a right turn, the model 
will tend to move into skid angle as shown. In such a skid angle, 
the left wing will tend to lift more than the right. All would be 
well , if t his is as far as the model moves, and if the .rudder area 
is large enough to prevent the wing from trying to swing into 
still greater side drift angles. If the rudder is too small, the di
hedral side force effect in front of C.G., will produce the familiar 
wing over, and a spiral dive; with you holding the string, wonder
ing what to do. - Stop wondering, drop it or run towards the 
glider, and let the line slacken. Tightening will only give the ·left 
wing greater force. Check up on Test # 11, and you will know 
what is happening. Ther efore, it is very important to neutralize 
the rudder setting durin g towing. 

Wedge 
holds 
rudder 
closed 

TOW HOOK POSITION 
Have a couple of them, and find the best position by tests. -

Hooks should be on the center. Side hooks may work in off setting 
rudder adjustment-, but neutralizing the setting is the best way. 
And with a wedge, it should be no problem. We are wondering 
what would happen if we had it pivoted as high as possible, so 
that it will not swing the model into high angles of attack at the 
beginning. Also, it is possible to make such a hook stop to fit con
ditions. 
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We may not have given you any specific design layout, but you 
can find all you need from the preceding chapter. The only factor 
you may miss is the dihedral angle. 1 Y2" under tip for every foot 
of span is plenty. You can break it up into tip, or polydihedral. 
Once you have the dihedral, you can check for rudder area with 
side pattern. The C.G. position should be at 50o/o. Since wing is 
effective at 35o/o, be sure to move its dihedral side area 15o/o of 
chord ahead of the C.G. -- See sketch. 

Aero Center-===£) 

c 
Balance Center :M / Pottern 

c ti 8 

STANDARD DESIGN 

' 
HAND LAUNCHED GLIDERS 

The present day hand launched glider is a creature of evolu
tion. I ts design is exactly according to the theory. Yet, no. one 
knew why the design had to be as it is, while trying to get most 
height with a given moment arm power. VV 1: :; the aid of the Cir
cular Airflow Theory, the action of the present day hand launched 
glider can be explained. 

The design is definitely 0-0 layout, with C.G. between 50o/o 
to 60%, and further back in some case. It is a known fact , that 
su-ch gliders have very touchy longitudinal stability, just a slight 
addition of weight would produce dive tendencies. In other 
words, we have Pitching Moment conditions similar to our lOOo/o 
C.G. and 0-0 layout. And as we know, such layout is good for 
high power or high speed. (Also see Effect of Thin Airfoils in 
Circular Airflow.) 

The problem with hand launched gliders is to get them up as 
high as possible. By using 0-0 and C.G. far back, it is possible to 
obtain practically zero lift conditions with very slight change in 
the angular set-up. We can get this slight change through Cir
cular Airflow. By launching the glider in.a steep, one spiral turn . 
the Circular Airflow angle produced will give the stabilizer angle 
slight positive. This will bring the wing to low lift condition, 
and so prevent looping, and also present minimum drag "face". 
No matter how you do it, you will find that the glider will have a 
slight curving path at all times, while it is on the way up. Closer 
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the C.G. is to the trailing edge, so much easier it will be to get 
the model up without too much trouble. But it is another story 
after recovery. 

It is very difficult to obtain small circles with 0-0 design hav
ing C.G. far back: Especially when using minimum of stabilizer 
area. Just a slight change in the angular difference between wing 
and stabilizer will produce spiral dive as per book, or a stall. 
Such a glider has a definite minimum circle, which may be too 
large fo r most of us. Any change to make it fly tighter, and still 
have good launching characteristics, will develop spiral dive. This 
is natural , because as circle is decreased, the Circular Airflow 
angle increases. And you know what happens to the stabilizer in 
such a case. - The only way to obtain safe tight turns is to have 
the model skid around without banking. How to do this, we can
not say. Perhaps, smaller dihedral and rudder might help. 

In designing gliders for beginners, consider the trouble one 
can have with 0-0 designs, and how easily they can be made to 
spiral dive. So, incorporate a bit of negative stabilizer, and be 
sure to stress the position of the C.G. Also, stress the side arm 
launch technic with opposite adjustments. That is, left turn ad
jument for right turn launch. 

P•rcentoCCbor4 11'.A.C . A. 

~~~~-•• ~ •• -.. ~)o,v.,..,+IL~_,,.._,,.\'--'l"-"'l"-'-l'-"i'--'i'-rioo 

- 12 -10 -s -6 -.\ -2 0 2 ... 6 g 10 lZ 11' 16 18 2022 

A11g.1e of Atta.ct in Degreu. 

AIRFOIL FOR H. L. GLIDERS 

Circular 
Airflow brings 

wing to 0° 
in climb 

We found this airfoil in one of our treasured N.A.C.A. books. 
It will give you an idea of thin glider airfoil characteristics. 
Note its lbw lift at 0° which makes it good for Circular Airflow 
control of climb. Or, rather, it shows why thin airfoils can be 
made to have smoother power climb. If chord is 3", the thickness 
is l/3. 
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EXPLAINING THE OLD GAS MODELS 
Since the "Zipper" could be called the beginning of it all, con

trolling high power on small models, let us examine its character
istics in light of what we think we know now. 

Our memory of it is still vivid enough for us to remember that 
it "was" or "wasn't." If it did not have just the right spiral climb, 
it would loop or spiral dive. If motor cut in time, it would settle 
into a meandering glide. - Perhaps, its outstanding value was 
that it did not matter how it was made, it would fly somehow. 
That is, the builder did not have to worry about turn adjusments. 
He had them, or did not! This is not meant to slight the design, 
rather it is meant to show that a beginner had a chance to obtain 
flights without adjusting. 

Now that we have this thing called Circular Airflow, we can 
explain Zipper's actions. In a glide, the model did not seem to 
lack rudder area. It would wander around, and on occasion change 
its direction. Yet, under power it would develop a definite right 
spiral climb or dive. To us, this means that the torque caused the 
usual side slip so that the dihedral could bring it under control. 
"Zipper" was one of the first models to use generous dihedral. 
(Basset had it, if we knew then how important dihedral was, we 
would not have been so miserly in worrying .about lift lost due to 
dihedral.) It also had C.G. further back than other models of that 
time. In all, we had the set-up which we showed in Test # 11; 
the development of side forces by the Left Wing in front of the 
C.G. The generous pylon may have just balanced the side area . 
pattern, as we know it, but the rudder area definitely did not 
take into account the extra force developed by the dihedral dur
ing power. The result was that the model had built-in right turn 
under power. 

ZIPPER 
by Carl Gold berg 

~---+--14£-·-I --

I() 
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Its longitudinal stability was fine during glide. This meant 

that the C.G. was not at 100% point, and that it had longitudinal 
dihedral , meaning angular difference between wing and stabilizer. 
This arrangement called for a considerable amount of Circular 
Airflow, before the model reached the position in which the wing 
had 0° angle of attack; or less, because of its high lift section. 

·so, we can say that the action of the "Zipper" was almost 
automatic. Having large dihedral and small rudder, it had a nat
ural tendency to turn to the right under power. And in the turn, 
it developed the required Circular Airflow to reduce high lift. 
If it had more rudder, it might not have been able to develop the 
turn, and the only possible way it could go, would be to loop. -
On occasion, when the model was poorly made or warped, the deli
cate balance under power was upset, and spiral dive was the re
sult. Or it would happen when the motor developed more torque 
than the design could handle. 

That above has semblance to true facts, can be judged by the 
fact that when lower power was used, it became a very d"ocile 
machine. 

DESIGNING GAS MODELS 
The design of gas model has been pretty well covered in the 

general text. We showed the effect of torque on dihedral , and 
have given enough examples so that you can work out your own 
problems. If you know the torque of your motor, you can actually 
design t he entire model. You can guess at its speed. Estimate the 
R.P.M., prop used and its slip. Once you have the speed, you can 
find out how much the wing will lift. Do not be afraid of using 
regular formulas. They will come much closer than your guesti
mating. After you know the lift, you can estimate the dihedral 
needed for control. You can take our approximations if you like. 
After you have the dihedral, the rudder area will depend on the 
layout. 

PITCHING MOMENTS 
You might wonder where to have your C.G. This will depend 

on your power loading. If you have a lot of power, and a small 
model, you should use 100% C.G. This will make power flying 
easier. We laid out a 100% C.G. Pitching Moment, using R.S .G. 
30 for stabilizer. Looks good. It has a b it more longitudinal sta
bility than Clark Y. In a sense, it is equivalent of havin g Clark Y 
at lower angle. -

When flying a model, having the above Pitching M ovement 
characteristic, you should be careful about its circle. Theoreti
cally if its speed is 20 m.p.h., it can fly in a 90 ft. circle, with a 
wing banked 30°, and still produce enoug h vertical lift. Tighter 
circles may mean spiral dives. - (In a 90 ft. circle, a 30° banked 
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model will develop .7 ° Circular Airflow, which brings the wing 
to 0°.) As for gliding turns, if you can keep the wing flat , you 
will be all right. We made some calculations. If the surfaces were 
left at 0-0 setting, the C.G. would have to be moved to 110% 
point if you wanted a 50 ft. circle and 30° bank. Or we might say 
that, if you could give the stabilizer 1.2° negative during glide, 
you could leave the C.G. alone, and still get the 30° and 50 ft . 
circle. Or you might fly with a bit of downthrust. This would 
mean that the C.G. could be at 110% or Stabilizer at -1.2°. The 
upward tendency of the w ing would be cancelled by downthrust. 
All moves, of course, should be done with discretion and delicacy. 
The main fac t we want t o show, is the reasons why 0-0 setting 
and 100% C.G. models are so touchy. If you know the cause, you 
might find the solution. 

W.A. W.CL. x W.M.=W.F. D.W. S.A. A.S. A. 5.CL xS.M= S.F. 
-? .25 x 650= 160 /.2° -2° -3.2° .06 x 1275= 76 
-/

0 .33 x 650= 220 /.6° -/0 -2.6° .II ., 1275= 140 
0 .4 x 650=260 . 2° 0 -2° .. 15 "' 1275 = 191 
/O .47 JC 650=3/0 2.3° /O -/.3° .2 X /2 75: 255 0. 
2° .54 JC 650= 350 2 .7° 2° ..._..._;..;;;.7°---.......-.--2-5_x_l_2:/ 5= 320 ~ 
3° .62 x 650-:. 403 3./0 3° 0 . 3 JC 1275; 382 ~ 
4° . 7 x 650= 433 3.5° 4° .5° .3ti~5 x 1?7'5 = 440 

11 

5° .76 x 650= 494 3.8° 5° 12° .38 x c·~s=485 ....,__. ..... ...__...._.._.....__..-,_._ ..... .._...., __ ...,.. __ .,,,, Bal 
6° .82 X 650 = 533 4./0 6° /.9° .43 X 1275= 548 .Q 

7° .88 x 650 = 572 4.4° 7° 2.6° .47 x It '5= 599 o 
8° .95 x 650= 627 4,a0 8° 3.2° 5i x . /5= 663 (i; 

1__;;,,_L-,__;.__ _____ _., __ ~----""""'·----· 

/Ooz . Boz . 

Wing af 0° 
20 mph 90ft. Cir. 

30 ° Bank 

8\t/ 
~de 

Wing ot 6° 
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DESIGNING RUBBER POWERED MODELS 

We knew how to control torque with dihedral way back in 
1938, but for some reason or other, we assumed that the drift 
angle could be of limitless value. We knew that drift angles were 
required, but it did not occur to us that the drift angles must be 
kept at 6° or below. In the 1938 Year Book, we have a classical 
example : To control 40 in . ozs. torque on a 12° dihedral wing, 
having 40'' span, we called for 30° Drift. It makes us wonder about 
our readers. No one brought this fact to our attention. 

HIGH TORQUE AND SMALL WING 
In the Dihedral sect ion, we showed how to find drift angles 

for a given dihedral and torque, or how to determine dihedral if 
torque and maximum drift angles are known. We estimated that 
70 .in. ozs. torque, developed by a 16 strand; ~ Dunlop Rubber, 
needs 60° dihedral. (We can take heed from these facts.) - And 
that a 40 in. ozs. torque would require 36° dihedral. This means 
6'" under each tip for every foot of span. Ra~her more than we 
had been accustomed to use. 

70in.oz. 
Tor.que 

To develop 7oz. in 6° Skid 

Right Spin 
due to 

stalled 
rudder ,_ 

The symptom of insufficient dihedral is the tendency of the 
model to spiral to the right while under power. Reason: The 
given dihedral, being too small , has to develop higher side slip 
angles than 6° to control high t orque. As the model passes this 
safe 6° value, the rudder begins to stall and lose control of the 
situation. Once it loses control, the frontal portion of the model 
has greater power about the C.G., and throws the model into right 
spiral. - Once the model begins to develop a turn, it comes un
der the influence of t he Circular Airflow. If the turn is small, 
the Angular Change will be great, and the model will lose over-all 
lift. Although dihedral may not actually do the work, it starts the 
process of spiral dive. - If you have been to a Wakefield meet or 
other rubber powered contest, the right spiral at the take-off is 
the usual hard-luck occurence. 
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In 1949, we made a comment in one of the magazines, that it was 
quite possible, that Ellila won the 1949 Wakefield because he did 
not wind his motor to its maximum possibilities. At that time 
many of us felt that Ellila could have done better if he had wound 
to the last turn. 

Remembering now the way his model behaved, makes us think 
that he did not have the usual torque trouble. The model just had 
enough power to keep boring into the wind and maintain flying 
speed. In the meanwhile, the other boys tried to get that last bit 
of power. The result was exceptionally high torque, which was 
beyond the power of the model to control. - Not knowing many 
of the things we know now, we did not go further into lower 
torque possibilities. But since we began to study the subject in 
detail, we wonder what ·sort of a design will win in the future. 

LOWER TORQUE NEEDED 
Somehow for safety's sake, we have to keep torque to values 

below 40 in. ozs. We can do this by unwinding few turns from the 
peak. - It also means that we may gradually get away from high 
power climb and hope for a better glide. As a matter of fact, we 
seem to be heading into that dire'ction, whether we like it or not. 
Wakefield rule has 5 min. as maximum. And our own rules now 
have 6 min. maximum for rubber models. 

With Wakefield rules allowing unlimited fuselage length, it is 
possible to have longer motor of fewer strands than now used. It 
will be a matter of designing props to fit. - The return gear sys
tem has lots of possibilities. We used it back in 1934, and had 
guaranteed motor run of 3 min. But we wonder how many . have 
the temperament to handle two motors. It is trying on a hot day. 
Do as you like, just remember the torque problem. 

CD 
:) 

Higher 

a-

~ Rubber Power C~ 
100% Winds_ 0° 

Torque 

One salvation rriay be in making higher aspect ratio wings. Not 
so much for efficiency, as for torque control. Having 50" span, 
means that moment arm will increase from 10" to 12.5" on a "V". 
And about 19" for Tip dihedral. Since we will not be penalized 
for using high dihedral, we should not hesitate to use all we may 
need. 
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STANDARD RUBBER DESIGNS . 

If you like to have your model circle for thermal hunting, the 
80% C.G. design will work better than ~he 10?% ~.G. The 
80% C.G. model can be made to circle in a ~hde a bit easier. Ho~
ever, you will have to depend on thrusthne to balance the dif
f er~nt glide and power adjustments. 

Wing Force= 2.25 x 200x CL Stab Force =/7x SOx CL 

so 
Clark Y -

2.25 17 RSG30 
86x75% 

60 

GLIDE BAL AN CE 5° to Base 

W.A. W.CL x W.M.= W.F. D.W. 5.A. A.S.A. S.CLx5.M.= S.F. 

O .4 x 450 =/BO 2o -/o -30 .08 JC 1020= 81 l 
fO .47 JC 450= 210 2.3° 0 -2.3° ./3 )( /020: /32 tJ\ 

2° .54 " 450= 240 2.7° / 0 -1.7° .17 x 1020=175 .~ 
3° . 67 " 45()": 280 3./0 2° -/./0 .22 " 1020=225 ~ 
4° .7 x 450=315 3.5° 3° -.5° .26" 1020=265 
50 .76 x 450=340 3.8° 4° .2° .32 x 1020= 325 Bal. 
S 0 .82 X 450= 360 4.1° 5° /0 .37 X 1020-= 3771-~ 

180 200 W. 175 350 4 o D W 
L~ i ..1.: · · 350 

o• ;,,~.Cir. Air.= -LB"°' 
5· 50~5•h--

Power Flight 50Ft. 30° Straight Glide 

180 
2°0. w. 81 

/-l~ ~-
io D.T. ~ir -3° 1.2°Cir. Air. - -.500( 

Power 50 Ft . .30° l.2°Neg.Add. Cir. Glide 50F.t. 30° i~;e~eg. 
For example: To obtain low lift under power, the model 

should have a spiral climb equivalent to a 50 ft. circle in a 30° 
bank. The positive angular change under such a condition is 1.2°. 
This same 1.2°, which is purposely brought about during power 
to bring the wing to 0°. will cause trouble in a glide of similar 
circle. 

We do not want the wing to operate at 0° in a glide, but at 6°. 
To do so, we must decrease the stabilizer's angle of incidence by 
1.2° This means that , if nothing is done to counteract it, the sta
bilizer will try to stall the model in a straight glide, but bring 
the wing to 6° if in a 50 ft. and 30° bank circle. - This also means 
that, under power, the model will have to develop still smaller 
circle to obtain additional increase of 1.2°. Therefore, by making 
it possible to obtain a good circling glide, the Circular Airflow 
angle has to be increased to 2.4 °. 
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To preserve the original power circle or spiral, while setting 
stabilizer -1.2 °, we can use downthrust to counteract the stalling 
tendencies of the -1.2 ° increase. 

As a matter of fact, to obtain satisfactory glide, we make the 
same adjustments as we do on gliders. As we tighten the circle 
with the rudder, we bring it to floating condition with the nega
tive stabilizer. To counteract the rudder and stabilizer glide set
ting, we use side thrust for rudder, and dowrithrust for the 
stabilizer. 

An ideal system would be to have the pull of the rubber ad
just the rudder and stabilizer according to the power in force. 
While power is high, the model should have 0-0 setting to achieve 
maximum climb in large helical climb. As the power dies down, 
the setting should be changed to higher lift conditions. And 
when power is gone, the model should be flown into a smooth 
circling glide. 

We tried power adjustable rudder, and it works fine. Under 
power the flight would have large circles, but when power was 
out, it would circle tight. - We also tried to use extra large rud
der to open up the circle under power, and then obey the tight 
glide setting. See plans of the "Hurry Up 210." 

Balance• 

The action of larger rudder is as follows: When model is 
gliding, the turn setting has no trouble in making the model turn. 
But under power, the model may have 6° side drift due to torque 
and dihedral action. Placing this larger rudder in a 6° drift, it 
should be obvious that the drift will win over the turn setting. 
Thus, as you can see, it is possible to obtain control change with 
area alone. 

Incidentally, .this "210" model behaves very well under 75% 
power. It does just as it was designed to do; wide open climb, 
and tight circling glide. However, under full and determined 
wind-up, it has right spiral tendencies. If effort is made to cor
rect this by using left thrust, the model tends to develop power 
stalls. Trying to cure power stalls with downthrust, we ran into 
high speed, ground-hugging conditions. - So, it is not to be used 
for super high power, or up to the last turn condition. To make it 
usable for high power, still more dihedral is needed. -

The above example shows the effect of high power even on 
models that have excessive rudder area by normal standards. High 
power brings about excessive side skids so that even such rudders 
become stalled. 
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POWER AND GLIDE TURNS 
The glide adjustment we made tor the 80% C.G., assumed that 

the turn will be similar for power and glide. This would mean 
a right circle. The r eason for this is obvious. We had the stabil
izer set 1.2 ° more negat ive that could be used for a straight flight. 
This setting, as we have shown, is actually cancelled in the 50 ft. 
and 30° bank turn. Having 1.2° more negative than shown on our 
6" balanced con d i ti on, means that in a straight glide flight, the 
stabilizer will tend to make the model stall. (Under power, of 
course, we can use downthrust to prevent stalling.) Therefore, 
under no circumstances should the model change its circle pat
tern. If it is made to g lide to the ri g ht , the power flight must also 
be in this direction; a lthough it may be in a wider circle. By 
doing so, we avo id the change-over. from a power circle in one 
d irection and glide in the other, in which the model would have 
t o fly a straight course. 

RIGHT POWER AND LEFT GLIDE 
T he bas ic problem with the 0-0 setting is the glide adjustment. 

To obta in normal s ize cir cl es, the s tabilizer's angle has to be re
duced. But when w e do that ,we au t omatically lose whatever ad-

~ vantage 0-0 setting has for high power climb. If we adjust for 
right gl ide and r ight p ower fli ght, the tension can be eased up a 
bit , s ince w e can have the stabilizer slightly negative. But, experi
ence doe s not recommend this adjustment. Too many r ight spirals 
happen under such adjustments . 

The prevailin g method, now in use for 0-0 setting, is to have 
a right power climb and a left glide. This is done by having left 
rudder for the glide , and off set its influence by right thrust to 
obtain r ight spiral climb. It makes sense. 

The above adjustment means that during the transition period, 
from ri g ht to left. the model is flying in a straight path for a 
moment. During thi s moment, it must not have any stalling ten
dencies. If it does stalf. all the advantage of the 0-0 power climb 
will be lost in the next few stalling dips. 

To obtain transition from right to left, without stalling, the 
model should be adjusted as f9llows: Under low power, get the 
model high enough to obtain a straight glide. Adjust so that it is 
just under the stall, but without showing any stalling tendency. 
This is done by shifting C.G. or adjusting stabilizer setting. 

· The next s tep is to develop the left turn with rudder only. If 
the turn seems too steep , back off the rudder setting. To not touch 
the C.G. or stabilizer setting as thi s change will spoil the transi
tion period. You can on ly u se the rudder for turn adjustment. If 
the circl e seems t oo large, there is nothing you can do about it, 
unless you want a steeper glide. 
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To correct for the rudder, right thrust is applied as needed 
under different power conditions. - By adjusting in the manner 
shown~ the model will not stall as it changes from right power to 
left glide circle. 

CIRCLE- Same 
Power a Glide CIRCLE 

Right- Power 
Left- Glide 

TO FREE WHEEL OR FOLD 
There is no doubt that the folder is best for reducing drag. 

But it has its price. It tends to introduce stalling tendency by 
shifting C.G. towards the rear. This shifting of C.G. is especially 
ticklish on the 0-0 design, where a change of 1/8" C.G. is drastic. 
If the model, on which folder is used, has to go from a right 
power cirle to a left glide, the danger of stalling in the transition 
period is great. Therefore, if you use folder, try to use same turn 
for power and glide. By doing so, the shift of C.G. due to folder 
is actually beneficial. As you have been shown in the Glider chap
ter, the C.G. was moved back as we tightened the turn. 

If you are planning to use large circles, folder may cause you 
trouble. The prop will keep on revolving until the last turn, al
though the power supplied is nill. The model may actually be 
gliding with the prop just ticking over, when suddenly the prop 
folds back. The change of C.G. is sudden on a model which is 
already gliding. This would mean that adjustments that give cor
rect glide with prop folded. would be on the diving side while 
the. prop is just ticking over. -

Such, then, are the disadvantage of folder on a model that 
must change turn from power to glide; or has to· make large 
circles due to 0-0 setting. Perhaps. by having hinge point away 
from the hub, the C.G. change will not be so drastic. 

Advantages of the free wheeler? Just steady drag throughout 
the glide with no change of C.G.: With chances of a broken prop 
on landing. 
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FL YING WINGS 

A pure Flying W ing model would be a "flying plank." On 
such models the airfoil is the secret of its stability. It must have 
considerable amount of reflex. On such models, the C.G. must be 
in the neighborhood of 20%, when angle of attack is 6°, the usual 
for glide. - This is same as saying that about 40% of the rear 
portion of the airfoil is used to obtain stability. If we were to cut 
up such an airfoil into its functions, we would have an extremely 
short coupled standard design. 

Such "flying planks" work nicely as gliders. They can also be 
power flown, but only just enough power must be used to give 
them a gentle climb. More power would mean looping. - We 
would venture that an 8 ft. "plank wing" should be powered by 
an .049 motor. 

"SAILWING 50" 
During the wa.r, the only model we made ,while in service, was 

the Sailwing 50. We made it in Natal, Brazil, from where we were 
transferred after 20 months in Italy. Perhaps the fresh food had 
something to do with it, but we had no inclination to make models 
before. This is j ust a point of interest to show you that the model 
has been in existence for six y.ears, so that we had no chance to 
make it fit our theory. - Also, since it is in a kit form, others 
have flown with success; much to the surprise of those concerned. 
In all cases reported, the C.G. was as shown on the plan. Since the 
kit is made so that everything clicks together, the basic layout is 
obtained at all times. 

''Tip_.,....,. __ 
C.G.25% Average Chord 

8°Neg. 
Tips 

~1~ 

6°~--c.o~ -20 
-1(\J ____.,_ 

25 % C.G. Glide Gondifion 

"Wing'' 
II II 

Tip 

SAILWING "so" 
When we beg an testing this model. we started with tips at 

-4 -.. We would g et a beginning of a smooth flight. Then oscilla
tion star ted which eventually built up into a dive. -A change to 
-6 -, was made. The flight was a bit more stable, but whenever an 
upset occurred , it would g o into the ever increasing ups and 
downs, and end up in a dive. We finally tried -8 '' . The results 
were remarkably changed for only 2'· variation. The plan shows 
the basic outline. 
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To us, a flying wing or tailless model, is nothing else but a 

short coupled standard design. By making the center portion 
have a definite angle, and the tips follow a similar thought, the 
mind does not have to become twisted into mysterious knots, 
while wondering what happens as the angle progressively changes 
from center to tip. And besides, there is nothing to gain: Except 
an illusion that it may be a pure flying wing by blending the 
change-over. By assuming a definite angular difference between 
center and tip, we can go ahead and analyze the design in the 
light of what we know. 

The basic layout of the "50" is as shown. The average airfoil 
is 6". This means that if the C.G. is at 25%. the wing lifts at 35% 
or about .5" behind the C.G. This would tend to nose the model 
into a dive. - To counteract this force, we have streamlined tips 
set at -8°. The Pitching Moment chart was calculated by using 
the areas and moment arms found on the plan. 

c11+a.m•••>111L\lt ~ 
65 c x L Ip orce= 6 75 50 % Wing Area .4 Wing orce= .5 x I 

165sq.i~ 6J5 
Tip Area-::50 s?. in. 

x Ct. 
Clark Y 

60a(. I 20o( I 

25 o/o C.G.~.5 rr35%Wing Lift GLIDE BALANCE t 
W.A. W.CLX W.M. = WF Tip Anqle T.Cj x T. M. =- T. F. Tip 
20 .54 J( 825,: 44 -60 :-6 ]( 337= -202 swings 
30 .62 )( 82.5-= 51 -50 -:- 5 " 337= -168 wing to 
40 .7 )( 82.5= 58 ... 40 -; 4 )( 337= -134 highE'r 
50 .76 x 8911 = 62 -30 -.3 x 337= -I 01 

, 
an ale 

so .82 A 82.5 : 676 -20 .-2 x 337:: -67.4 Balance 
70 .88 x 82.5 = 72 -10 -: I x 377= -34 Wing to 
ao .95 x 82.S = 78 0 0 x 377= 0 lower 

Using no downwash factor, since the tips are at the "tips", the 
results were as much of a surprise to us as they may be to you. 
The balance occurs exactly at 6°. And this is the angle which we 
keep on mentioning as the glide setting. 

At 6°, the wing develops 67.6 units which tend to make the 
model dive, but the tips also develop 67.4 units which are in 
counter direction. The situation would look as shown while fly
ing. Why did we have to use 8° negative? Let us see: 

When we had -4 ° tips, the layout was as shown. When the 
wing had 6° angle of attack, the tips had 2°. This means that both 
surfaces had upward lift, and that the C.G. was somewhere be
tween them. (Calculations placed C.G . .4" behind wing's center of 
lift.) This type of balance is the usual for models. 
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The troubie with the above balance is that it is sensitive to 
Circular Airflow. For example; if the "wing" was upset so that it 
started to oscillate or swing equal to an arc of a 25 ft. circle, the 
Angular Change would be 2°. This will give tips 4° angle of 
attack, while the wing still has 6°. The balance will be upset with 
the tips forcing the wing into lower angles as described before. 

When the tips were at -6°, the stability was a bit better but 
stalls and dives still happened. It is quite possible that the C.G. 
was still a bit behind the wing's center of lift. 

But when we moved the tips to -8°, we obtained super stabil
ity. This placed the C.G. ahead of the wing's lift. A 2° change due 
to Circular Airflow will bring the wing down to about 4 ° where 
it can still develop enough lift. But as a rule, the wing may never 
get into such position as the stabilizer is very sensitive to air
flow changes, and it dampens upsets very quickly. 

C.G. 

60 

20 

Setting 6°, 2~ 

Straight GI/de 

Circling Glide 

60 

C.G. 

-2" 

Setting 

Straight Glide 

Circling Glide 

Stabilizing action of -4 ° and -8° tips is a sharp contrast. The 
-4 ° seem to have no control and tend to increase the size of the 
swing and eventual dive. While the -8° just wiggles the model 
into a straight flight. You will hear more about the stability of 
models having C.G. in front of Wing's Lift, in the Radio Model 
chapter. 

SHARP ST ALLS 
It might be well to show why models, having C.G. behind the 

wing's lift have such sharp stalls. As it was shown. above in the 
-4 ° example, when the model began to zoom, the Circular Airflow 
tends to cut the wing' s lift to nothing. It is quite possible that 
what .we considered as a stall, is nothing else but a complete loss 
of lift which happens at zero qngles. 
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We never thought of this until now. Can you see it? Suppose 
we have a high powered and 100% C.G. model climbing at 60°. 
Under power, the lift of the wing is low, but high on the stabil
izer which holds the wing to low angles of attack due to Circular 
Airflow. Suddenly the engine stops. The wing, being at 0°, will 
have little life and it will tend to drop down. The model recovers 
by speeding up. As the wing builds up lift, it tends to nose the 
model upward into a zoom. But here again, the Circular Airflow 
comes into play: The stabilizer has stronger power and brings the 
wing into low or zero lift condition. The process repeats, de
pending on the situation. 

What we may have thought was a stall, may be nothing else 
but loss of life due to change of Circular Airflow. 'A true stall is 
a graduall loss of lift and can be recognized by the mush. The 
lift value may actually be just as high, but the drag value shoots 
too high. In contrast we have the above sharp "stall" which in
dicates a complete loss of wing's lift. 

II II 

Snap Stall due to 

T= Thrust or Speed 
supplied by 
Engine or Gravity 

Circular Airflow 
L 

t 
w 

POWER AND FLYING WING 

w 

The very nature of Flying Wing Stability, prevents use of 
high power. As we know, the wing has to move to low angles of 
attack when speed is increased above the glide. To bring the wing 
to low angles, means that we will have to apply a considerable 
amount of outside force to counteract the tips. For example: 
If we wish to bring our "wing" to 2°, we would need 158 units of 
downthrust. In terms of forces we know, this means 14 in. ozs., 
if the wing was flying at 20 m.p.h. So, if you use an .03 engine on 
"Sailwing 50", be prepared to mount it 5" above the C.G. 

Whenever you have a desire to make a powered flying wing, 
use low power. If you plan to make flying wing gliders, use tips 
having a total area of ,Y3 of the main wing, and set the tips at 
-8°. Always make sure that the C.G. of the wing is ahead of the 
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35% Average Chord. If you do that, the tip angle will be auto
matically found for the tip area you are using. For example: If 
we had used larger tips on "Sailwing 50", the angular difference 
would be less. While smaller tip areas would. need greater nega
tive angles to balance the wing. Just consider a flying wing as a 
short coupled standard design, with C.G. ahead of the wing's lift 
for stability, and you cannot go wrong. 

AIRFOILS IN Fl YING WING 
"Flying Plank" definitely requires a rettex type. When swept

back is used, you can change this reflex into Clark Y without 
worrying about stability. In fact, the sweptback may govern the 
degree of change. Say that a 15° sweptback can handle Clark Y, 
if you have definite negative tips. The sections between straight 
wing and sweptback can be the changeover from Reflex to Clark 
Y. If sweptback is greater tha.n 15°, any kind of airfoil will do. 
As long as you have the C.G. at 25% spot, your troubles are 
so.lved. This location makes any airfoil stable, providing you have 
the tips to keep it there. 

CANARD OR PUSHERS 
The common belief, shared by the writer until now in a vague 

sort of a way, is tha·t the pusher derives its stability by having its 
elevator stall first. Thus, causing the front to drop down to level 
flight. Followi·ng this logic , one would think that the elevator 
must be in a constant ''bobbing" state, if stalling is required for 
a balanced flight. And under power, our old pusher used to per
form the nicest loops you ever did see. No sign of stalling there. 

More out of curiosity, than with expectations that it could be 
aerodynamically balanced, we made the calculations shown. For 
our example, we used Torey Capo's 1935 single pusher . shown. 
We were not sure of the exact layou-t, and ass.urned that C.G. and 
angles are as shown. 

Elevator Force =16 x 42 x CL Wing Force= 8 x 50 x CL 

CI ark Y 16 - I • 
ETevator 42 sq.in. £.G. 

6° ._ • ........_ GLIDE BALANCE 

E.A. E.CLX E.M. = E.F. W. A. W.CLX W.M.= W.F. Elevoc: 
20 . 5 4 x 6 72:: 362 -30 ./8 x 1200= 116 tor 
30 .67 x 672= 450 -20 25 x 1200=300 swings 
40 .7 x 672= 470 -JO .33 )( 1200= 396 front 
50 .76 x 672 = 510 0 .4 x 1200= 480 upward 
60 .82 x 672 = 561 10 .47 x 1200 =564 
70 .88 x 672 = 602 20 .54 JC 1200 = 648 so .95 x 672 = 637 30 .67 x 1200 =804 u · 
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We had to play a bit, with plus and minus, to bring the bal
ance point at 6° angle of attack for the stabilizer. We may be off 
a degree on the balance point, but the balance characteristics are 
there. Note how the force of the wing is low at low angles, and 
then gradually passes the elevator's force; just as it does in our 
other cases. In a glide , the balance could be at the point shown. 
However, we have a personal feeling, that it should be at a higher 
angle, because as the wing does not develop much lift at 1°. But 
in those days, 1937. the wing loading was 2 ozs. per 100 sq. in., 
half of what we have today, and that 1° or 2° looks possible. 

Under power, the pusher has to develop lower lift as do all 
other models. Our chart s hows that if we want to bring the ele
vator to 3°, to obtain lower over all lift, we would have to give 
wing 150 uni ts to bring about a balance at this angle. Note that 
Torey used 4 ° upthrust which would help the wing bring the 
balance to about 3°. But even if we did not use the upthrust, the 
Circular Airflow would do the same thing. Chart shows that the 
wing develops 480 units close to 0°. If we could give the wing an 
increase of r angle of attack, we would achieve the desired power 
balance. To obtain 2° change in a loop, the loop diameter should 
be 120 feet in diameter. In a power flight, such a condition would 
place the wing at Oc' and elevator at 3", in contrast to the 5° ele
vator and O" wing incidence setting. Anyone recalling the twin 
pushers, will remember that they had looping characteristics 
mentioned. 

This explanation of how the pusher works makes sense. And 
it should also show you why it is not good for full size planes. 
The arrangement lacks the super stability of the standard plane 
design: which has C.G. at 25% Chord. You can see that a change 
of only 2" on the wing brings the elevator from 6c to 3°. 

1935 Pusher by Torrey Capo 
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SPEED CONTROL MODELS 

We wonder what "we'"' can tell you about Speed Control Mod
els. Here we have been wondering what happens at 12.5 m.p.h., 
and you want to fly at 150m.p.h. Well, suppose we check, and see 
if full scale data could be used for some calculations. Let us take 
the 10ngitudinal balance. 

Before us we have p lans of the "Lazybones III," with which 
Mr. N. G. Taylor established 132.4 m.p.h. official British speed 
record in 1950. This ship also clocked 150 unofficially. The reason 
we picked it, is that it had most of the data we needed on the 
plans. Meaning, C.G. position, approximate Airfoil , wing and 
stab area, and weight. The basic diagram and calculations are 
shown. 

We worked the above problem straight. You can check. We 
are not sure what airfoil he used, but it looks like NACA 23012. 
Its Ct at 0° is .1. According to the calculation we made, it de
velops 36.3 ozs. l ift at 150 m.p.h. when set at 0°. The weight given 
is 34 ozs. Close enough to make you respect formulas. The stabil
izer was a hit more difficult. We assumed 75% area. -The down
wash of the wing is about Ya..0

• If we gave the flat surface a CL 
of .04, which is pretty close to what a streamlined section devel
ops, the stabilizer will develop a 4 oz. down "lift" due to the -Y2 ° 

150m.p.h. =220 ft sec. 

Lift=Cuc P/2x Area x 5peed 2 

Wing CL at 0° =.I 

Lift=./ JC.00119 )( .44 JC 22o2 

= 2.2 711b. = 36.3 oz. 

Wing Force=36.3xl.4 
=51 in.oz. 

LAZY BONES 
N.G.Taylor 

From Aug . 1950 

AEROMODELLER 

Wt.= 34oz. = 2.1 lbs 

P/2 = .00119 
/0 

Stab CL at -2 = .04 Neg 
Lift= .04 x.00-119 x. II x 2202 

=.25 lb. = 4cz.Neg. 

Wing Area--=64sqJ 
.44sq.ft. 

Down 
Wash 

/0 
) --

- 2 

Stab Force= 
4 x J 2z48 in. oz. 
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downwash. If the Center of Wing Lift was at 35o/o, the arrange
ment would balance very nicely. If the Center of Wing's Lift was 
at 30%, the stabilizer would tend to increase the over-all angle 
of attack a trifle. A bit of "up" elevator, would reduce stabilizer 
load. 

Some may wonder about the stabilizer's "lift". Aher all, it is 
set at 0°. Well, if it had no download, how do you think the C.G. 
would stay at the leading edge? And the only way it can obtain 
a download, when it is set at 0°, is to receive a downwash from 
the wing. 

This type of arrangement C.G. on leading edge, is the best 
suited for the condition. The angle of the wing is uwler complete 
control of the stabilizer. Meaning that wing's an g le of attack Vv~ll 
be changed with a relative large movement of the stabilizer. Thu~ 
making control "cortrse" in contrast to sensitive kind. More in
formation on Control in the Stunt chapter. 

TAKE-Off AND L}.J.,~ )I NG SPEEDS 
The high speed is 150 m.p.h. What would be its take-off posi

tion and air speed? The formula solution is as follows: 

2.2 lbs.=. 7(CLat 8°) x. 00119 x .44sq.ft. x (Speed in Sec .)2 

(Ff.per sec.) = 2.2 lbs./.0003696-= 80ff.sec. = 54m.p .h. 

The required angle of attack is 8°. What is the position of the 
stabilizer? It must stiU"develop 4 oz. "down-lift" to balance wing's 
lift of 36.3 ozs. The formula, therefore, has the CL as the 

unknown Stab CL= .001/S~~:~:·f :i~/sec.)2 = .3 

CL value of .3 occurs at about -6°. Befcre we can give y :J ll the 
exact position cf the s tabilizer in relation to the fu selage r,r 

wing, we have to consider the wing's d ownwash. For a C, ·) 
.7 it is 3.5 °. We now have enough info rmation to spot ou r ele
ments. See diagram. 

3.5 ° Downwash 

Stab not changed 
Not Balanced 

Stab set -6° 

Balanced Total chan9e -10.5° 

The fuselage and the wing are at 8° to the base line. The sta
bilizer has to be -6° to the relative airflow. The relative airflow is 
coming down as a 3.5 ° downwash. Placing -6° to this line, we 
have the situation shown. Adding up the angles. we see that to 
bring the wing to 8° angle of attack, the stabilizer actually had 
to be angled 10.5 ° Hence, our statement that C.G. on leading edge 
allows "coarse" control. 
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CENTRIFUGAL FORCE 

· Centrifugal Force on a 2.2. lbs. model, traveling m a 70 ft. 
radius a t 150 m.p.h., would be as follows: 

c. F. = Wt. x Speed2 
'x R. 

- 2.2 )( 48,400 
- 32x70 

Airflow Arc 
70 ft. R.-

1.33 x Ix 90:~0 
140'Dia 

.so 
CIRCULAR ARC 

Some of yQu might be interested in what sort of an airflow 
arc the fuselage is work ing. Using the Circular Airflow Formula 
for 12" or · /,' ft. fuselage, we obtain: 

Assuming that the C.G. point travels on the arc~ the tail end 
would hav'e a .8.0 difference. This has the same meaning if you 
set the rudder for a right turn; the side area of the model is 
working against the drag of the lines.-

SPEED AIRFOILS 
According to Little Rock speed boys, the section shown 

proved to be best to date. High point at 40% and abouf 8% thick. 
Leading edge about 3% above base line. This would indicate an 
airfoil which has a CL value of about .1 at 0° angle of tittack. 
This would place the fuselage m. flight path. 

al 
RUERD CE 10. 8~ 

26 

1.2 _- ~ 
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Through no fault of ours, all we know about them is what we 
read in the magazines. And the impression we have is that a fair 
average model has 3 sq. ft. of area or 432 sq. in. and weighs about 
32 ozs. or 2 lbs., and that one speed could be 50 m.p.h. , and an
other 75 m.p.h. - And that the criterion of stunt performance is 
the tightness and the smoothnes~ of the loop. Using the usual 
streamlined airfoil, we made some calculations that will give you 
an idea just what factors govern the performance. 

- ~I ,_ 
48 

t 
~ 

I 

• 
Wt.= 32 oz. Wing Area.: 432 sq.in. 

CJ) = 2 lbs. = 3 sq~ft. 

+-- Stab Area 

'° 144 sq.in. 

t 75% Eff . 

.... ,4------24------....... 1 
108 sq.in. 

LEVEL FLIGHT 
By starting with a level flight, we can see how much leeway 

we have left for looping. Therefore, by using regular lift formu
las, we can find the model's angle of attack in a level flight as 
follows: 

35 M.P.H. 

(52 ft. per sec.) 

2/bs -·CL x.00119 x 3sq.ft. x(52)2 

= Ct.. x 9.7 CL = 219. 7 =. 2 = 2 ° 

50 M.P. H 2 lbs-: CL x .00119 x 3 sq. ft. x ( 75)2 

(75 ft. per sec.) =CL x 19. 9 CL= 2119. 9 = .I = 1° 

75 M.P. H. 2 lbs = Ct.. x .00119 x 3 sq. ft. x (109)2 

(109 ft.per secJ = CL x 4 O CL= 214 O = .05 = .s 0 

The streamlined airfoils have a Ct of .1 per degree. So, the 
SQ m.p.h. model will be flying at 1° and the 7 5 m.p .h. at .5°. 
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LOOPING 

Size of loop is determined by the Centrifugal Force. This is 
the force that the wing has to balance in a loop. If the weight is 
2 lbs., and the model is flying at 50 m.p.h. the Centrifugal Force, 
in a 20 ft. diameter lcop would be as follows: 

+c F. 
_ Wt.x (Ft per sec.)2 2 :ir 5525 

· · - = =34/bs .. --.... •• 
~ 32 x Radius of loop 32 x 10 ft. 

To counteract this force, the wing must develop 34 lbs. of lift 
while in a 20 ft. dia. loop. What angle of attack will it need? 
Knowing that 2 lbs. require a CL of .1. 34 lbs. would need a CL 
of 1.7. Looking up our streamlined airfoils we find that this value 
cannot be reached. Meaning, that if you try to force the wing into 
high angles of attack, to obtain 20 ft. diameter loop; you will 
force the wing to stall. Let us try 30 ft. loop. 

C. F. = 2 x 5525 = 2 3 I bs. 
. 32 x 15 ft. 

2 x 5525 
C. F. = 32 x /Z5 ft.= 20 lbs. 

This value makes more sense. It requires a CL of 1.2. Check
ing our airfoil charts again, we find that a CL of 1.2 is possible 
on certain Reynolds N umber curves, but not for ours. (If the 
Chord of our wing is 9", the Reynolds Number of our model 
would be 346.500 at 50 m.p.h. Let us try 35 ft. loop and see how 
we make out. 

- .. . :: :< .'I 
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. . . . ' 
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~ 
~- 4 
~ ' 

-. 4 -.2 
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20 lbs. of lift will occur when the Ci. is 1.0: We find this value 

for our 346,500 Reynolds Number on NACA 0018 chart at 12°, 
but not on the NACA 0012. The best that NACA 0012 can do for 
our Reynolds Number is a CL of . 84 at 8°. 

ANGLE OF ATIACK 
In a level flight, we found that angles of attack were low. But 

to obtain the required .20 lbs. of lift, to counteract the Centrifugal 
Force, we must increase the angle to 12°, where the Ct is 1.0 -
At 50 m.p.h . when GL was .1 , we had 2 lbs. lift. So, at GL of 1.0, 
the lift is 20 lbs. 
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f---+--+---t.H----<J Airfoil· NA C. A . 0018 
r-+-+-1"-lf+-ts,ze : 5"x30" Ve! (ff./sec ).63 _ 2 
>--1--+-+----.; Pres(sfnd aim.) : 1/4 fo20 · 
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3-.2 

~-3 
E: 
~-. 4 

-8 - 4 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 -. 4 -.2 
Angle of offock for infinite aspect ratio, a, {degrees) 

FIG URE 5.- N . A. C. A . 0018. 

STABILIZER MOVEMENT 
The N.A.C.A. streamlined airfoils have their center of lift at 

25% Chord. So, if the C.G. of the model is at this point, the wing 
will have practically no force about the C.G. with which to nose
up, or nose down, the model at a particular angle of attack. This 
means that the stabilizer will have very little load. Or we can 
say that the wing will follow it without opposition. But this does 
not mean that the angular difference between wing and the stabil
izerizer will be same at all angles. In a level flight, they are almost 
0-0 to each other. As the stabilizer is set "negative", the wing will 
follow through, and increase its angle. As the wing incre:ises its 
angle, the down wash will be greater. At· our peak angle of 12°, 
the downwash will be 5°. This means that the stabilizer will have 
to take this into account. The angle of attack of the stabilizer 
may still be near the 0°, but its relationship to the base line is 
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now 5°, and to the wing it is 7°. Therefore, while the wing was 
moved to a 12° position, the stabilizer moved only 7°. 

C.G.25% 17 ~ 

. W.A. W.CL D.W. Stab tow . 
o• 0 0 0 

Stab o<. - 0° to /0 • I .so -.50 .so 
20 1.0 50 -70 50 keep Wing at 12° 

By having the C.G. at 25% or center of wing's lift point, the 
arrangement seems more sensitive than on the speed model where 
a stabilizer movement of 10.5 ° was required to bring the wing to 
8°. Let us improve th is situation by moving the C.G. towards the 
leading edge. 

MOVING C.G. TOWARDS LEADING EDGE 
By moving C.G. to 20%, we gave the wing a movement arm 

with whick t0 oppose the stabilizer. At 12 ° this wing force will 

S.F. = 17.5 x IOBx CL 
12° 
o( 

W.A. WC x W.M.::. W.F. 5.CL x S.M.= S.M. S.toB. S.toW. 
0 0 .x /93 = 0 
1° . I x I 93 = 19.3 

12° 1.0 x I 93 = 193 

0 x 1900= 0 0 
-. 01 x 1900 .:-/9 !4-0 

-. 6° 
-1.0 x 1900=-/90 4° -8° 

require that the stabilizer increase its "negative" angle I 0• With
out downwash, this would mean -1° to base line. By adding 5° for 
downwash we have 4° to base, or a difference of 8° between wing 
and stab. 

Carrying on the same idea to the 10% C.G. position, we find 
that the stabilizer will have to "decrease" 3° to bring wing to 12°. 

l.35x 432 x CL 

jl9---/8.4----1! ... 
C.G.IO°lo S.F. =18.4x OBxC,_ 

W.A. W.CLx WM-=- W. F. D.W. A.S.A 
0 0 JC 580 = 0 0 0 
/

0 .I x 580= 58 .5° -:3° 
12° J.0 x !JBO = 580 5° -3° 

S.CL S.M. -::-S.F. S.tof!J. S.toW. 
0 x f980 = 0 0 0 
.03X/980= 59 .2° -.3° 
-.3x1980= 590 2° -100 

This means -3• to baseline without downwash. With 5° down
wash, the difference between wing and stab is 10°. The angle of 
attack on the stabilizer now is -3~. 
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Let us see what happens if we shorten the Moment Arm to 

14" and reduce Stab Area to 20% of wing. 20% of 432 sq. in. is 
86 sq. in. Using 75% efficiency, we have an effective Stab Area of 
65 sq. in. The Pitching Moment chart is shown with C.G. at 
10% Chord. 

We can see that we had to move the Stab-13° to move the 'wing 
to 12° angle of attack. This will ease up the control sensitiveness. 
However, we now have . the Stab operating at -6.2°. It is on 
verge of stalling. And that is very bad. It means that we have 
reached the minimum loop diameter. It may do in this case as the 
wing is operatimg at its maximum angle of 12°, but suppose we 
did have few degrees left in the wing? 

,. 
12• 

1.3. 432 = 580 

A.S:A. S.G x S.M. S. F. S.toB S.toW. 
0 0 x 9/0 0 0 .0 

-.6• .06X 910 = 55 -.1• ... /• 
-6.2• .62 x 9/0 = 564 -1.2• -/3.~ 

WHAT HAPPENS IF THE STABILIZER STALLS 
Let us assume that we have shortened the Moment Arm to 13". 

This will give us Pitching Moment shown. Note that the stabilizer 
is now at -6° while the wing is only at 10°. The wing still has 
2° left before it reaches its critical point. Can we bring it to 
higher angles? 

If we try to force the stabilizer into higher "negative" angle, 
to make the wing operate at higher angle, it will stall. If the 
stabilizer stalls, its down load is reduced. This will give the wing 
greater force about the C.G. which will automatically bring the 
model into lower angles of attack where lower lift than required 
is produced. Thus, if the stabilizer has reached its stalled con
dition, it cannot be forced to produce more "lift" with which to 
make the wing operate at higher angles. 

Perhaps you have had the above experience. No matter how 
much you tried to tighten the lo.op, the model failed to obey your 
control. It may actually have "opened up" as you tried to give it 
the "tightest." As it will be shown, a stalled stabilizer may be 
more common than we suspect. 
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SUMMARY OF CONTROL MODEL C.G. 

As you may have noted, as we moved the C.G. towards the 
Leading Edge, the control became less sensitive, but we also 
eventually reached a condition in which its maximum angle of 
chance, the stabilizer should be stalled, the wing will tend to nose 
attack. The trick , now, is to recognize this stalling point of your 
model, and know what it is. By knowing the condition, you will 
not expect the impossible. Also, you will be able to redesign your 
next model with different C.G. location and stabilizer area, and 
know what you are doing. 

Incidentally, you can see from the above examples why full 
size planes have the CG ahead of the wing's center of lift. If by 
chance, the stabilizer should be stalled, the wing will tend to nose 
the plane down, Also, frontal C.G. position gives the plane a 
large margin of "safe" C.G. movement before it be~omes critical 
in the stability department. As a matter of fact, the planes, ac-

rding to the CAB ruling, must remain stable if the C.G. 
anges from 20% to 35% of chord. Can a lifting stab design , 
.th C.G. at 100% and 0-0 setting, stand such a 15% C.G. change? 

CIRCULAR AIRFLOW 
As soon as the model begins to zoom or ioop it will develop 

Circular Airflow. In a 35 ft. dia. loop, when the Moment Arm is 
16" or 1.3 ft. the Angular Change will be: 

ANGLE CHANGE = 1·33 X I. 3 . X goo 2 4 • 
35 

This means that the angle of attack on the stabilizer will 
"increase" by 4°. In this type of arrangement it means that the 
stabilizer looses downl oad. And stabilizer will have to be angled 
-4° to make up. - All this will happen automatically and will 
have no bearing on the actual stalling angle of the stabilizer. You 
change the angles to suit the flight. We included this so that you 
will have a complete picture of the flight. The stop for the stall 
will not change, but do not be surprised if it is 4° greater than the 
calculations show. 
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Here again we are us ing full stabilizer in our calculations. 
And when we say -6°, we mean it for the entire stabilizer. Just 
What sort of movement w iJ.l be requir 2d for the regular half fixed , 
and half movable type? We do not know. On ~ome plans we no
tice provisi ons for 30° movement . Does thi s mean that at times , 
the elevator will actually have a 30° position? - If this is so, we 
wonder if a s talled stabi lizer occurs more of ten than suspected. 
Rem.ember, a stalled stabilizer will still provide practically same 
amount of lift as it did when it began to stall , but at a terrific 
cost of drag. The model may actually be pulling along a regular 
burble of "air scramble" around the loop, and making control 
very sluggish. Let us make a scaled layout. 

5°Down Wash 5°Down Wash 
-6° Angle of 7°Ang/e of 

..L=i==i~;=;:a-.Am.t-.t aiiiiic;.;.;.k attack 

Stabilizer Canditions with w;ng al 12 ° 
Perhaps the best way to look at it is to find the actual angle 

of airflow behind the w ing. When wing is at 12°, the downwash 
is 5°. This would mean that if the stabilize;: had not been moved, 
to bring the wing to 12° its angle of attack wouB be 7°. This also 
means that, if you split the stabilizer in half, and angle-up only 
the mar portion, as you do for a loop, the front portion will still 
have 7° POSITIVE ANGLE of attack. What is needed is NEGA
TIVE ANGLE of attack. No wonder that the rear has to be 
pulled up so much to get some so.rt of " download" or negative 
action ! - Siee diagrams. 

This sitYation should make some of you think. If you have 
the C.G. at 25%, this kind of stabilizer cofltrol will work because 
the stabilizer loads requ ired are as low as they can be. But if you 
move C.G. forward , greater stabilizer forces are required, and 
what a mess of air you may be carrying along with elevator at 
45 °. Well, i t seems like we had better stop, as it is all theory to us. 
But if you have any reason for moving C.G. forward, try having 
larger elevator area, or its hinge point closer to the leading edge. 
Perhaps, as a rule you can try using a hinge at so.me percentage 
as the C.G. on the wing. If C.G. is at 25 ~/IJ , have the hinge at 25% 
of stabilizer. Anyway, g ive it a try, aI'ld let us know. 
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VARIATION OF SPEED 

In our example, we used 50 m.p.h. speed in the loop, or 12 °, 
condition. It is quite possible that, a model moving at 7 5 m.p.h. 
in a level flight, will on ly fly at 50 m.p.h., when at high angles. 
The drag difference between 1° and 12 ° is about five. 

The lower speed naturally also means lower centrifugal force. 
- Let us see what would happen if we use a less powerful motor 
on the model, so that the looping speed would only be 35 m.p.h. 
What would be its minimum loop? 

Dropping speed to 35 m.p.h., means that the model will lift 
only 1 lb. per degree of angle of attack. So you will have an idea 
about this airfoil, let us assume that we are using NACA 0012. 
Checking this airfoil, we find that we cannot go beyond 8° angle 
of attack, or it will stall. This means that the most lift we can 
obtain is 8 lbs. Placing this in the C.F. formula we have 

2 
2 lbs. model x (52 ft. sec.} _ R d ·us 21 ft 8 I bs. ~ . - a 1 • 

32 x Radius of Loop 

Under the above conditions, the smallest loop that can be ob
tained is 42 ft. in comparison to the 35 ft. when a more powerful 
motor was used. The loop is larger, but the difference is not too 
great. 

TRUE LOOP CALCULATIONS 
What we have presented here is just an idea what may happen 

at one point on the loop. Speed may change from high, when 
model is horizontal, to very low when it is beginning to go on its 
back. But let us not get tangled up. From the information given, 
you should be able to see what you can do, and what you cannot 
or should not do. 

AIRFOILS 
The stalling point of the airfoil will depend on the Reynolds 

Number, and also on its thickness. The NACA 0018 has very good 
characteristics when Reynolds Numbers are high. So that it can 
be used on large high powered ships. But at lower numbers, its 
stall characteristics are bad: Sudden-like. For smaller models, 
having 6" chord, and flying at 35 m.p.h., it would seem that NACA 
0012 has more gradual stalling characteristics. This means that 
you will sense the stall coming by the gradual slowing down of 
the model due to increase of drag at angles 0£ about 8°. 

WING FLAPS 
About all we can do in this book is to give you two charts. 

showing the same airfoil, but in one case in combination with a 
flap. It means that if you were to start with the flap at 0°, the 
airfoil may have aC~ of .1. As you develop a loop, the flap will 
be depressed. If it is depressed 30° as on the chart, the airfoil 
will produce its maximum lift at much lower angles than nor
mally, and the maximum CJ.. for our Reynolds Number, would be 
1.6. Or .6 more than when no flap was used. 
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Although the NACA 23012 is not a symmetrical airfoil, its 

characteristics can be used for a streamlined NACA 0012 airfoil 
by shifting the angle of attack notations 2° to the left. Meaning; 
the 0° on chart will be 2° for NACA 0012. -

It would seem that flap combination will allow tighter looping. 

Sfo. Up"r. L'w'r. 

0 0 
Li?S 2.67 -1.23 
i!.5 3.61 -}. 71 
5.0 4.91 -2.26 
7.5 5.80 -2.61 
10 6.-0 -2.9i! 
15 7.19 - 3.50 

nJ1mrum 
0 20 40 60 80 100 

Percent of chord 
~ rn~ ::m f-.,~~~~~~~~~~-.---42. 0 
30 7. 55 -4.46 1-41--,-+-+--+--+-+-r-1--+-+-+--t--1 
40 7. 14 -4.48 
50 6.4 I - 4. I 7 ~--t-+-+--t--+-+-r-1--t-t--1--t--I f 8 
60 5.47 -36 7 1--1--+-+-+--+--+-+-r-1--+-+-+--t--1 

~g ~:E~ ::]:~~ 1--1--+-+-+--+-='°'l.>-+-r-1--+-+-+--t--1 /. s 
90 1.68 -1 .23 1--1-+-+-l-~"'"'-+-<--+-+-+-l--l--I . 

I~ (~$, (:_ }$ >--4-+-+-+.1'"~"-+-+-+-+--l->--4-j /. 4 
100 - 0 ,.,. ', ;., 

_A Airfo il: NA .C A . 23012 - .2 
IV Size : 5 "x 3 0" V.e l ( ff. / siec).68 

J j;~}/5:.~dT~~6~' 1/
4 f~;~e :3 -34 -.4 

• Wh.erefes fed · L.MA.L . __ 
6 

-8 -4 0 4 8 12 l6 zo 24 ,28 32 

I I I 
.11 1--1-+-+--+-+-+-1-+- +-111- Test-11-t1-+1-+--r--+-+-T-1 

. /Ol--l-+--+-+-_I I I I Reynolds Num_,. b,__e-+r-+-.--+--+-+-t 
- 3 ,090,000 

1--1-+--+-+ t;---- 2 ,300, 000 ~-+-+-t--11-t-+-i 
.09 x----------- 1,286.000-+--+-+-r-11-t-t--1 

d 1--1-+--+-+ +-· - --- 665,000-+--+--t-,._.,,_.-+-< 

.... -. 08'1---1-+-+--+ ;= ~ ~~ =--~~&:g~g ~-l-+-t--<f-~-+-+-1 

.§ o7 "<;J- ·-· - --- -84,200 I 
~. '?---·---· 4'2,400 -t---+-+-t--1f-,i-+-+-1 

3.06 I I, 

~. 05 1-t-+-+--+-+-t-1-+-+--+--+-t-1-+-±t--+-,,_n~-Hl'+-t--l 
{J l : : 
~.041-t-+-+-+-+-t-1-+-+--1--1-+-1~,-+l--11-<'.....-+ -+.-, ~I~~.-+-~ 

~ // ) ) 1'9 
~.OJl--1-v-1'----~~-'+.::+-+-+-t--1~...Gl./A-l/"-+-4'-M~/4'-T-+-'~bi"I<+-'.-+~ 

l"':l -~- .I':>-~ - N l.r / / ) /,.,..... 
. oz f--..j--+-+-+~.~~. ~~~r=+-J+-+-~..¥;~~vL~.~~-~?'~~+-l--l--l 

. fJI ~i$ttl...,~~~~++++++~ 

~-.21-t--+-+-+--+--l-+-1-t-+-+-+--+--l-+-1-t-+-+-+--l--I 
0 
ll 

..._ - . 3 H-+-+-t--'--1--'--I--'-+-'--+-_.._+--'--!--'-+-'--+-- -'-
~ -~.-,___ A•,;rfe..io/: NA.C.A.c3012 
E: - ¢-~~- DO'lte : .9-34 Test : V.D T. 1167 
~ · ~/ifs GOrrecfled to infin ite aspect ratio 

Angle of attack f.or in1f inife ospect rofi o, a. (degrees; 
-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 

Liff coefficient, C, 

H-++-+-1-t--t--t-1tk=:;;t'-l::~·r"'11 '"' :- ,r'l;-"'t~:-t<=1;)~t-il'~ 1.6 

I 11 L f' 1' 
1. 4 

f'. ".l " tJ l--+-++-H-t-
1
-h-H-+-+-rH-t--T"'<"H,-t--M 1 2 -;:· 

" " H-++-H~1il"-f-t--t--t-1rr-r--t-r-t·-r-t-t-i!1 1 0~ 
IT I \J 

H-++-~Ad'-+-1-t---t---t-t-t-r--t-t--t-r-i-r-J--J .Be 
J. 
w. 63 

.4 

.2 

12 I I I I I Test /a .cJ.posilion' ,_,........_ . 11 1 11 1 1 1:~: 1 111 1_ 
I I I I Reyno/~ Number z y --.- -

. 11 ---0----3.080,000 0.5 8 
,_,_ ~ A----2.350,000 

. 10 1-•- + · x----------- 1,290.000+l-lt-tl-t-ill-H,-H, -+-t-+-+-l 
1--~ +--- . - - 5 -4S. OOO I I I . I (~- //l-t--1--t-ir--+~ 

091-1-- 1-- "7---- · · - 33 3, 000 +-+-+-+---+-t-t-+--+-t-t-+·-+-1 
. ,_ -~ o-- ---- 16 7, DOD +-~-+--l-......_.,--1--l-......_.-+-+-1 

<.J 
08 

__ ,_Coeff1c1enfs based on f.he sums of the main,...._ 

~ · ~ ,__._ "- wtn~ and.~~°,; ~~:;~; :';~ are:s-:. c--t--1--t-ic--t--1 

~ . 07W-+-+-+-l-+-+-+-~-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-1+-i--+-+-1-t--+-+-I 
~ . os ~1 QU-.j._..4-+-1-+-f-+-+--+-+-+-+--+-+-1-+-tr-+-1-+-+-+-1-+~ 
v ~'-+-t-+-ll-+-+--t-+-+-t--t-H-t--+-+-1>-t--+-+-1-t---t--.,._, 
~. os~,..-+--1-.......... -+-+-+-4-+-+-+-+-+-+--+-~-+--+-t-t-+-~-+t-1, 
~ ~ . 
~ . 04~.\ll-+-~,--l--l-+-4-+-+-~-1f-+-1-+-lf-+-1-+-hl--t-/..t--t--t 

~ \ / 

~ 03 1-++'~·~~-~-+.,o!d:-±::::k±::i;:l-1'_"-t-_+~~~~~·~+._-h~~/-+--+-+-+-i 
...... ·- . .-J.1--. - .. .-

. 
02ttt±~ttttttattttUttttjjj 
0/f-+-+..-l-.j._..4-1--l-+-f-+-+--t-+-+-t--+-t-t-t--+-t-t-+--+-t--1 

J-. li-l-+-t-+-ll-+-+-+-+-+-+-t-H-t--t-+-1-t--t-T-i-t--t-T-i 

I " 0 'i - 2 i-Jl'--.:::t.•...J--1--~-++-t--+-+-+-+-1-t---t---t-11-1''""t:-1-;1H""-t;~ 
~Kyo.-ll+-r-t--t--t-1 A:X~c:~::,~~;~f~~~1;,;pi lh _ 8 n.. 1,, "' -· -l"i' 

~->'-&+-r-t--t--t-1 Pres.(sl'nd. olm.): Ito 20 - .2 ~ - .3 A;rf.:>il: N.A .C.A !.'JOii? wilh ~xlernol-airfoil flop 
Size : s·x30· Do·fe : l-35,8-35 _ ~ _ , .:: deflected Jo·, Daf.o . 7~35, 8-JS, Te:sf :V.DT lc78 

~-1-+-j-+-+--t-trestod: L.M.A .L., V.D. T 1278 · 4 ~ · l?esu/'fs corrected lo nfm1fe aspect rat'° : 

.16 -12 • 8 . 4 o 4 8 12 16 co 24 . -.z o .z .4 .6 . . 8 1.0 .. 1.2 1. 4 1.6 18 2.0 i!.2 2 . .., 
Angle of attack for infinife 0$pect ratio. a, (dt:<;ree.sJ L tff coeff1c1enf, C, 

M;~in w iQll section 

Flav-cron 

F10.u .. & Zl.-N . A . C . A. 23012 "'l:th e11>1r.nal ·al<Coll !lar d•!lected 30". 

..... N . A. C. A. Zl012 
... N . A. C . A23012 

Main •Int! chord, <1 
Plnp chood, e.-0.2c:1 .... 

.• 0.8.13< 
.IMC 

Datum chord, c-c1+<t . 
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RADIO CONTROL MODELS 
The primary problem in designing models for radio control 

is to maintain stability during the entire flight , power take-off, 
straight flight, and circling to glide landing. To give you an idea 
what factors determine the basic stability~ we will present several 
designs, with different C.G. locations, and show how these loca
tions give different flight stability. 

ANALYZING 
Not having a power-control model of our own on which to 

base our calculations, we will use Dick Schumacher's "THE 
LITTLE SHIP" described in the January, 1951, issue of Model 
Airplane News. Since Dick does not show the C.G. position, nor 
give us any indication of the airspeed during power or glide, we 
will try to• find these factors just from the information we find 
on plans, and from theory. By showing how this is done, you will 
be able to do so by yourself on your own ship. 

WING AREA=350sq . in. 

WT. 26 oz . 

-rli-;:~-~-;~;;~;;~4~4;;;;;~~-~-~rr:~= ~=a~-~-=~-=-¥-=-=F-=-¥=--'-=~-9-=-9-~...-j 
a> 

JJ.~~~~~~~~ 

Shockabsorbing 

-Jsq.Stiffners 

GLIDE TRIM 

1--a-J 
THE LITTLE SHIP 
by R.SCHUMACHER 

Van Nuys Calif. 

The first step is to determine the angle of attack in the glide. 
For contest models, we would not hesitate to say 6°, as we can 
make them circle in same direction throughout the flight. But on 
radio control. the mode l has to glide straight without stalling. 
This means the angle of attack must be below 6°. Therefore, 4° 
~.eems like a good choice. 
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Knowing the angle of attack, wing area and weight, we can 

find the speed during the glide. (Most aidoils have similar lift 
at 4 °, so that Clark Y lift values can be used) Therefore: 

1.6 lb. Wt.of Model=. 7(CLat4°)x .00119x 2.5sq.ftx (Speed ft.sec)2 

(SpeedJ 2 = l.6 lbs/.0021 = 800 V800 = 28 ftpersec. 

28 ft.sec.= 19 m.p.h. =Speed of model in Glide 

FINDING C.G. LOCATION 
Assuming 4 ° angle of attack for. the wing, we can now find 

the C.G. from the information given on the plan such as: Angu
lar difference of 3°, areas and moment arms. The first job is to 
find the angle of attack on the stabilizer when the wing has 4 °. 

When the wing is at 4°, it has a downwash of 3.5° (CL of 
. 7 x 5 = 3.5°). Since we have 3° difference between wing and 

stabilizer, this downwash will mean that the stabilizer has a -2.5° 
angle of attack. This can be best explained by the diagram. We 
place the model 4 ° to base. The wing, therefore, is 4 ° to the base, 
and the stabilizer is 1°. By having a 3.5 ° downwash, the 1° angled 

3.5°Down Wash 
,--
40___... 

C.G. Base 

stabilizer gets a -2.5 ° action. Now we know that, in a glide, the 
wing has 4 °, and the stabilizer -2.5 ° angle of attack. To anyone 
familiar with designing, this means that the C.G. is in front of 
the wing's lift, when the stabilizer is flat or has a streamlined 
airfoil. 

Knowing that the C.G. will be ahead of the wing's 35% lift 
point, we can estimate the length of the stabilizer's moment arm. 
If we assume the C.G. at 25%, the arm will be 20.5". In such a 
long length, plus or minus .5" will not matter. 

Although the stabilizer area may be 96 sq. in., we should as
sume it to be 70% effective, or 67 sq. in. - The only factor still 
missing is the wing's moment arm. This can be found from this 
balance equation: 

M.A. Wing Force =M.A.x 350sq.in.x CL.7(4°):: 245 M.A. 
Stab Force= 20.5

1
x67s .in.xCt...2C-2.5°)-: 274 

... ~~~~~~-20.::>-''~~~~~~~ 

245 M.A .= 274 M.A .= 274/245 = l.1
11 

This locates the C.G. 1.1" ahead of the wing's 35% position, 
or 1.7" from the leading edge. In Chord percentage, it is 21 %. 
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NOTE: The above was found when the model is at 4°. By 
leveling t he model, it wi ll be found that the C.G. point will move 
~" closer to the 35% point. - So that the C.G. point will actu
ally be at 25% if you balance under the wing. - This is a point 
to remember when the Center of Lift is high above the C.G. 

Effect of Dihedral or 
High Wing on 

C.G. Balance Position 

Balance" Under Wing" by Fuselage 

PITCHING MOMENTS 
Now t hat we have the C.G. position, we can make up a Pitch

ing Moment chart. Note that we trimmed it for 4 ° glide. We also 
made several more to give you an idea how the C.G. position 
effects the balance. 

lark Y I. I~ f..-wing Force= I.I x350x CL Stab Area 96 x 70% 
40 Stab Force =20.5 x 67x CL 

I _ 4°0(.GI i de Balaftcg -2.5°0< -
/0 I 

21% C.G. __. 
Flat .- Q ' W.A. W.CLx WM. ~ W. F. D.W S.A. A.S.A. s. cLx s.M. -:..s.F. 

20 -30 -50 -.4 x / 3 74 =-548 
.... 

0 .4 x 385 = 150 @.) 

10 !1-7 x 385 = 180 2.3° -20 -4..3 -..35 x 1374=480 ~ 
1.5 .5 x 385=192 2..50 -/.5' -40 ·:-32 x / 3 74 =-4 45 .Q 

20 . 54 JC 385 : 210 2.70 -JO -3.7° -: 3 x 1374::-411 CJ -30 .b7 ,\ 385 = 240 3./o 0 -3./ 0 -.25 x 1374= 363 ' Cl) 

40 . 7 JC 385 = 2 7 0 3.5° 10 -2.5° -.2 )( 1374=274 IJ:IAL. 
50 .76 x 385 = 290 3.8° zo -1.8° -.14 x 1374= 190 tf 60 .82 JC 385 = 325 4./0 30 -/.1° -./ x 1374=134 

FLYING UNDER POWER 
To have an easy flying model, the speed of the rad io control 

model under power should be just slightly higher than in the 
glide. (Higher power speeds can be had if desired, but the model 
will not be so stable, and it will not be able to make tight turns 
without stabilizer and rudder tie-up.) Let us assume that we in
creased the speed of the "Little Ship" to 23 m.p.h. What will be 
its angle of attack now? (Remember, the lift is almost the sarre , 
under power or in the glide) 

1.6 /IJ.= CL x .00119 x 2.5sq.ft. JC( 33 ft.sec .)2 CL= l.6 lbs/3.25=.5 

STABILIZER "LIFT" 
A CL of .5 occurs at about 1.5° angle of attack on Clark Y. 

The question now is: How to bring the model down to 1.5° from 
its 4 ° trim? Checking the Chart, we see that the stabil izer has a 
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very powerful download. The answer, therefore, is to provide a 
counter force of some kind. We can find the force of this down
load by use of the Lift formula. Chart shows that on line 1.5°, 
the angle of attack on the stabilizer is -4°. Therefore: 

Stab Lift=.325(-4°CL) x .00119 x .5 sq. ff. x (33 ff.sec.J
2
= .21/b.=3 36oz. 

I.I x 26oz. Wing Lift= 2Bin.oz. 

for Balance 23 m.p.h. 
The stabilizer has a total "download" of 3.36 oz. on its 20.5" 

moment arm. or a force of 68 in. ozs. However, the wing has a 
counter "lift" of 26 ozs. x 1.1" or 28 in. ozs. We need 40 in. ozs. 
more to bring the model to balance at the 1.5 ° angle of attack. 

We see that Dick used 3° Downthrust. This would mean about 
.5" above C.G., if C.G. was 10" away, and in line with the center 
of the motor. Since we do not know the static thrust of the motor, 
nor the exact vertical position of the C.G., we are not going to 
try to balance the situation. The point to remember is that, this 
type of lay-out, C.G. ahead of the Wing's center of lift, requires 
considerable amount of downthrust. 

HIGH POWER 
It might be well to point out, that the above "download" 

trouble came about because we increased the speed to 23 m.p.h. 
to obtain 26 ozs. of lift at 1.5 °. If the speed had been increased 
to only 21 m.p.h., the needed 26 ozs. might have been produced 
at 2S' . At t his angle. the stabilizer would have a "download" of 
2 ozs. or a force value of 40 in. ozs. on its 20" moment arm. The 
wing has 28 in. ozs. So that the -3 ° downthrust could handle the 
extra 12 rn. ozs. -

28 in.oz. 
2.5° -3.4 ° 

12 in.oz. for Balance 21 m.p.h. 40 in.oz. 

Lesson from thi s example is to use comparatively low power 
when the C.G. is at 25%. If you use high power, be prepared for 
looping. R emember what we had to say about this arrangment in 
the beginning of the book. High power tends to bring such mod
els into lower OVERALL angles of attack. in which the stabilizer 
has greater forc e about the C.G., tending to nose the model up
ward. - The danger comes in your trying to adjust such a model 
with a stabilizer to keep it frcm looping. The adjustment would 
be pos itive , which in a g lide would prove disastrous. 
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In this design, we find that at 4 °, the stabilizer has zero lift. 

So that any disturbance, plus or minus will make the stabilizer 
bring the wing into the new airflow. To brincj the model into 
1.5° angle of attack, for power flying, we must still f:>rovide coun
ter force for the stabilizer. A bit of calculation shows that at 
-1.5 ° the stabilizer will develop 1.2 ozs. On a 20" moment arm, 
this means a 24 in. ozs. force : Almost half of the 40 in. ozs. re
quired on t he 25% C.G. Model. The 3° downthrust looks like it 
may be able to handle it , if static thrust was 20 o.:z. and operating 
1" above the C.G. 

Wing Lift ~ Stab Force-= 20x67x C·~ 

3.5°Down Wash 
Clark Y 40 " oo .50,,,....- - . Flat 

- 20 'I' -

35%C.G. '• -, . 
W.A. W.CL (JJ) cm D.W. S.A. AS.A. S.CLx S.M.: S.F 

0 .4 20 -.so -2.5° -:2 x 1340 --265 ~ 

" 10 .47 Wing is 2.3° .so -1.so - ./4 x 1340= -190 ~ 
1.5° .5 neutral 2.5° 10 -/.50 -.12 Y. /3 40= -160 ·-.Q 
20 .57 around 2.7,0 1.5° -/.2° -:096x/340 =-130 a -30 .62 the C.G. 3./o 2.5° -.so -.048x1340= -6 4 I Cl) 

40 .7 _':J_'io 3.5° 0 0 x 134(}1:: () ~AL 
50 .76 38° 4.5° .70 .056X 1340: 75 

..., 
a -60 B2 4.10 5.5° 1.4° .112 x 1340= 150 Cl) 

Of special interest is t he angular difference. It is .5°. This was 
determined by the down wash at 4 ° angle of attack. If we wanted 
the stabil izer to have zero li f t at this point, it must be fitted to 
the downwash conditions. 

Note: Here again we should check on the position of the C.G. 
in relation t o the Center of Wings' Lift. If you had C.G. at 35% 
spot, by checking under the wing, it will shift ~" towards the 
leading edge when the wing is angled 4°. Thus the wing will pro
duce 6.5 in. OZE. force on Y4 " Moment Arm. To counteract it on its 
20" moment arm, the stabilizer must develop .32 oz. of negative 
" lift" . It will do as at -.4°. So, to be true to the 35% C.G. the 
angular d ifference might be 1°. 

45% C.G. POSITION 
We started the Pit1;hing Moment chart by using a flat airfoil. 

If we used the original effective area of 67 sq. in., we found that 
the stabilizer would have to be set 1.4 ° more than the wing. We 
doubt if anyone will ever do that. Then we tried a streamlined 
airfoil. We foun.J_that it would still need 1° more incidence than 
the wing. But we made the chart anyway, so you can have a look 
at it. 
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To make it more practical, we then used a regular thin section 

RSG 28. The situation is as shown. We find that this stabilizer 
can be set at 2.5 ° less than the wing. That is, if the wing's inci
dence is 2.5° the stabilizer is zero. - If you wish to bring wing 
down to 1.5° power flying angle of attack, you will have to use 
20 in. ozs. of counter force, because the stabilizer has practically 
no lift .at -3.5°. 
Clark y Win·gForce =.Bx 350 x CL 

.B Stab Force=20x67x CL 

~0(4 · O 
20 Flot 

GLIDE BALANCE l.9°Angle of Attack 

W.A W.CL.X W.M.= W.F. D.W. S.A. A.S.A. s.c,_xs.M.= S.F i·:-°' 
/0 ,4.7 280=130 2 .3° 2.4° 0 0 1340= 0 : 
/.5° .5 280= 140 2 .5° 2.9° .4° .03 1340= 40 
4° .7 2B0=204 3.5° 5.5° /.9° .15 1340=204 BAL. 

Clark y Wing Force=. Bx 350 x CL 
.B Stab Force= 20 x 67x CL 

40"4 ----"'.t-- 20- Streamline 

--- 45%C.G. 
GLIDE BALANCE 3.5°D own as 10A nae o f Alt oc k 

W.A. W. CLX W.M.= W.F. o.w. 5.A. AS.A. S.CLX S.M.= S.F. 

0 .4 2BCT-112 . zo ,. -/0 -./ 1340 -/34 
/0 .47 2B0=/30 2 .3° 20 -.30 -:03 1340=-40 °' c: /.50 .5 280.c:f40 2.5° 2.5° 0 0 1340= 0 ~ 20 .54 2BO=l50 2.7° 30 ,30 .03 1340= 40 

30 .67 2BO=l74 3./0 40 10 ·I 1340=134 
40 .7 280=204 3.5° 50 /.5° .15 1340 =204 tAL. 
50 .76 2B9= 215 3.8° 6° 22° 22 1340=294 .Q 

60 .B2 280=230 4.10 70 30 .3 1340= 400 ~· 
V) 

Clark Y 
Wing Force= .Bx 350x C,_ 

.B ---- Stab Force=20 x 67x CL 
-20 RSG 28 40 

46%C.G. 
GLIDE BALANCE - 2° Ang/I of Attack 

W.A. W.CLxWM. WF. D.W S.A. A.S.A. S.CLxS.M. S.F. 
0 .4 280 = 112 20 -2!J0 -4.5° - /340 -
10 .47 2BO = 130 2 .3° -1.5° -3.8° .02 1340= 27 °' c: 

1.5° .5 2BO = 140 2.s0 -10 -3.5° .05 1340= &7 ~ 20 .54 2BO = 150 2.7° -.fJ' -32° .I 1340= 134 
30 .67 280= 175 3.10 .so -2..So .12 1340= 160 ·11 

40 .7 2B0=204 3.5° 1.5° -2· .15 1340=204 :JAL 
50 .76 2B0=215 3.B0 2.5° -/.30 .2 1340=268 • .Q 

60 .B2 2B0=230 4.10 3.5° -.60 .25 1340=332 ~ 
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CIRCLING 

Now we come to the critical point in the s.tory. What happens 
when we start the circle, and why some ships tend to tighten up 
the circle, instead of maintaining an even rate of descent, steep 
as it may be. At this point the Circular Airflow comes in. - The 
situation may be best understood if we assume that we are 
circling under glide condition. 

CONDITION C.G. 25 '/r : Our model is gliding straight ahead, 
with the wings at 4° angle of attack. Then we decided to make 
a 30° banked circle of 66 ft. diameter. Checking our Circular 

Airflow: CIRCULAR AIRFUJW = 1.33x1.7 ft. M.~.x30° =I 0 

66 ft Dia. 

~2.5° 
40 

C.G. Straight G/ideT 

W.A. w. F. D.W. S.A. A.S.A. 
0 150 20 -30 -50 
10 182 2.30 -20 -4.3° 
20 210 2.7° -10 -3.7° 
30 240 3JO 0 -3.10 
40 270 35° 10 -2.5 
50 290 3.80 20 -/.8 
5.5° 317 4.o 2.5° -L.5° 
60 325 4.lo 30 -1.10 

s. F. 
548 
480 
411 
363 
274 
190 
162 
134 

30° 66 1diar Glide 

A.S.A 
-40 
-3.3° 
-2.7° 
-2.10 
-/.50 
-.a• 
-,50 
- .10 

S.F. 
445 
370 
300 
230 
162 
90 
56 
-

New 
stab 
forces 
Jue 
to 1° 

increase 
by 

circular 
airflow 

Having a change of 1°, means that tne stabilizer, which was flying 
at -2.5 °, will have a new angle of attack of -1.5 °. Checking our 
chart, we find that this occurs between -1.8° and -1.1 °. Unit value 
may be 160. Note the change from 274 units at -2.5 ° to 160 units 
at -1.5 °. This means that the wing is stronger, and it will tend to 
bring the model to lower angles. Let us check it as the wing 
reaches 3°. Remember, we still have our 1° Circular Airflow. 

At 3°, the wing value is 240 units. Normally the stabilizer 
would be at -3.1 ° ; under the new circular airflow conditions, it 
is -2.1 °. Looking at the chart, we find that when the stabilizer is 
at -2.1 °, it would generate 240 units. We now have a balanced 
condition. So, you can see that if we made the above 66 ft. circle, 
the angle of attack will be reduced by 1°, when the Circular 
Airflow develops 1 ° change. 

UNDER POWER: The above reason will still hold. As long 
as the model makes the 66 ft. circle in a 30° bank, the angle of 
attack will decrease by 1°. So, if the wing was operating at 1.5°, 
in a straight flight, it will operate at .5 ° when it circles. The ques
tion now comes up, will the wing develop enough lift at .5 °? 
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Assuming that the Clark Y has zero lift at -6", it will produce 

25 ozs. of lift from -6° to 1.5°. This happens through a range of 
7.5°. Thus, in every degree it will develop 3.5 ozs. Since the model 
lost 1° of angle of attack by circling, it thereby lost 3.5 ozs. of lift. 
Total lift, then, is 22.5 ozs. The model may now be circling almost 
level if it was climbing in a straight flight. Or making a gradual 
descent, but should have no spira,1 dive development. 

CONDITION 35'/< C.G.: A change of 1° on the stabilizer will 
make it "lift" more and tend to bring the wing into lower angles. 
Stopping at 3°, we see that the stabilizer is angled 2.5° to baseline. 
The 3.1 ° downwash is changed to 2.1 ° because of 1 ° of circular 
airflow. The stabilizer still has .4ct positive with which to bring 
wing to still lower angles. 

3.5° D.W. 

"d Balance Straight 4° G/1 e w· 1ng a t 3° d 1° C" A. on "· "· 
W.A. W.F. D.W. 5.A. A.S.A. S.F. A.5.A. 5.F. Wing at 

/0 ~ 2.3° .so -1.8° -190 -.so -86 2.5° .... - 2.7° /.5() -.20 -20 20 :) -1.2° -130 I 0 10 I c 30 ~ 3.10 2.5° -·.s• -64 _40 40 
40 ~ 3.9° 3.5° 0 0 /0 108 

Looking at the situation at 2°, we see stabilizer at 1.5 ° to base. 
The 2.7 ° downwash was converted to 1·.7 ° by 1° Circular Airflow. 
The stabilizer now has .2 ° negative which tend to bring ~ing into 
high angles. We have now bracketed the balanced point between 
3° and 2°. 

-.20 
; 2.7°DW. 

~;.l?.£iE,1 
Using 2.5 ° angle of attack, we have stabilizer 2° to base. 3° 

downwash is converted to 2° by 1 ° angular flow. The new down
wash now flows against the stabilizer at 0°, condition required 
for balance. 

In this layout, the model had to lower its angle of attack by 
1.5° to accommodate 30° and 66 ft. circle. And still maintain a 
balanced condition. In a glide, loss of 1.5° is not so bad. Assuming 
26 oz~; of lift, from zero lift condition of -6°to 4°, we have 2.6 ozs. 
per degree. So loss of 1.5 ° is same as 3.9 ozs. of lift. But under 
power 1.5° represents 5.2 ozs. 
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CONDITION 45% C.G.: Changing the stabilizer angle of at

tack by an increase of 1°, we find the over all angle of attack 
moved down greatly. On the chart, we can see that when the wing 
has 1.5° angle of attack, the stabilizer has -3.5 °. By increasing this 
angle to -2.5°, we have stabilizer effect as shown on line 3°. But 
this has 160 units, which is still too strong for the wing's 140. 

140 t ~-5'9o(. t 160 

1.5~ °"' ~~~~~~~~~~ .... ~ 
S4°BAL. 

- ~ 
/° Cir. Air. ......_2. 5° Setting 

W.A. W.F. o.w. 5.A. 
0 112 20 -2!1' 
/0 /30 2.3° -f.5o 

/,50 140 2.5° -1.0 
20 150 27° -:50 
3 175 3./o ,50 
40 204 3.5 /.50 

A.5.A. S.F. 
-4.50 -
-3.8° 27 
-3.5° 67 
-3.2 134 
-2.5 160 
-20 204 

A.S.A 
-3.5° 
-2.80 
-2.5° 
-2.2° 
-/.5° 
-/o 

S.F. 
67 
148 
160 
187 
250 
3/0 

New 
stab 
forces 
due to 

/
0 increase 

by Cir. 
Aitf/QW 

Going to lower angles, we find that at 0° angle of attack, the wing 
develops 112 units. Although the stabilizer has an angle of -4.5 ° 
on chart, it would be -3.5 ° when 1 ° of circular airflow is con
sidered. At -3.5 °, the stabilizer has 67 units. This means that the 
wing is now stronger . and we can . expect that balance will be 
reached between 0° and 1°. -

But of what use is a balanced condition when the model has 
to drop from 4 ° angle of attack to 1°. This means a loss of 3 °, or 
7.8 ozs. of lift in the glide. And under power, this shift from 
1.5° to -1.5° would mean a loss of 10.5 ozs. of lift. It is no wonder 
that some of the models tend to come down real fast when we try 
to make th.em circle below their minimum circle. 

SPIRAL DIVES 
We have seen how a mere circle can develop a condition, in 

which the wing is forced into lower angles of attack. And when 
this is done, the trim point is moved to lower angles at which 
higher speeds are developed. When speed is increased, the turn 
setting will be more effective, tending to tighten up the original 
circle still more. When the circle is made smaller, the Circular 
Airflow angles will incr ease. And an increase of Circular Airflow 
angles, means lower angle of attack for the already very low angle 
of attack condition. By now the model has bounced off the 
concrete. 
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In the example we used, the moment arm was 20". In a 30° 
bank and 66 ft. circle, we obtained a 1 ° angular change. If the 
moment arm had been short er, the angle would have been smaller. 
If it had been longer, the angular change would be greated. A 
40'' moment arm would produce 2° under same 30° bank and 66 ft. 
On other hand, if the circle had been larger, the angular change 
would have been smaller. Just look at the formula and you will 
see why. 

CENTRIFUGAL FORCE AND CIRCLE 
We picked 30° and 66 ft. for the 20" moment arm to give us 

a nice round number of 1°. To find the true circle, we must con
sider the Centrifugal Force first. Checking the 66 ft., we find the 
Centrifugal Force at 19 m.p.h. to be as follows: 

26~4.3 
C.Force :2.6x800=2/b. 1 G .. Force:2.6xl089= 2.6/b. 
(/9m.p.h) 32 x 30 (36ozJ (23mph) 32 x 33 (42oz.J 

The ~6 ft ~ circle is too small. The C.F. values are too high 
for the 30°. A 26 ozs. basic lift force would be resolved so that 
24.3 ozs. will be used for vertical lift, and 13 ozs. for side force 
with which to counteract the Centrifugal Force. 

To satisfy the Centrifugal Force with 13 ozs. of side force in 
the 19 m.p.h. glide condition, we can find the minimum circle by 
using the formula. 

.a lb. c.F. = 2.6 x soo = 
(19mph) 32 xRadius 

Rad.= 2 ·6 x BOO =BOftR. 
32 x .8 

.8 lb C.F. _ 2.6 x 1089 
(23 mph) - 32 x Radius 

R d : 2.6 x 1089=//0ft R 
a · 32 x .8 · · 

Now we see that the actual circle is much larger. In a glide, 
we need a 160 ft. circle. And under power, we need 220 ft. -
So that the Angular Change is not as drastic as we had pictured 
it for this particular model. ... Let us find the Circular Airflow 
angles for these circles. 

Cir. Air. ;n _ l.33x I. 7x 30 = _460 Cir.Airi~ = /.33 x l.7x 30 = 30 
160 ft.dia. 160 220 ft.d1a 2 20 · 

Such changes will have practically no effect on the 25% C.G. 
and 35% C.G. models. But they will be felt on the 45% C.G. and 
55% C.G. models. Just check the Pitching Moment Charts as we 
have. On the 45% Chart, note the values on the 2° line. Increase 
the stabilizer angle by .4° and it will be -2.8 °, at which it develops 
147 units, very close to the wing's 150. So we can count on the 
change being 1.5° to 2°. In lift, this means 5 ozs. in the glide, and 
7 ozs. under power. 
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Suppose you were not satisfied with the 160 ft. circle, but 

wanted smaller. The only way you can do it is by increasing the 
bank so that more of the lift will be used against Centrifugal 
Force. Making the circle smaller, will increase the Circular Air
flow, and you will be working under condition we just described. 
So, be sure to learn all you can about this Circular Airflow theory 
and see how it fits into radio control. 

CORRECTING FOR CIRCULAR AIRFLOW 
When we have the C.G. ahead of the wing's center of lift, the 

change in the angle of attack, due to Circular Airflow, will not 
make "damaging" difference in the turn. At most, we should ex
pect a gradual descent, if model has low power, and a steeper 
glide. The rate of descent and size of circle will be uniform. But 
for models having C.G. behind the 35% point, the Circular Air
flow will make a radical change, both in glide and in power. To 
correct for this, the stabilizer, or its tab, should be made adjust
able to compensate for this change in angle. 

For example: If the stabilizer was automatically set -1 °, as 
the model entered the 66 ft. _and .30° circle, the 1° of positive Cir
cular Airflow angle will have no effect on the 4 ° glide balance as 
shown on the chart. In a 220 ft. circle, the stabilizer change should 
be -.3° to keep the model from developing spiralitis. 

204 3.5°0.W. 204 2041 3.5°0.W. 295 

4° - 2·« 4• -4~·« J 
Stab /.5°to Base 1°CicAif' L /.5°to Base 

204 f ~: 240 Stab angle reduced 

4 • at ~ -2°o( 1 1° for furn 

/° Cir. Air.~ ~ Stab .5° to Baseline 
Of course, if you want a rapid descent in a turn, the reduction 

of the stabilizer setting does not have to be exactly as the Angu
lar Change. You can set it -.5 ° for 1° change, and thus have re
sults produced by .5° Angular Change. 

Or you can have a combination. For right turn you can leave 
the stabilizer alone, and let the model have a steep spiral. But 
for the left turn, use the automatic stabilizer setting for a level 
circle. 

On our radio control gliders, we connected stabilizer tabs to 
the rudder, so that every rudder turn would give us negative tabs. 
It worked fine. The Ruddervator works on a similar principle; 
automatic adjustment for compensating the Circular Airflow 
angles. If you use Ruddervator, the C.G. position will determine 
its stops. 
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HOW BANK IS DETERMINED 

The angle to which the model must be banked is determined 
by the Centrifugal Force and the weight of the model. Place these 
two forces in a parallelogram, and you will ha.ve the required 
angle of bank. When the wing banks at this angle, the vertical 
component will take care of weight, the side component will take 
care of Centrifugal Force. 

Basic 
Lift 

"Side" 
Lift 

'' Balanced'' 
Right Circle 

Weight 

"Up" Lift 

U .L. x X = Wt x X 
S.L x Y= C.F.x Y 

Wt 

U.L. 

The vertical distance of the wing from the C.G. will have no 
effect on t he situation. The balance is achieved no matter where 
the wing is placed in relation to the C.G. 

What briqgs the wing to the banked position? Or should we 
say, what makes the wing move to the required bank and makes 
it stay there? We know that if we set the rudder for a right turn, 
the wing will bank. The question is, how much rudder is required 
for the job? 

If the model was moving on a straight path, just a bit of 
"aileron" action on left wing would cause the model to start ro
tating. This rotation will continue as long as the setting is held. 
- The force required to make the wing rotate is equal to the 
"reluctance" of the model to rotate. For example: To start a 
wheel turning, you need a force. The disposition of the wheel's 
weight and size will determine the amount of power required to 
overcome the wheel's reluctance to turning. - And so it is with a 
model. The weight and the disposition of various parts will de
termine the amount of power required by the dihedral to start the 
wing into a bank. Thus it can be seen that a high wing will re
quire more turnin~ power , than one that is truly midwing. 
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To start a turn, we set the rudder. The rudder bring about 

side drifts in which the dihedral becomes effective. Say that the 
rudder is set for a right turn. This will cause a left skiq, and so 
effecting the left wing. The left wing will increase the bank as 
long as it is in a LEFT SKID. It will continue to be in a LEFT 
SKID until the side force of the basic lift equals the Centrifugal 
Force. Once the side force equals the Centrifugal Force, a bal-

S.L. 

Model 
moves .. 

S.L. 

4° Sl<id 

Balanced 

6°Skid 

C.F. 

C.f. 

Left 

4° Skid 

Side Lift and 
Centrifugal Force 

Balanced 
Model will hold 

4°5kid as Bose 
6° Skid will move model towards 
centtr. This decreases~ff Skid 

anced condition is reached. Any attempt by the left wing to in
crease its bank, and so increase its s ide force, will result in pro
duction of RIGHT SKID, because we now have more side force 
than we need to cancel Centrifugal Force. From now on, the 
model sort of jiggles from RIGHT SIDE SKID to LEFT SIDE 
SKID. If Centrifugal F orce is stronger, the model will skid to 
the LEFT, and so caus ing the dihedral action of the left wing 
to produce greater bank. 

From the above, you should note that, when we use rudder to 
produce turns, the model will be skidding out of the circle. In a 
vertical view it will be as shown. If you are thinking about Center 
of Side area, above or below the C.G., just remember the SKID 
directions. 
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This will give you an idea how a little rudder force can bring 
about great reactions. - Also, don't be too serious about the dis
po~. ition of side area above or below the C.G. When you have di
hedral, you can have plus and minus greater than you think. 

DIHEDRAL 
Just for sake of record, let us check the dihedral angle on the 

"Little Ship" and see if it is adequate for the torque control. 
Knowing that an .09 has 10 in. oz. torque, we can distribute the 

lift forces as shown. The right has a lift of 13 ozs. And the left 
has 14 ozs. so that it will control 10 in. oz. of torque on its 10" 
moment arm. Here is where we get tricky again: 

If the wing lifts 26 ozs. at 1 u, it will lift 3.3 ozs. per degree, 
if zero lift is at -6°. (26 ozs.--:-- 7.5 ° = 3.3 ozs.) 

Or left wing needs only 1 ozs. of extra lift. It can do so if it 
has greater angle of attack. 1 ozs. represents .33 ° angle of attack. 
If the over-all angle of attack change is .33° the left wing will lift 
1 oz. The angle of attack required on the left wing is, therefore, 
.15 °. Using the classical formula: 

R A I 150 _DriftAnglex8°Dihedrol 
eq. ng e . - • 900 

/3oz. 13.5° =Drift x 8° Dihedral /4oz 
13.5/8° =Drift = I. 7 ° 

ao 
~-- 10" I oz. Torque 

This means that the model needs only 1.7 ° side drift to coun
teract the torque. This can be done with rudder. But the usual 
way is to use a bit of right thrust to keep balance in the glide. 
You can make similar calculations on your design to find the 
effect of dihedral under power. 

OVER ALL DESIGN 
Our main aim in this book was to present aerodynamic factors 

which govern a particular design. To go into construction details, 
would be taking up a job too great for this space. Perhaps, we 
may publish a book especially for radio control. 

As we have shown, the basic design will be determined by 
your selection of the C.G. position. Once you have determined 
the C.G. position, the rest of the model will follow the basic rules 
which we presented in this book. 

The fact that we picked a small model for our illustration, 
does not mean that the larger planes will not behave in similar 
fashion. It just so happens, that the reactions can be illustrated 
best when small forces are involved. 
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NOTES ON RADIO CONTROL 

by Dick Schumacher 
If you plan to go into R / C, you might as well forget other 

types of model flying, particularly if you are working on your 
own. The R / C problems are complex enough by themselves to 
demand full attention on one ship at a time if you are going to 
get the most out of a ship. 

During the past five years 10 R / C ships were designed and 
built. and two other designs were flown. The models ranged in 
size from the original 51 ~ foot ship (which is still flying) down 
to the 33" span model (which is still flyable). The last ship in 
the line is my favorite size for contest work, 5 foot span and 
10" chord. This size wing has been used on six of the 12 models 
flown. 

The size of the model should be basically determined by the 
weight of the radio equipment. This weight is then balanced 
against the available engine size and power output. A good .049 
will handle one pound of total weight: .09 about 21, ~ pounds; .19 
up to six pounds: And a .29 should be able to fly a 7 1/~ pound 
model. This power should be used in combination with wing 
loading of about 12 oz . per sq. foot. 

As th e wing loading goes up, the total weight should come 
down. Yo u can see the logic of thi s. Al though the wing loadin g 
maybe hi g h, a light model will have lower impact force, at a given 
speed, than a heavier model. This seems like a paradox. but the 
final result is a small and light design , which can still have high 
wing loading. 

The weight of the model al so depends on the type of control 
used , tha t is , one or two channels. The weights mentioned are ap
plicable to s ingle ( rudder) control. With two speed control, the 
power loading can be lowered to increase the high power per
formance . The curent model has a wing loading of 16 oz. per sq. 
foot. and its wei g ht total s to four pounds. A two-speed K & B .19 
is used. Without the two-speed control. the ship would climb too 
fa st with this wing loading. 

Per sonal experience seems to indicate that model s should be 
as small as possible , based, of course, on the wing loading limits. 
For s port flying, a 12 oz. maximum loading is the best compro
mi se. The model is still s low enough to keep damage to minimum. 
But for contest flying, a minimum loading of 15 oz. per sq. ft. 
should be used to get that extra speed needed to minimize wind 
problem. Al so. a lightly loaded model cannot be trimmed too 
close without sacrificing longitudinal stability. These wing load
ings seem to hold true down to about 42" wings which have 
loading of 12 oz. per sq. ft. The 33" ship began to show the effect 
of Reyno lds Number fairly sharply. A 101 ~ oz. loading on this 
model mad e it behave like larger models having 13 to 14 ozs . 
loading. I ncidentally, it seems that there is a trend towards 
designing two types of R / C models. One for sport and the other 
for contest. A good contest ship for bad weather will be too fast 
for the beginner. Of course in fair weather, a light loaded ship is 
just as good as the heavier type. 
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Size of the model and its wing loading (speed) will determine 
how long the ship will hold up when the going gets rough. The 
smaller you can build the model for a certain wing loading, and 
keep the speed down, so much the better. The 33" model, with 
radio weight 50% of the total , has taken terrific beatings without 
disintegrating because it is compact and yet fairly slow. The same 
reason seems to apply to t he 61/ :! footer which has had 5 years of 
active flying. Both models are slow although the 61/ :! footer can
not be termed as compact. On other hand, the 5 footer is very 
compact and strong, but it is beginning to show signs of wear due 
to the extra speed at which it is "flown" into the ground. 

Aerodynamically, the designs have been held to the conserva
tive side. There are many things that are waiting to be tried, but 
just keeping one ship in the air with the present equipment is 
enough work for spare time. However, when the ship has been 
exploited to its maximum possibility, it is only natural that a new 
design is made. One of the projects waiting for a another try is 
the low wing. The experience learned with a low wing R / C 
model lead to the conclusion that the ease of access to the equip
ment is not worth the fight to control the flight or to off set the 
construction disadvanages. The job now is to learn by experience 
and make a low wing model with good flight and construction 
characteristics. 

From a construction and aerodynamical viewpoint, the cabin 
or shoulder wing design is preferred at present. Tail moment arm 
of 2.5 to 2. 7 5 Chords seems . to work well. Stab area between 
25% to 33% of wing area is sufficient. While the rudder or fin 
area of 7% of wing can be used on "standard setups." 

The aerodynamical problems of the R / C models differs consid
erably from the endurance free flight. In R / C we do not want 
"floating" glides. They t end to mess up landing accuracy, and 
leave us too much at the mercy of the wind and thermals. Many 
may disagree with these statements and prefer the "sailplane" 
type of flying. - Be as it may, the "Brute Force" method seems 
to work out. We want and need fast models to provide steady 
flights in gusty air, and over aJl good power performance. We 
also need a good rate of sink with power off, to get out of the 
air quickly and so let the next man fly , and also to get the model 
down with minimum of drifting glide. If two speed control is 
used, such a model will also have good touch and go landings. 

It may seem strange but a "box" type of a model is preferred. 
Such a model will be easier to trim so that its speed is similar 
for the entire range; power climb, glide and cruise. The trouble 
with streamline model is that it changes speed too much and too 
quickly which spoils its longitudinal trim. We want a model that 
will not pick up speed too fast when the nose drops. We want 
"steady" speed. This is controlled by wing loading and aerody
namical form. The constant speed is controlled by the drag. This 
fact is the main reason that we do not hesitate to leave dowels, 
tie-on rubber and other drag producing items be exposed all over 
the fuselage. The fact that such things can be seen is also an 
advantage. 
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Wings. have a comparatively low A spect Rat io of 6. The 

reason for using this Aspect Ratio is to obta in strength and 
" controlled" sinking speed. Low Aspect Ratio models are easier 
to trim and less susceptible to C.G. changes. Simplicity dictates 
rectangular planform w ith stubby tips. At least 4° tip washout 
should be incorporated for greater stability. A 12-13% thick and 
flat bottom airfoil like Rhoade St. Genesets 33 is working out well 
in practice. Like most free flight fliers, we started out with 10° 
dihedral and were stuck with it for a long t ime as a change 
would m ean rebuilding or making a new wing. Violent turn entries 
in the early stages were suspected as being caused by too much 
dihedral , but nothing was d one to correct this action until we 
saw those uninhibited fliers from San Francisco fly ships with 
almost straight wings. Then, new models were made with 5° 
dihedral. But the recovery suffered too much. Model had to be 
flown out of a turn ; when it should fly out by itself when the 
rudder is released. Also, this 5° dihedral was shy on reserve sta
bility in the gusty air close to the ground. A move to 6° to 7° 
dihedral seem to be about right. The turn entry is still smooth 
while also getting a better recovery without aid of opposite rud
der. The ship has a slight tendency to hang in the turn but that 
is as it should be; we are supposed to be flying the model, not 
the otherway around. Therefore, use 6° dihedral on fast models, 
and 7° on trainers or slow models. Of course, the rudder (fin) area 
must be balanced against the dihedral. If the model tends to 
hang to the turn too much after rudder has been neutralized, 
take off some rudder (fin) area. 

Both t ype of stabil izers, l ifting and symetrical, have been used 
and no particular difference was noted. The outline does not 
seem to make much difference, although personal preference 
seems to be to have straight trai l ing edge and sweptback leading 
edge. 

Single rudder is pref ered from strength viewpoint. Since we 
fly by the "beep" system, the size of the turn does not depend on 
the power on or off , Also, in a one "speed" model the difference 
in power on-off turning disappears. Control rudder of 16% of 
the total fin area may seem large to some, but it can be used at 
lower angles than smaller size rudder. 

The Fuselage; At this point we can pick the subject of side 
area or CLA. Grant's ideas really shine in R / C, particularly with 
turn entries and recove r ies. In R / C flying we have a definite 
"skid" entries into turn, and "slip" recovery out of a turn as we 
apply or remove rudder control. Keeping weights high and areas 
low seems to work out in normal procedure. Lowering the dihed
ral , which cuts down excessive roll stability, and lowering the CLA 
was a big help in the gradual development ot the series. 

Another point, which may help you , is to try to keep the 
model in a slight skiding or underbanked condition in the turn. 
This will tend to keep t he rate of turn more constant, and we 
have the returning or straightening forces that help to keep the 
nose up and delay spiral dive development. After all, if we have 
a model t rimmed for a straight level flight , it is bound to come 
down fas t er if it is banked as we lose some of the vertical or total 
lift, due to excessive bank ing. 
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By having so much s ide area is another point in favor of the 

box fuselage. The "paper doll" method of finding the CLA may 
seem poor, but is works fairly close on box fuselages. On the 3rd 
ship of the series, the flight characteristics actually changed ac
c~rding to the prediction as the fuselage profile was changed 
with a 3 x 10 balsa sheet keel under the wing. One word of 
warning: S ide area is not a cure-all. 

Gettiz:.g all .the weights as high as possible will only put the 
C.G. as high as it can actually be , and no higher. After all , the radio 
weighs normally about 20-25% ot the total weight, and since 
it can only be shifted about 40% of the side area depth, the final 
effect is not as great as one would think. 

The line that passes through the C.G. and CLA should slope 
upward. Under such con dition the model tends to roll-in nose 
high. The horizontal axis of the CLA should also slopeup so that 
the model rolls-out nose low and so has a chance to dissipate a 
bit of speed before the nose gets back up above the horizon. You 
may not notice this " fine" action unless you keep a very close 
watch on the ship while in flight. Too many other factors of 
trim show stronger. But it is paying atfention to many small 
actions that eventually pays off. 

i----- 2~ -+2 3 X Chord 

At leoft·4° Tip 
Washout 

Keep stab out of this 

The spiral stability maybe carrying more blame than it de
serves. Observations show that we have plenty of it in all 
normal cases. It is quite possible that there is more problem to 
longitudinal trim than is generally recognized. Practically every 
ship will start out of a spiral as soon as the rudder is released. 
Even the S0 dihedral model which had too much rudder at the 
beginning would recover quite rapidly to a safe l.arge ci~cl~. ~To.o 
large rudder (fin) usually shows up in rough air and it is indi
cated by the way the mode changes heading every time a gust 
hits it.) . . 

A major problem in trimming a model for R / C flymg is to ob-
tain a straight flight while the model is under high of low power, 
and in the glide. It is a nuisanc~ to keep correcting the heading 
with "beeps" let alone with ordinary escapement. Normally the 
model would tend to fly to the left under power if not right 
thrust correction is used. The degree of right thrust depends on 
the fuselage shape. One of the models required S

0 

right thrust. 
Using the same wing, stab and rudder on another fuselage (2" 
longer and slightly different turtle back) a right thrust of 2° was 
more than enough. 
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WALTER GOOD---RUDDER BUG--- Good longitudinal and spiral stability are prime re
quisites of the radio contro l model. For this size model, Frank Zaic suggested 
that a 25% stab would be about right for a quick longitudinal recovery. This has 
been verified in the air. The high lift NACA 6412 wing section is set with its 
bottom at o0 incidence, The C.G. is at 373 of the wing chord, and the stab is set 
at -2.5°. During tests, the C.G. was varied from 253 to 403 accompanied by the 
corresponding stab setting with the above figure giving the best recovery. 

The good spiral stability of the model is attributed primarily to the proper 
relationship between dihedral and fin area, plus the "washed-out" wing tips, which 
reduce wing tip drag, The wing has 90 dihedral in each panel. The fin area is 5%. 
The wing tips have a built-in negative twist of about -2. 5° which also helps pre ·
vent tip stall and promotes clean recovery. 

It is desirable that neutral rudder resuit in straight flight with engine 
power both on and off. Similarly, fixed left and right rudder deflections must 
produce equal sized circles. ---Of course, if the normal torque effects could be 
eliminated, the problem would be solved. A method is used here which does not 
eliminate the torque effects, but greatly reduces them. This type of model would 
normally be expected to turn to left under power. A large portion of the " left 
turning" torque is due to the spiralling prop wash acting heavily on the left 
side of the fin because the fin is usually well above the thrust line. In this 
model the fin has been lowered drastically such that the thrust line is directed 
through, o r slightly above, the center of fin area. As a result, this model flirs 
straight with no motor off-set! An earlier model which had the whole fin com
pletely below the thrust line turned violently to the right " against the torque " 
with all adjustments neutral. So don't ignore the spiraling slip-stream. Gene 
Foxworthy has another solution by removing the fin from the slip stream and usin~: 
double fins on the tips of the stab. 

Proness of the two-wheel gear on the old GUFF to cause ground loops led us to 
try something different. Jim Walker's demonstration of his tricycle gear provided 
the answer. While all three wheels are fixed it is still possible to "steer" the 
model with the rudder during the take-off phase. Long, lazily realistic take-
offs are made comparatively easy. Landings, too, benefit from the fact that 
very little bounce results, even on a hard runway. " Flat" landings have been made 
which exhibited no perceptibl e bounce followed by a terrific roll she really needs 
brakes 1 Remember the wheels absorb most of the landing shock, so choose good rub
ber ones, especially for the poor nose wheel! 

Real ruggedness is requi r ed to withstand violent maneuvers and an occasional 
rough landing. Experience ha s shown that the radio equipment is far more shock 
resistant th~n the model. So if you have to retire from the field early, it's 
more likely to be due to an unrugged model. Also, there is a payload aboard which 
stresses the model structure too, Plywood firewall and plywood landing gear plat
form aid the strength. The nylon covering has held up well even though two bad 
landings; one in a tree, the other downwind into a fence. In fact, total damage 
was a broken prop and a few dents. The nylon is strongly recommended. 

1he original model was test flown with no radio gear aboard. The purpose was 
to obtain approximate trim adjustments, become familiar with the model's characte
ristics and provide a "shakedown" test. With no payload the wing loading is about 
10 oz. per square foot, which makes testing easy. Balance the model at 373 (4X" 
behind the leading edge) by adding weight at the nose or tail. Check the motor for 
no off-set, It is assumed all warps have been removed. Glide test for a clean 
fast glide with no sign of a t urn. Alter stab and rudder setting to accomplish 
this. When satisfied, you are ready for power flights. 

Using medium power and a 20-30 sec. motor run, try an easy hand launch into 
the wine. The first jab is to adjust for straight glides by changing the rudder 
angle. Then, if necessary, ad.lust motor angle for straight power flights. You can 
stop now, but if you wish, several flights may be made with small amount of left 
and right rudder to observe the turning characteristics. However, remember that 
1/ 8" of rudder is a very tight turn, so go easy 1 
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~ Most people familia r with RC. will remember 
our old de sign, the Hoosier Hot Shot , and those 
wh0 ha ve seen the Hot Shot fly will remember it 
for its smooth performance. We have flown many 
types of R C. ships, from Wal ker 's Hot Rod to the 
Rudder Bug, and have never found any that com
pare in all around performance with the Hot Shot. 
The Hot Shot incorporated design fea tures never 
befo re seen in R C., such as twin rudders and 
NACA slo ts 

The Hot Shot was too stable . Tha t statement 
may sound fanta stic to the RC. builder, but it is 
a proven fact tha t the Hot Shot could be placed 
iii full rudder ei ther way and never spi n. It w as 
as near a pe rfec t examp le o f C. H. Gran t nose-up 
in turn desie:n as had ever bee n seen. Th is stability 
was a di sadvan tage in con test work for any type 
of violen t maneuvers. At the 1949 Nat ional s we 
fou nd it impossible, even through the use of rad
ical rudde r tnm, to make the H ot Shbt spiral-

Along wi th the afore mentioned fa cts, the H ot 
Sho t was large, light and slow , rilaki ng a poor 
showing in windy weather. 

In the design of the Short Wave, we have at
tempt.ed to improve on the weaknesses of the 
Hot Shot and to add some new features . T he Short 
Wave is a shou lde r wing design, having high 
thru st line and low cente r lateral area. We have 
always been student.· of C H. Grant and ou r force 
arrangements are, as nearly as possible , accord 
ing to the book. 
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We have increased the wing loading on the 
Short w ·ave design, bringing it up · to one 
pound per square foot, and have used a thin 
section to get the speed up. Though 16 oz. 
per square foot is not heavy as R .C. ships 
go, this design has met with our fondest 
hopes for speed. 

By acquiring the extra speed in the Sliort 
Wave, we have increased the overall ]:5'er
formance with respect to the wind, but still 
retain the desirable stability turnwise found 
in the Hot Shot. 

The theory of the twin rudders is to keep 
the rudder area out of the ·propeller slip 
strl!am, making it possible to obtain the same 
turn rate, power-on and power-off-assum
ing a fairly constant power-on, power-off 
flying speed . 

The power-on speed can be adjusted by 
engine adjustment and downthrust . The 
glide speed is controlled by the angular 
adjustment of the wing/ and tailplane, as
suming the center of gravity remains con
trolled . 

The wing slots are used primarily to pre
vent tip stalls at high angles of attack and 
slow panel speeds. By close observation, one 
will notice that the average R.C. job skids 
while making a turn . To those reader s who 
are familiar with the operation of large air
craft, it is obvious that the application of an 
extreme amount of rudder only causes a skid 
or a turn about the vertical axis without the 
necessary bank. This skid action produces 
two undesirable effects which must be con
trolled for the maximum in stability. 

The first effect is the upsetting force 
caused by the famous pendulum effect with 
a low center of gravity. The skid throws the 
Cg pendulum out, tending to roll the plane 
about the lateral axis. This effect can be 
controlled by two means or by ·a combination 
of two, namely high Cg and proper place
ment of the center of lateral area . 

The center of lateral area is a center of 
balance of the entire area of the airplane, 
made up of the fuselage side fin and rudder 
dihedral area, wheels, etc., or all areas re
sisting . movement of the ?irplane . sideways. 

When the center of 
gravity and center of lateral area are in 
proper balance, the pendulum force is c.tn
celled . 

Another, and seldom recognized force set 
up in a skid, is the stall of the wing panel 
on th~ .inside of the turn . This can be ex
plained as follows : 

A ·wing surface moving through an air 
stream provides an equal amount o! lift on 
each panel. By rotating the wing panel about 
its vertical axis as in a skidded t u rn, the 
inboard panel is slowed and the outboard 
panel is speeded up, with the corresponding 
unbalance in lift . It is obvious that the in
board panel tends to stall, while the outboard 
panel tends to increase its lift, thus causing 
the nose to drop increasing the spee d in an 
attempt to regain the overall loss in lift. 
The 4ncreased speed intensifies the skid, 
which further accentuates the unbalanced 
condition until a violent spiral results. This 
panel stall can be corrected in two ways, 
namely with slots and tip washout (the 
warping of the wingtips up) . 

It becomes evident that it would be im
possible to completely eliminate the loss of 
lift on the inside panel, even with the use 
of slots or washouts, so it is necessary to · o 
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back to the big secret of spiral stability, 
namely the position of the center of lateral 
area .. As covered previously in this writing, 
the. balance of Cg and CLA would eliminate 
pendulum effect but to balance the forces to 
maintain a level turn, we must introduce a 
force resisting the .Joss of lift on the inside 
wing panel. This can be accomplished by 
placing the center of lateral area in a posi
tion where it actually ca.uses the nose of the 
ship to rise in a skidding turn, increasing 
the angle of attack, and thus increasing the 
lift to a point of maintaining level flight in 
a turn . This can be accomplished by placing 
the CLA at a position to the rear and below 
the center of gravity. 

It is very possible to design the model with 
the near perfect force arrangement, but as 
we said previously, this near perfect force 
arrangement was the undoing of the Hoosier 
Hot Shot in that its ability to spiral was nil. 

The Short Wave, when trimmed properly, 
will make 270° of turn before any nose-down 
tendency is noted; then it will take another 
full turn to get into a full spiral. 

The entire ship is cov~red with Japa~ silk. 
Contrary to popular belief, it is very easy to 
cover with silk or light nylon. Before at
tempting to cover, you should dope the entire 
frame work of the ship; then wet the cloth 
and pull tight over the 1urface. Before the 
cloth is dry, use a mixtu7e of dope and glue 
around the edges of the frame, rubbing in 
until the cloth is fastened securely. Take a 
sharp razor blade and trim off the excess, 
then dope the raw edge and smooth down the 
edges with the finger. 

After all surfaces are covered, apply about 
six coats to fill the cloth pores. It is essential 
that the wing and stabilizer be pinned down 
during the last two coats of dope to prevent 
warping. If the wing and stabilizer are left 
pinned down for twenty-four hours after 
application of the last coat" of dope, there is 
little danger of warpage. 

The plastic canopy was formed from a 
piece of 1/32 sheet pla'itic . We made a form 
from a large balsa block shaped to the 
proper size. Take the plastic sheet and heat 
it in an oven about 300 degrees until it gets 
very soft; pull the plastic over the form and 
clamp down to a bench until cold. This job 
can be performed very easily.· 

Tlte test ' flying of the airplane is the same 
as with any other. Make sure the balance is 
as indicated on the plans. "The angular set
ting of the wing and tail ·assembly should 
be correct. 

We al~ays find it advantageous to glide 
the ship before power flights. Find a field 
with tall grass and let her go. This ship 
glides fast and flat. Care should be taken to 
see that the ship glides straight before 
power flight. 

Now power flight . Some builders prefer to 
fly their ships without radio equipment in 
the initial testing but we don't agree . We 
have found it advantageous to have the radio 
working. The Short Wave airplane was saved 
from a bad crash on its first flight by having 
the radio on board. -

Unlike our instructions, the writer flew 
the plane with a bad rudder adjustment on 
the first flight and the plane would have 
surely spiraled in if the radio had not been 
on board. 
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Tvu 51..z.E P.l4N5 
'AER.OntJOE.lf.E R " 

J.A.GORHAM---Your remarks on high power are interesting. My theory and 
me thod of trimming ha s always been to design as long a moment arm as 
possible with about 40% tail, and ri~ for correct glide with C.G. at 
abou t 60rc from L.E. The procedure then is to try the model with maximum 
power and s hor t run, and then watch the tendency. If, as it surely will, 
it attempts to loop, then the C. G. is moved back about 1/ 8" by adding 
ballast at rear, and the tail incidence is increased to give correct 
glide. These adjustments are repeated until the model on a straight 
tri~ just holds its own in a ve rtical climb. 

Th e angles of incidence between wing and tail are now so close 
as to mak e one suspect its longitudinal stability. If this does show up 
(failure to pull out of a dive after a stall off power) then downthrust 
is addec and the above adjustments reversed slowly until a poi11t is 
reached where the climb i s straight or slightly turning, and the pull
out is c l ean . At no ti~ e do I use a spiral climb. 

My limited time at present is spent on Wak efie ld s. You may have 
read that I had a fairly successful model last season, the "GHOST" with 
12 strands of 1/ 4 x 1/ 20 , and a 2m lSsec motor run. It's average through
out the whole season was just under 4 minutes. ----Experi~enting is con
centrated on t crqu e and dynamometer test s on rubber motor s . So far I 
have reached several int e r~sting conclusions . lst--That better power 
characteristics have s hown up on a 70" motor operating between 28" 
hook s thcin the same motor operati11g betv 1een 50" hooks. Theory beinp, 
that the power stored goe $ not into stretching of the motor but into 
torque where there is less t ension. Also friction at bearing is less. 
Anotler conclusion is thAt ra~i? windin, prnmotes a better power run 
(more mechanical efficiency) . 
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U~?~;es~~~c~i~0a ~:~~ct~r: ·o}~es~~~ht!~ 
on practical experiment and a study of the theory of 
low sptt'd aerodynamics. It is typical of what is 
known in Austria as the ·• Vienna School " of design . 

Basically the main requireme11ts of a good towline 
glider arc :-

(i) It mwt have good line st.ability. 
(ii) Adequate lateral stabil ity. 

(iii ) Doign proportioned to the best advantage 
for that particular class, with the emphasis on 
minimum sinking speed 

Linc stability is achieved by vi rtually eliminating 
all sidr area in front of the win~, so that all the 
surfaces o ffering " k«-1 " area arc grouped at the 
tail end . Even the small nacelle giving the rcquirnl 
fuselage crtl5$·SC<:hon is grouped around the tail, 
again with a certain findTec-t. 

Lateral stability is taken care of by using straight 
dihedral or 10 r.Jeg ., which has been found quite 
adequate under all conditions With the first two 
conditions satisfied the remainder of the doign is 
based on arriving at the best possible arrangement to 
meet condition (iii). 

Broadly speaking, the main rcquirement11 for a low 
sinking spttd arc high lifl and !C1w drag . T he fuselage 
servo only u a bearer or supporting member for the 
wing a.nd tail unit . Aerodynamically it is a nuiu.ncc 
and JO to minimise this nuisance it, welted area and 
cross-section arc reduced to the 11mallC11t possible 
fi~rc . It could be argued that by usinl{ a very Ion!{ 
fuselage we arc defeating our own end ( i.e ., trying to 
reduce welted area ), bu t we nt!Cd a long fuselage for 
two very important reasons. In the first place we 

ha\·e a fixed to tal area for the A '2 ~pcc.ification . On 
any conventional model the wing Aio at iu optimum 
attitude fo r bcs1 lift . The tailplane operates at a 
lower li ft , o r no lift at all if it is u.sed iu a pure 
stabiliser. Hence, wnh a fixed toJal area the best 
arrangement is to allocate as much M possiblt- of this 
area to the wings. 

\Ve have found i1 pos.sible to reduce tailplane area 
to between one-eighth and one-seventh of the win!{ 
area , and still retain adequate longitudinal stabil ity, 
provided we u.sc a momr-nt arm of bctwccn five and 
seven timo the wing <"hord . Sti ll keeping our ru~
lage crCKS-section small , we simply extended it aft of 
the win~ for the required distance. 

Thi.ii long sticlc fusclagt: had to be made of ply. 
Balsa i~ very difficult to obtain in Awtria and it is 
doubtfu l that a balsa. fuselage of similar crou-stttion 
would bc strong enough , in any Ca.5(' . But ply is 
rt:latively ht:a\)' and so to balance out the model 
within the pc:rm111ed 14f oz. minimum total weight 
wt: simply extend the front part of the fu..\Clage forward 
until we can get the required balance with only a 
small amount of ballast . 

\o\·e 1hw have a very efficient set-up. v.rith low drag 
and high lift already pa1 tially as.sured by the la rge 
wing area . The final factor is the aerofoil section. 
The particular ~tion wed wiu evolved after a long 
series of experiments and is one which we believe 
givo very nearly optimum ~rform.:i.nce for glider 
wings of all sizo. h has very high lift valuCll with 
corrnpondingly low drag. 

C.onslruction of the mod.el should not present undue 
difficulties to an experienced builder, although the 
maicrials used arc somewhat different from standard 

(Continwd onpoge s,64) 
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ORNITHOPTERS by Parnell Schoenky 
The points to consider first in any ornithopter design are a 

high power-to-weight ratio and strength and reliability of work
ing parts. This latter requirement includes not only the flapper 
lever arms and the conrods, but also the flapper supports and the 
motor tube just behind the noseplug. Putting a lot of music wire, 
hardwood, and hard sheet balsa into an "outdoor" ornithopter will 
not produce sufficient ruggedness to take the large amount of 
rubber needed for long flights ; instead, the strength must be 
built in by careful design and by very careful selection of balsa. 
And when building an ornithopter it's well to forget old ideas 
about saving weight by using glue sparingly. The wood should 
break before the cemented joints come loose; anything less means 
your model is lugging around "dead" wood. Remember, no model 
takes a beating more severe than doe : the bus iness end of a 
flapper. 

In the hundreds of years that men have been experimenting 
with flapp ing-wing flight, countless complicated and fancy ar
rangements of flappers and actuating mechanisms have been tried. 
We are s till far from the true bird wing with its complex system 
of slots, flaps, and camber variance, and the best-flying orni
thopters are really not ornithopters at all, but entomopters
"bug-wing" models. The usual result of attempts to add feathers 
and complex motion to model flappers is that the added wei~ht 
and friction absorb power without adding to efficiency. The best 
way to improve the flight of a flapper is to systematically test 
and retes t such basic items as the flapper covering etc. until one 
is sure that each part is doing its utmost. Taking the covering as 
a good axample, try flying a flapper until the paper is limp and 
loose, and then replace it with fresh taut covering. In most cases 
the duration will immediately improve. The same approach should 
be used in trimming. Often a flapper which appears to be under
powered is only lacking negative incidence in the stabilizer, and 
again, a flapper which stalls after every launch may be suffering 
not from too much stabilizer negative but from "gas model 
lcrnnchitus." (Flappers need very little forward speed when 
launched , and on a breezy day it may even be necessary to release 
the model while walking downwind.) 

Most people nowadays regard ornithopters (and entomopters) 
as just amusing toys. It wasn't too long ago that helicopters were 
in the same category, and look at them now. Some of our far
seeing scientists are hard at work on flapping wing flight, believ
ing that here is the key to such flight problems as slow and 
hovering flight, maneuverability, and ~ltra-safe landings. Given 
its share of research, the flapping wing aircraft may yet surprise 
us all. 

The m odelers who w ould like additional information on orni
thopters are ref e:-red to the following articles published in the 
British model periodical, The AEROMODELLER: 1) An excel
lent background article on ornithopters, by Laidlaw-Dickson, in 
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NOTES ON THE AUTOGYRO by Parnell Schoenky 
The model autogiro field is probably the least developed of all 

unconventional types of models. In a sense this is good, for there 
is so much virgin territory in which the experimenter may 
ramble freely, without duplicating the work of others. Another 
aspect of the 'giro is its close similarity to the full-scale craft; 
the model 'giro looks and flies much like a Kellett or a Pitcairn, 
whereas it's a rare helicopter model that can be identified as 
such-except by its owner. 

The 'giro shown on the plans was not an off-the-board flight 
success; in fact, it presented more trimming problems than any 
other type which I have attempted. This most probably resulted 
from a m iscalculation ,of the required rotor area relative to the 
size of the rest of the craft. The first design utilized twin rotors , 
mounted parasol style on a small fixed wing, and exhibited dis
astrous stall characteristics. The model would go in'to a pro
gressive stall after 50 yards or so of slow level flight, and as the 
rotors continued to churn away steadily (result of the increased 
angle of attack) the model would lose forward speed to the point 
where the stab would suddenly stall out completely and the model 
would execute a backflip. Changes of incidence, rotor angles, 
C.G., and downthrust were of no avail in controlling the eventual 
stall and served only to shorten the period of level flight. At this 
poirit I consider the use of a rotating stabilizer in place of the 
conventional fixed type-surely this one couldn' t stall ahead of 
the wing. However, the obviously high center-of-resistance of the 
'giro suggested a better solution: lowering of the rotors. A new 
cantilever mount with g reater span was made, and is in use now 
on the configuration shown in the plans. The present arrange
ment has proven to be on the right track, leaving the way open 
for improvements to the tail surfaces and power plant. In the 
few stalls encountered with the shoulder-level rotors, a good 
conventional recovery was made in all but one case. The model 
lands slowly and gently, even when maladjusted, due to the high 
rotor lift at all flight attitudes. Rotor drag is considerable, as 
evidenced by the slow airspeed with Wakefield power. 

The two-bladed twin rotors, which have a total blade area of 
approximately 100 square inches, actually generate lift equal to a 
wing of over 300 square inches. Efficiency, of course, is poor com
pared to an ordinary model wing, but the same set of rotors when 
fitted to a longer fuselage with larger stabilizer and a longer 
motor run will make possible flights of better than a minute. 

- AUTOGYRO 
the October 1946 issue, and 2) a comprehensive discussion of 
ornithopter construction and trimming, in the October 1949 issue. 
Part of this l?tter article is supplied separately, as part of plan 
Ho. D-333, available from the Aeromodeller Plans Service. 
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AIRFOIL THEORY Gail Cheesman 
An airfoil theory which the author is currenuy preparing for 

early publication has dictated the design of an entire new family 
of airfoil sections especi'ally for use on duration model airplanes. 
Based in attaining m inimum sinking speed in the glide, the 
analysis suggests that important gains in duration can be achieved 
by combining high-aspect-ratio wings with deeply cambered air
foils, and, as in the past, adjusting models equipped with such 
airfoils to glide at near-stalling lift coefficients. It is believed 
that models with high-aspect-ratio wings in the past have often 
been hampered by insufficienly cambered airfoils, and that models 
with high-lift wings have generally suffered from inadequately 
low aspect ratios. The two effects, high aspect ratio and high-lift 
airfoils, apparently go hand in hand to increase duration. 

In this brief article, no attempt will be made to describe .the 
designat ion of the various series of airfoils in the family. How
ever, ordinates of four of the sections are presented here. The 
25-1.00-10 section, incidentally, was used on Joe Boyle's 1949 
Wakefield models, both in the Augusta, Georgia eliminations and 
in the English finals. T hese models were smooth-flying, steady
climbing models on 14 strands of 14 T-56 rubber, and exhibited 
an unusually slow glide. The 25-1.00-10 section is recommended 
for general-purpose duration models and seems to combine suffic 
ient structural strength with excellent performance at an aspect 
ratio of about 10: 1. 

The author, however, predicts even higher performance w ith 
higher aspect ratios and deeper camber. Accordingly, two other 
wing sect ions are presented, the 30-1.25-12, and the 35-1.50-14. I t 
is probable that the 30-1.25-12 airfoil will be particularly well 
suited to models of about 12 :1 aspect ratio, and that the 35-1.50-1 4 
will be particularly useful on models of 14 :1 or greater aspe ct 
ratio. 

In addition to the u se of h igh aspect ratios with these new 
airfoils, it is suggested that the forward part of the u pper sur
face be sheeted with light sheet balsa to maintain the curvature. 
To minimize sag on wings using the 35-1.50-14 section, the entire 
upper surface might well be covered with thin sheet balsa cov
ered on th.e inner side w~th Japanese tissue before sheeting and 
on outer side after sheeting. (1 / 64" sheet balsa so treated is ex
cellent for rubber-powered models.) 

I?. additio1:1 to three sections already mentioned, a special 
s~abi~ize r section, the 20A-08, is also presented. The 20A-08 sec
tl~n is expected to stall at a rather high angle of attack for its 
thickness and. should therefore improve the longitudinal stability 
of models flying on the verge of a stall. Since the current rules 
h.ave mad~ large stabilizer areas the rule rather than the excep
tio?, the induced drag of stabilizers at usual stabilizer aspect 
ra~10~ has bec.ome a pen~lty to good performance. The suggested 
so ut1on t ~ ~his proble~ .1 s to use fairly high aspect ratios on such 
large stabilizers. Stabilizer aspect ratios between 7 ·1 and 

10 
.
1 should prove adequate. Use of a stabilizer havin . : 

equal to or greater than that of the win h g ~n aspect r~t10 
both ~tructurally and aerodynamically~' owever, is poor design, 
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A table of ordinates for the four mentioned airfoils follows, 
all ordinates expressed in percentage of the chord. It should be 
noticed that the leading edge of each of these sections extends 
slightly forward of the forward end of the chord line. Careful 
plotting and fairing of the nose section is required to obtain the 
µroper leading-edge shape. 

Mr. Cheesman 1s an Aeronautical Research Scientist with the 
National A.dvisory Committee for Aeronautics. 
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Ill 
25-1.00-10 30-1. 25-12 35-1. 50-1~ 20A-08 

STATION UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER UPPER LOWER 
ORO I MATE ORO IMATE OROI H.ATE ORO I MATE ORO IMATE ORO I MATE ORO I MATE ORO I HATE 

0 1. 60 0 I. 80 0 1. 90 0 4. 00 2. 00 

0. 5 2. 35 -0. 70 2. 60 -0. 5 2. BS -0. 40 4. 48 1. 40 

1. 0 2. 90 -1. 00 3. 30 -0. 75 3. 65 -0. 60 4. 92 1. 16 

2. s 4.10 -1. 35 4. 6S -1.10 5. 20 -0. 7S S. BO 0. 6B 

s. 0 S. SS -1. SS 6. 3S -1. 2S 7. 10 -0. 7S 6. 60 0. 2B 
7. s 6 . 70 -1. so 7. 7S -1. lS B. 6S -0. 70 7 .16 0.14 

10.0 7. SS -1. 3S B. BS -0. 9S 9. 9S -0. so 7. 4B 0. 06 
15.0 8. BS -0. BO 10. 5S -0 . 4S 12.10 0 7. BB o. 02 
20. 0 9. 7S -0. 20 11. 70 0. OS 13 . 70 0. 60 B. 00 0 
25. 0 10.40 0. 30 12. 6S 0. SS 14. BO l. lS 7. 92 . 0 
30. 0 10. 7S 0. BO 13. 2S 1.10 JS. 70 1. 6S 7. 72 0 
35. 0 10. 9S 1. 30 13. 6S 1. SS 16. 20 2.10 7. 44 0 
40. 0 11.00 1. 7S 13.BO 2. l S 16 . SS 2. 60 7. l 2 0 
4S. 0 10. 9S 2. 20 13.BO 2. 60 16. 6S 3.00 6. 6B 0 
so. 0 10. BS 2. SS 13. 60 3. 00 16 . so 3. 3S 6. 20 0 
60. 0 10. OS 3. OS 12. 7S 3. SS lS. SS 4.00 s. 20 0 
70. 0 8. 70 3. 20 11. OS 3. 70 13. 7S 4. 20 4. 00 0 
80. 0 6. SS 2. BO 8. 4S 3. lS 10. SS 3. 40 2. 76 0 
90.0 3. so 1. so 4. SS 1. 70 S. 80 1. BS 1. 40 0 
9S. 0 1. 7S 0. 7S 2. 3S 0. BS 2. 9S 0. 90 0. 72 0 

100.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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DRAG OF CONTROL LINES AND MODELS 
During the summer of 1950, several members of the Tech 

Model Aircrafters at M.I.T. near Boston, Mass., started on a 
project to get reliable data on the drag of control-lines and speed 
models. So far, about 200 man-hours of testing and computing 
have resulted in the following report. 

Through the help of Assistant Prof. E. E. Larrabee of the 
Aero Department (an active modeler in T.M.A.), the experiments 
were run in the modern 4.5'x 6.0'-100 m.p.h. Student Wind Tunnel 
which has very laminar (smooth-air) flow. To keep the Reynolds 
Number to that encountered on fast speed jogs at 150 mph, the 
mahogany replica was accurately made to 1.5 model size (see fig. 
1). Afte r proper corrections for support interference and drag 
and tunnel wall effects had been applied, final results have been 
found for lift, drag, and pitching moment (coefficients) over a 
wide range of angles of attack for three configurations: basic 
model without cylinder, model with exposed cylinder, and model 
with a simple helmet cowl. (See fig. 2). The important point is 
that addition of the exposed cylinder doubles the basic drag, but 
a good cowling only increases it by one third more; that is, a 
cowled engine has one third the drag of an exposed engine. This 
work was done by Henry Jex, Howie Wing, Gene Larrabee, 
Johnny Gionfriddo, Jack Stewart, and Myron Hoffman. 

However, it was known that the majority of engine thrust 
went into line drag, so measuring equipment sensitive to ± 0.04 
oz. was devised by Dick Baxter of Ruge de Forest, Consulting 
Engineers, making use of a cantilever beam and strain-gages. 
(See fig. 3). Runs were made at different speeds from 50 to 110 
mph to determine the change of drag coefficients with Reynolds 
Number due to separation differences. (See fig. 4). Note that the 
line drag coefficient is based in the frontal area of the line 
(length x diameter). 

The addition of a light, rectangular 1/ 64"x3 / 64" balsa fairing 
behind the Jines reduced their drag by about1 11%; but stream
lining this fairing resulted in line vibration, probably due to 
separation phenomena. To prevent flutter, it is important that the 
C.G. of the line-plus-fairing be in front of the quarter-chord of 
the combination. There tests were performed by Dick Baxter, 
Bill O'Neill, Gene Larrabee, and Johnny Gionfriddo. 

Now the values can be combined to check with control-line 
speed records. The overwhelming amount of power necessary to 
haul the lines around shows up well in fig. 5. The formula allows 
for drag variation along lines and the portion of drag taken 
out at the handle. It is apparent that more than 5 /6 of the power 
goes into line drag near 150 mph., which means that drastic 
changes of model drag won't aff e.ct the speed appreciably. Evi
dently, even allowing for air density changes with temperature, 
the big engines must' be putting out over 11/ ".!. bhp with 80°/o prop 
efficiency in order to achieve 160 mph. Addition of line fairings 
would probably increase the top speed by 10 to 15 mph. Also, use 
of a single .024 line would up the speed 10 to 15 mph, and if this 
could be successful streamlined, the speed might go up to 180 
mph. 
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Andrews 

30-Min. lnd.oor 
This plane was designed to resist the 

torque and weight · of one loop of 
1/16" x 1/ 30" rubber 15" long. To do 
30 minutes with 2,000 turns in the mo
tor · we had to keep the ·wing loading 
as low as possible. Experience dic
taterl a total weight between .062 and 
.068 ozs., a propelier rpm of 60 to 65. 

Selection . of materials for this model 
was a painstaking task and resulted in 
numerous experiments since balsa wood 
for indoor building purposes varies in 
weight from 31h to 7 pounds per cubic 
foot. Although the strength is ·sup
posed to vary in direct proportion to 
the weight there is a difference in 
grades, in seasoning, in grain struc
ture, and in the way the balsa is cut 
that increases or decreases its s.trength 
to weight ratio. 

For these reasons sizes of component 
parts on the plan are only approxi
·mate, since the exact sizes I used would 
be too weak unless you work from 
identical sheets of wood. If you wish 
to duplicate the model the best pro
cedure is to use those sizes of wood 
which would enable you to match the 
weights shown on the plan. Even if 
you can't match the weights you will 
still have a basic model which you can 
improve as you continue to build. It 
is stable and easily adjusted and ca
pable of good flights. The weight of 
the rubber should equal the weight of 
the bare plane. For example, a plane 
weighing between .030 and .045 ozs. 
can be flown on 1116" rubber; a plane 
weighing between .045 and .055 ozs. can 
be fl.own on 5/16" rubbeT; a plane 
weighing between .055 and .080 . ozs. can 
be flown on 3/32" rubber. 

The strength of each part must be 
sufficient to resist the torque of a fully 

wound motor, dnd strong enough so 
there will. be no "flapping" or erratic 
behavior duting flight. The plane must 
be sta.ble during all phases of the 
flight, otherwise you lose seconds, 
even minutes, in flight time. Any alti·-
tude lost after the initial clinlb (whfch 
should be smooth)· can na.ver be re
gained. The microfilm used for cover- · 
ing is very important. When covering 
very light frameworks you will find 
covered parts warping and tending to 
pull outlines out of shape unless your 
film is absolutely dry and stable. I 
learned from bitter e·xperience! -

I use a microfilm solution with a 
minimum of dry plastisizer in it, so that 
my film will dry loose on the hoop in 
two days. After covering, I hold the 
wet wing and tail surfaces flat on a 
board until dry to · prevent any warp
ing before the job of final assembly :is 
tackled. 

In bUilding the propeller use the 
thinnest outline you can to avoid di8-
torting the pitch. Be sure the spars 
are straight by sighting from the . end 
when inserting the ribs. The motor
stick was formed around a 5/16" diame
ter dowel, wrapped with Silkspan tis
sue. It was baked in an oven at 450 
degrees for five minutes. The tail
boom was made in the same manner 
except it was formed around a balsa 
rod that tapered from · 5/16" diameter 
at one end to 1/16" diameter at the 
other. 

The wing stilts or pegs should be 
a tight slide fit into the sleeves of the 
motorstick, since incidence changes are 
made by raising or lowering these stilts. 
If they are not tight you will never 
maintain an adjustment unless you glue 
them in-then how would you get them 
out? 

I would suggest that cardboard tem
plate forms be made for each part of 
the plane if you are interested in ac:
curacy, symmetrical outlines, ease of 
duplication, and a faster method of 
construction. 

==========-------------------===-===-=====: 
ADDENDUM to NOTES ON RADIO CONTROL 

by Dick Schumacher 
Fligh t technic is a story in itself. A beginner just has to make 

the "beginning." By using a self neutralizing esca ~ ment the 
model will not "freeze" \n a spiral dive and -chances of getting 
the ship back are good. But do not let it get too high. Actually, 
there is little danser if the model is lined up properly before the 
flight. If you can find a 10 ft. bank, glide the model from it and 
check for smooth fast and straight glide. Or you can do likewise 
on a level ground. After you have the model up you can start 
on the fine trimming by watching its behaviour. 
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JIM.HORTON---WAKEFIELD MODEL----This model is d solution of two problems inherent 
in folding prop models. One problem is the lack of reserve stability in the glide, 
and the other is the poor " to the last turn" climbing abi 1 i ty. Both of these problems 
are caused by increased glide velocity due to decrease of drag of the folder. 

In developing this design a series of tests were made with freewheeling and 
folding props. With the C.G. and incidence setting fixed, the folder had a much 
higher velocity than a freewheeler-, and its glide time~ would naturally be higher. 
To bring the freewheeler to its best glide trim, 2° more wing incidence was required. 
This can be attributed to the fact that freewheeler glide slower and required more 
incidence to develop same amount of lift as a folder does at higher speed but lower 
incidence. 

Test flights proved that the freewheeler had a superior climb, in a sense that 
it reached higher altitude with the equivalent power. This, also, is directly 
connected with the glide setting. The free wheeler, being rigged for a very slow 
glide needs much less forward velocity for level flight or climb than does the fold
er. This is especially advantageous after high burs t of power is gone and the model 
is working on the ver diminishing power curve. Under low power considerable inci
dence is needed if the model is expected to keep on climbing. It then becomes ap
parent that to obtain a climb with a folder equal to that of a freewheeler, we should 
change incidence during flight to bring about conditions which will favor the folder 
as they do the freewheeler. 

The system shown elsewhere has Leen thoroughly tested on an old model. As it 
can be seen, un de r power the stabilizer angle is decreases 2°, and brought back to 
0° for glide wh en the power is ou t and the prop folds. The fact that both operations 
are tied to the same " release" takes care of the C.G. changes. Although it is our 
belief that the effect of the C.G . shift due to folder is negligible in relation to 
the changes of velocity and angulaqinertia as will be shown below. 

The lack of reserve stability in the glide when a folder is used can be shown 
as follows : A rubber powered mod 1 has almost 503 of its weight in rubber which is 
distributed over the length of the fuselage. If a disturbinp; force induces a pitch
ing moment the model has high angular inertia, and large corrective force is needed. 
If the speed is low as it is when the freewheeler is used, the problem is reduced. 
In order to produce a model with a folding prop that will have ample stability, we 
used a tail boom approximately one half of the hook to hook distance. This arrangement 
also improved power flight by having the model recover well from steep climb altitude. 

The model s hown has not yet been opened up due to cold weather, but it does con
sistant three minutes flights on 503 of turns (600). And the model climbs until the 
prop stops and it floats like a " Floater". The glide is made in large circles. 

JOSEPH E()YLE-- -- WAKEFIELD MODEL----The model flies in medium right circles and has 
a slow but steady climb. The large prop (20" die.) turns over for SS to 70 seconds 
and provides climb until the last 15 seconds. Despite the larp;e diameter of the 
prop, the model is extremely stable under power and will perform very p;ood in all 
kinds and types of weather. However, despite keeping the prop blade weight down es 
much as possible there is still a slip;ht shift of C.G. position when the blades fold. 
This, combined with a shift in the motor C.G., will sometimes upset the trim. 

The airfoil is one designed by Gail Cheesman, an old time model builder and now 
an aeronautical engineer with several years of experience at N.A.C.A.'s airfoil tun
nels. (Two Dimensional and Varia ble Density) Gail has worked up a theory with a lot 
of proof behind it that an airfoil should be designed with both aspect ratio end 
chord beinp; deciding factors in plotting the sections. All of his sections for Wake
field models have been plotted around a circular chord line and are plotted for a 
definite aspect ratio. The first one I used was on my 1949 Wakefield, and I believe 
that it did influence the performance of my model. Gail and I are both advocates 
of covering with sheet bal sa the top 303 of the leading edp;e. This improves the air
foil performance as well as strengthens the structure. 

The prop is a modification of a desir,n by C.C. Johnson. I wanted the largest 
diameter prop I could possibly swing with 14 strands of 1/ 4 rubber. My theory beinp; 
the old one that the larger the diameter, the more efficient the prop. I varied from 
18" dia. 22" pitch to 22" dia. and 30" pitch. My final choice for the power used 
was 20" dia. and 28" pitch. I also believe that the greatest area of the propeller 
should be locate d as far from th e hub as possible. This, of course, makes a rather 
low pitched prop the only solutio . 
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The peculiar shape of the blank results in a prop which, although low pitched, 

provides an ample bite into the air with sufficient blade area to give high thrust 
with minimum amount of rubber. The blades are thin and flex under power like an in
door prop. This provides a slight control over the R.P.M. and gives a more constant 
thrust. The prop airfoil is slightly cambered for strength rather than for efficien
cy. In an effort to decrease the drag of the prop blade near the hub, the angle of 
attack was greatly increased. (Most props carved do not take this drag area into con
sideration. In other words, the blade area near the hub turns over too slowly to 
bite the air properly and actually has a negative angle of attack relative to the 
speed of the air passing the model. )- - -Since I have been using this prop I believe 
that my average altitude per fli11:ht has increased between 50 and 100 feet. 

Best time for the model is just a bit over 13 minutes for 3 flights under 
minute maximum per flight conditions. 

WAKEFIELD GEARS~---TiiOMAS E. MURPHY----The first requisite of an efficient gear 
installation is a mounting that will not flex under load thereby causing binding of 
gears and excess friction. These mountings may be of many different types to fit 
the builder's particular model. Ball thrust bearings are a necessity to take the load 
of Wakefield motors. The use of brass bushings for the shafts is recommended al-
thoup;h sha f ts running in 24 ST Aluminum and well oiled is a sati s factory substitute. 

The p;ears used in the writer's installations are stock sheet brass spur gears 
of 32 Pitch, 1/ 16 11 face, 24 tooth and with a pitch dia. of .750". These gears when 
purchased have a .1875 bore and require a bushing to take a • 063 shaft. "S" type 
hooks are recommended to prevent the rubber motor from climbing over the hook. It 
is important tnat the gear bushing be accurately machined as the true running of the 
unit depends on these parts . Face run out can be tolerated but diameter off center 
must be avoided. The writer's first rou11;h machines the bushing .010 oversize with 
a shaft hole size of .063. A stub arbor is then turned on the lathe and bushing 
mounted and turned to a press fit in the 11;ears which have a slight countersink on 
one side. The assembly is then mounted in a collet and the bushing spun over with 
a ball end tool. This procedure has been found superior to other types of installa
tion. A press fit bushing soldered is a satisfactory substitute. Lightening holes 
and shaft lock hole are then drilled, the assembly mounted in a step chuck bored to 
take the outside diameter of the gear and the lightening section and hub faces 
turned to size. 

The gears are then assembled with the bearing and shafts to the mount and the 
ends of the shafts bent into the locking hole and soldered in place. Gears are 
locked for winding by insertin11; a 1/1 6" wire pin throup;h the eyes. Each motor is 
t hen wound the same number of turns and the wire pin removed. Short test flights 
may be made by leaving the pin in place and using the prop motor on 1 y . 
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OFFtCIAL RESULTS 
1951 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP COMPETITIONS 

WAKEFIELD CUP--July 7th and 8th-Jami-Jarvi, Finland 

1st, St. Stark, Sweden, 705.2 sec. 2nd, H. Tubbs. Gt. Britain, 676.2 sec. 

SWEDISH CUP-Aug. 22nd-Bled, Yugoslavia 
1st, O scar Czepa, Austria , 871 sec. 2nd. Petkovsky, Yugoslavia, 800 sec. 

ENGINE POWER--Free Flight-July 15th, Eureux, France 
1st, G. Schmid. Switzerland, 600 se c. 2nd, Lauchli , Switzerland, 545 sec. 

ENGINE POWER-Control Line-July 28, 29 and 30, Knokke, Belgium 

Speed Class I ( 2.5 cc max. ) Speed Class III (JO cc'-max.) 
1st, A. Hewitt , Gt . Britain, 151 km / h 1st, Labarde, France, 204.6 km/ h 
2nd, P. Wri g ht. Gt . Britain, 124 km/ h 2nd. Laniot, France, 194.1 km/ h 

Speed Class II (5 .0 cc max.) 
1st, P. Wright, Gt. Britain, 201 km / h 
2nd, Kreulen, Holland , 185 km/ h 

Acrobatics (3900 p ts max.) 
1st , A . Hewitt, Gt. Britain, 3,200 pt. 
2nd, Vallez, Belgium, 2,779 pts. 

Note . Wakefield, Towline Gliders and Free Flight Engine Power flights 
are timed to 5 min. max. Duration total is for " Three Flights." Speed given 
is an average of two runs. 

F.A.I. RULE:S FOR INTERNATIONAL 
MODEL AIRCRAFT COMPETITION 

Wakefield Cup - Rubber Power 
Total surface area between 263.5 and 294.5 sq. in. Minimum 

fuselage cross section area 10 sq. in. Minimum total weight 8.113 
oz. Rise off Ground. 

Swedish Cup -Towline Gliders 
Total surface area between 495.3 and 526.3 sq. in. Minimum 

fuselage cross section= Total Area/ 100. Minimum weight 14.5 oz. 
Maximum towline 100 meters. 

Engine Power Free Flight 
Maximum engine displacement 2.5 c.c. (0.15 cu. in.) Minimum 

weight 200 grams per cu.cm. of engine displacement. Minimum 
surface loading 12 grams · per sq. dcm. (2.75 oz. per 100 sq. in.) 
Fuselage cross section= 'rotal Area/ 80. Rise off Ground. 

NOTES: Total area includes wing and stabilizer. Area is as
sumed to be effective area or "look down," interruptions in the 
surface to count as area. Flights limited to five minutes. The final 
score to be average of three flights. 

Control Line 
No specific rules as yet. Classified according to engine dis

placement in speed, and on points for stunt. 
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THE INTERNATIONAL F.A.I. CHAMPIONSHIP 
PROGRAM by Henry Dore 

For some time now, model builders interested in the Inter
national aspect of the hobby had hoped and called for a program 
of annual contests which would officially determine the World 
Champion of a particular category of models now being built. 

The first active step was taken by the F.A.I. in 1950 when it 
recognized the Wakefield Cup competition as the official World 
Championship meet for rubber powered models; The Swedish 
Cup as the Championship event for towline gliders; and the 
control-line competition held annually at Knokke, Begium, as the 
official trials for the Control-Line Championship. There being no 
ready made formula for engine powered free flight models, the 
rules mentioned elsewhere were adopted, and the first meet to 
this standard was held in France in 1951. 

The next phase of this program must become someth'i-Qg more 
than just the "official." Model builders throughout the world must 
back it up with active participation. Such active participation 
would naturally raise t he prestige of the program. The 1952 
season will see a greater participation in all divisions than here
tofore. 

The question of supporting this Championship program, and 
the whole matter of our active participation in the F.A.I. world 
affairs is a difficult challenge to the American modeller. We 
have in the past found i t very difficult to send one team to Eu
rope to the Wakefield competition. What now. with four annual 
events on the schedule? Also, so far we have not understood 
F.A.I. matters, and until recently did not take much interest in 
them . Do you feel that it is time we did? 

There are many who feel that there is 1 i ttle reasryn for our 
participation in the F.A.I. meets. They feel that we in the 
United States should put on the championship meets, especially 
in Control-Line and Gas. "Let them come if they think they can 
beat us,' would seem to be the slogan. 

There is little need to present here a detailed argument against 
such an isolationist attitude. It would be too bad for us to act 
that way. The Europeans simply cannot come here for model 
airplane competitions. We would be losing a great deal of pres
tige. We must also not forget that the Europeans have come to 
their own in all phases of the hobby (including Control Line). 
It is they who may well say "We'll take you on! Come on over!" 
At least for the present we must realize nothing truly Inter
national can come out of an American attempt to organize a 
World Championship program. The Wakefield experience backs 
this up well. Has not that competition fallen into a slump (from 
the point of view of participation) everytime it was held in 
America? 

As we have seen. the present F.A.I. program calls for four dif
ferent annual Championships. It has already been suggested, and 
this wou ld seem a logical development, that these four contests 
be held together in a sort of "Internationals" or "Model Olymp
ics." Since the greatest value of Championship meets is the ex-
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change of ideas among the expert builders of different nations, 
at "Model Olympics" gathering would certainly be a very great 
step forward for our hobby. 

These "Internationals" would not need to be annual affairs. In 
fact, much would seem in favor of the event being held but every 
other year or even every three years. This would help make it 
possible for more nations to attend. We have, for instance, been 
spending approximately $6,000.00 a year on the Wakefield team. 
In the case of the "Olympics" we would have $12,000 (or $18,000) 
available for sending a team. 

Linked with the "Internationals" would be the session of the 
F.A.I. model commision. Separated from the larger, full size 
aviation meetings, the ommision could probably work more 
effectively. It would be meeting in close contact with the world's 
best builders which would be of great help in deciding such mat
ters as new rules. The F.A.I. model commision would become di
rectly controlled by model builders. Finally. the meeting of the 
commision at the same time as the "Internationals" would solve 
for many countries the problem of sending representatives. There 
would surely be some builders in their respective teams to rep
resent their country at the meeting. 

Such an "Olympic" program organized by the F.A.I. can be
come a reality in 1953. We had instructed our representative to 
support such a plan at the Bruxelles meeting, 1951. - We must 
keep up the pressure but this time also prepare a more definite 
plan for our representat ive to submit to the commision. 

For 1952, the Championship program will be the same as in 
1951, but should take on more importance. Our A.M.A. Wakefield 
Committee has already made definite plans for sending a team to 
Sweden. It now seems impossible to organize other committees 
in an attempt to form teams for the other events. Perhaps one of 
the other Championship meets will be held at a date close enough 
to the Wakefield to enable some of our representatives to take in 
both events. This worke out well last year in Paris. 

We must not overlook the possibility of Proxy flying. We can 
send models to be flown in the control-line meet (speed). Free 
Flight Gas and Towline Championships of 1952. Doing so would 
mean a great deal in showing the rest of the 'model' world that 
we are interested and willing to support the F.A.I. Program. It 
would seem that we would be particularly interested in participat
ing in the Gas Model event, which will be held in Switzerland. 
After all, the gas model is almost an exclusive American de
velopment, and this type outnumbers by far any other type in this 
country. Another reason is that we were already represented m 
1951. 

Proxy flying can be effective and we should not hesitate to 
rely on it if we cannot finance the teams. (The Wakefield and 
Moffet Cups have both been already won by proxy flying.) Since 
it seems now impossible to hold eliminations for 1952 Proxy 
teams, the simplest way would be to have the A.M.A. select the 
team from the outstanding builders who may be interested, or use 
the results of last year's Nationals in the selection. At any rate, 
all models sent to the International F.A.I. meets must have the 
O.K. of the Academy if they are to re_present the U.S.A. 
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As we begin an active cooperation with the F.A.I. we will need 

a sort of "Foreign Affairs" committee which will be responsible 
for organizing eliminat ions, raising funds. liaison work with the 
F.A.I. et c. It is quite a job. The financial aspect of the plan would 
seem colossal, judging by the effort that has to be made to finance 
the Wakefield team. Perhaps the fact that the "Internationals" 
will cover the entire range of model building the industry might 
feel more responsible in its obligation to its multi-million dollar 
customer. 

There is a long road ahead in the development of model 
building on the International level. At home, much progress has 
already been made, chiefly in the attitude of our model leaders 
towards such developments. The door is now finally opened for 
progress . Our A.M.A. has already done much to link us closer 
to the other countries , so let us keep the ball rolling in 1952. 

A/ 2 RUBBER POWER by H. Dore and C. Curry 

Two years ag-o we sent four models to Paris to be flown by 
proxies in the "Coup d'hiver." We did O.K. since our proxies 
were able to place our models 4th, 5th and 6th, and win for us the 
team award. 

We became very much interested in these "Coup d'hiver" 
models because of the sort of flying they would give us. With the 
small amount of rubber allowed in proportion to the total weight, 
( 10 grams of rubber for 80 gram model) they were not over
powered nor w.2re hard to fly. Then, due probably to their small 
size. we found them to be almost "unbreakable." We also found 
these models to be ideal fo r the beginners. 

Claude's younger brother, Jim, who is but 13 years old, in
herited our original experimental model. It was with this model 
that he learned about flying rubber models. He must have learned 
well for he became a sharp contest flyer. He had many wins this 
past season and was 4th at the Atlanta Wakefield eliminations. 

We had advanced, two years ago, the idea of A.M.A. adopting 
rules of this type. That is, to limit the amount of rubber used. 
Since it is not advisable to change rules completely overnight, 
it is hoped that other model builders will try this type of models 
and find out for themselves wh~t can be dohe.-Suggested rules 
for the A / 2 Rubber Model are as follows: Maximum weight of 
rubber 1;~ oz. Minimum total weight of model 3 oz. Fuselage cross 
section; Length 2/ 200. Rise off Ground required. And a 2 minute 
flight limit with average of three flights to count for score. 

The model shown is t he 8th of this type. As a A / 2, it averages 
about 1 min. 30 sec. We have found that models of this type can 
be flown in very small fields. Rules allow models of pleasing line, 
and bring contest model experience to beginners and the average 
builder. It is quite possible that by having models which can be 
flown easily we will gain many more active contest fliers. 
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JOHN KIENER : - -- ASYMETRICAL TIIRUST---Th e off cente r thrust line tend s to turn the 
model to the r ight, thi s i s compensated by a l o t of left rudder. Th e wing is not 
washed in o r out. ---The flight c haracte ri s tics are mo s t satisfactory. Under low 
power the model climbs in a tight left c ircle. Spiral dives arf' prev ented by the 
thrust line position below the Center of Drag (when the model is in a left bank). 
Under medium power th e ship climbs st. raip;ht out at a 45° angle of climb. When hil!;h 
power is applif'd, a tight right turn rf' s ults. The l e ft rudder keeps t he tail low. 
loops are impos sible because the o ff se t thrust pulls mode l into a right circle if 
it attains enough s peed to rea ch a c riti ca l position. The glide patte rn is a very 
tight left circle. 
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~UDEL AERONAUTIC ENCYCLOPEDIA t/3--This is the book which we mentioned in the 
text.It was originally written to be the 1951 Year Book, but when all the questions 
were answered, we did not have enough space for all of the answers. We had to skim 
off the basic facts and present them in a condensed form in the 1951-52 YEAR BOOK. 
When we began to write the Year Book we had a general idea of what goes on, and we 
also had a lot of questions. In the ENCYCLOPEDIA t/3 you wil 1 see how we gradually 
found the answers. By knowing the troubles we had, and how we solved them, you will 
understand the final results much more easily than by just solving formulas. In 
fact, ENCYCLOPEDIA 113 may be the ground floor from which we will eventually expand 
into a complete understanding of model aerodynamics. ---This book will be published 
sometime in 1952. 



Dear Friends: 

Writing this book was easy in one sense, and extremely 
difficult in another sense. Most of you have been very helpful in 
supplying plans and information to the best of your ability, and 
without the slightest thought of payments. And it was this sort of 
a cooperative feeling that helped me overcome the difficult side of 
writing this book. This difficult side is more or less personal, 
but I will be glad to tell you all about it when I see you. 

After rewriting and regrinding pages and pages, and drawing up 
so many plans, I may have lost the perspective on the material in this 
book. Therefore, I would appreciate if you would let me know if this 
book answers some of the questions which have been bothering most 
of us.--I must confess that in many cases I do not know the exact 
answer, but I tried to present the problems so that some of you may 
help me find the true answers. (Incidentally, what happened to all 
of those model builders who became aeronautical engineers? We were 
count ing on them for a lot of answers. ) 

About the future? Who can tell. In t he meantime, when you fly 
your model, watch it carefully. Does it seem to follow any of the 
patterns described in this book? If it does follow a book pattern, 
how close are the design characteristics of your model and the basic 
model described in the book for that particular pattern? Here is 
where you can help me out more than you know. Let me know how close 
is the information in the book to the actual field practi ce . 

I t is quite possible that future books will be coming out mo re 
regularly. We have now the basic structure. All we have to do is 
to build on it.---So, keep notes on your flights. If you have a mo
del t hat you would like to show to the rest of us, let me know. Also, 
if you see someone else flying an exceptionally fine model, would 
appr eciate knowing about it.------And so, until next time; "May the 
Thermals be at your beck and call ! 11 

P.S. I have quite a problem in how to let you know just how many 
persons helped in making this book possible. There were so many! 
Most of them you will find on the "Contents" page. But I would 
especially like to thank Carrie and Frank Haynes of New York City 
for proof r eading the manuscript, and for making me feel that I 
am a "writer: 11 And H. A. Thomas of Little Rock, Ark ., for so many 
fruitful "connections 11

; And Jean Guillemard of France for special 
"favors". To all who had helped, Thanks! 

Fl'ecl. Co!bvs 




